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Activity
Number

TABLE OF ACTIVITIES

1 Mutual Respect Incident

2 CleWoom Equality 20-minutes

3 The Courage to be Imperfedt- 45 mfn es

-4 'Merits of Competition 30 minutes

5

.

' Broken Squares' - Non - Verbal Problem Solving 45 minutes

6 , Helping Parents Share Responsibilities 30 minutes

7 Helping Educators 5140 Responsibilities 30 minutes

8 Classifying Class 4etings 10 minutes

9 Class Meeting Plan 60 minutes

10 Goal Recognition 40 minutes

11 Mistaken Goals 45 minutes

12 Developing More Appropriate Behavior 30 minutes

ApproxiMate
Time

Allocations

30 minutes

13 Goal" Recognition - Parents 45 minutes
7

14 Persuading Parents 80 minutes ,

15 Natural and Logical Consequences' 45 minutes

16 Parent Consultation Demonstration 60 minutes

17 .Parent-Study Group Feasibility . 30 mutes

18 Family Meeting Feasibility 30 minutes

19 Adage Cards /45 minutes
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Preface

This training manuals ))ne part_ in'a set.of instructional

materials developed to facilitate the efforts of Georgia idu-

1

cators in the planning and implementation of-comprehensive career

guidance programs. The manual is similar in foimatito other

. .

s materials in the series. The materials are designed for use

with small groups of counselors, teachers and career development

doP

specialists who are interested in'Amproving their career guidance

competencies. EaCh unit if training materials is based upon a

particular aipect of,a comprehensive career guidance system.

ThroUgh'this systematic approach the need for spectfic staff

developMent program materials and activities can be detirmined

and documented.

Related materials produced by the Georgia Career Guidance

Project inciude.iudio cassette recordtt', transparencies, a

sound/slide series, a needs assessment instrument, charts, and

various other suppoWmaterials.

kIAFF DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP MATERIALS

CAREER GUIDANCE TEAMS

GRADES 7-12



the'goals of any one area can best be understood in the conte4
, .

of the complete list,of goals identified in the comprehens ve.neede . .

assessment study.. The focus of this training manual is on the'
development 0 staff competencies in the area of Relati ith Signiii-

caq.0thers (note enclosed box).

IN1'ERgERSONAr HUMAN RELATIONS
EFFECTIVENESS SKILLS

Trust and
Intimacy

Expressive and
Assertive Skills

WORK AND
LIFE SKILLS

LIFE CAREER
PLANNING

Q

Affiliation and
Acceptance

DAILY LIVING

Consumer Skills

Civic and
Community .

'Responsibilitzs

Home and Family
Responsibilities

PLANNING SKILLS

Decision-Making-
Skills

Values Clarifi-
cation and .

Development

Goal Setting
Responsibilities

4

RELATING WITH.
SIGNIFICANT OTHERS.

V

Family Relationships

Peer Relationships

Teacher/Adults
Relationships

EMPLOYABILT

EmployMent Prepara-
tion Skills

Job-Seeking
Skills

Occupational/
Educationil
Knowledge

EDUCATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT

Study /Learning
Skills

Participation/
Involvement
Skills

SELF
OIALIDATION.

Confidete

Independence

Identity

WORK AND LEISURE
ENVIRONMENTS

Work Expectations
and Responsibilities

Recreation and
Leisure Interests

Work World
Structures

SELF
UNDERSTANDING

Self Apprai4.1
Skills

Abilities and
Competency
Development

Basic Academic Persohal

Skills Development
Responsibility

tP-

-7
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
A

As ,

This training manual twuRelating to Significant Others"

was developed for use aS SupPortMaterial for a staff which

. /

identified this procesS-outcome area as a priority pee: The

manual and accompanying' materials were written to assist local

Career guidance teams in their, efforts to improve the quality 4,

and quantity'of their programs. A basic assumption. underlying

the development of these materials' is that all of us benefit
'r

from perjodic ieneWal:

The content ofAhts manual is presented in' boy
. -

--'
i,

And exper ntial modes to encourage maximum involvement of par-,

116'ticipant . Small group experiekzes are a part of the Wecial

attention-given thethe development of competencies for a team
*

approach to ,implementation of careerAuidance programs.

lo

c
.

r
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!TIROS OF THIS GUI DANCE PACKAGE

The geal'Of th package is to provide career guidance tead members 4--)\-

iwith competehcies/for. helping students improve relationships, ith sig-
.

nificant others; particularly Parents, teachers, and peers. In order to

achieve this goal career guidance-team members will peed:._ (a to become

aware of their own attitudes, to accipire relevant knowledge, and to

develop skills that will eriable their educatio61 system to implement

durriculum based career_guidance programs; (b) to provide for individual

-stupent pmen4 (c). to be responsive to on-call needs of staff,

parents and students; end-(4) to promote institutional change that

fosters interpersonil felationships.
.

This packagelcan,be used in a variety of lays. The most effective

,format would probably be a week-long sunder workshop. It could,also be

divided into a series oT one-day sessions, butshould not be,uAd with
.

,
1 ss than half-day time blocks.

Workshop leaders Should famAliarize.themselves With principles of,

Individual or Adlerian Psychology before teaching
I. .

familiariky may be. acquired by reading from the s
g ,h

particularly Children the Challenge, Haintaini

room or Psychology in the Claisibom, all by Rudolph p

tilts module, Basic

gested references%

anit in the .Class-

?"-

0

.10

vii

J.

4
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'GUIDANCE PACkAGE GOALS: RELATING WITH SIGNIFICANT OTIIE

i

"To develop an attitude- that will fdster equality A ongm parents, educators ,
and students.

' r To develop attitudes and skills that will
students to share the rospoltsi bi a i ty
interper/sonal relationships.

To develop an understanding of hbw ass tions related to goal-directed
behavior may-¢e used to explain e.purpoises of behavibr.

allow parents, educatort, and
of 'facilitating and rediediatirOg

To develcip skills in correcting miitiehaviors .and promoting social interest.
a

J

To develop an understanding of critical factors that affect parent-child
, relationships. -,

..,
.

, .
To develop, skills in translating principles of ef4ctive parenting through

varicfus means , e.g. ,. parent consultation band parrt study groups. \\
',.. -)-

ti
r
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Introduction

We live in a-world that has meaqing for us as individuals primarily
, 7

t
in.terms of'ourfelationship with significant others. ''For the very young

. 4
rs 4e come; a-

c 114 matures or

4.

,

AP'

child, parents are the primary 'significant others.. Teac

significant' or as the childenters'schatol, and..asth

develops -social awareness; peers of the same.oneposir sex156c*:
,

significant. While home and seadt:acknowledge the importancelif.inter...-

'skills needed for such re fatior
, 4

curriculum. 'leachers ,and guidance workers seldom specify hat they

}by 1460 and fewer still use planned activities to fosterrstudent

development in this area. Yet when-questianed,-students indicate ,that

IPRSO is an area of specific concern'and one in whiCh:thei would like'
*

personal Telatioms with:significant o rs (IPRSO), the acqUilitton of

as remained a part/of thd'iMplicit

mean t

assistance froWthe sdiaol. The importance of IPRS,O,fn the work setting"

well documented, fo7the'"inability get-along with oth0s1 is'a'
.

ffrequentcomentontheApettonnel record of dismissed employee's. Data

from the ,mental health'Scene and the family setting indicate the, fupda-
°N,

mental na&e of IPRSb 1:isocial concerns. This instructional package

, will prki.de'career guidance team, 1iembers With knowledge and skills to

implement activities that Will aid in making IPRSO a part of the

explicit curriculum. Because of this, comprehensive guidance processes

are` included to help improve relationships in the family, school -and

peer groups.

12
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.
kThefc4-logingcontehisection-maibt)usedas-a-handout before the

workshop, in--a:mini inttioductory lecture,i.br as a combination of both.
t - :

Handosits'thatare ndi part_of-exercises or activities may Or may not

be used as mini- lectures, reading matter, or resource material for

partitiPants' futUre use. The use of such,pandouts is left to the

Alscretion of the leader and needs of the'group.

7--

L-1
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II. DIMENSIONS OF POSITIVE INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

i
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LIVING AS AN EQUAL

Mutual respect is the basic condition essential to the improve._

meet of interpersonal relations, and requires a belief in the equality

- of participants in the relationship. Fights among neighbors,vars

4mongcnationS, divorce and other damaged relationships grow out of in-

equality in interpersonal relations. Inequalities occur when indivi- .

.duals place themselves in a position of physical, financial, intel-

lectual or moral superiority over other persons. Teachers, counselors,

and school administrators often place themselves in positions of,

judgement over students becaUse they interpret the public charge to

educate as meaning that the educator is responsible for the'child and,

therefore, superior. In a democratic society' positions of superiority-

inferiority such as master and served, need to be replaced by a

valuing of the unique contribution of each party in the relationship.

However, we are usually 'not educated to behave and think as an

equal. We have.not been taught by our parents, our schools and other

members of society how to live as an equal. Furthermore, we are not

currently teaching our children and other people's children how to

live as equals. Every individual at some time.or other experiences

feelings of inferiority; and each of us often responds to these

feelings by striving to overcompensate. The fear of being inferior

goads us to establish superiority over others. We feel that the way
4

to gain "respect from others is to demonstrate our uniqueness, our

power, and our strength. And, we think that we will not gain.

3

15

f

Mutual
respect
i8

essential

Education
for
superiority



respect or be appreciated unlest we. can represent something noteworthy,

so we do not expos,e-our weaknesses, fearing others will think less of

us. When we feel that we are less than what we should be, we becOme

guarded or"aloof to insure that others will not gain this knowledge.

We strive to be number one, to 'be'perfect and successful. We accumulate

blue ribbons and often force ourselves to specialize. We join elitek

clubsqw identify with power groups. Thus, superiority allows us to Perceived
inferioritj

achieve "equality.".

Inferiority-Superiority Perception

Society. Power Straggles

any broad social. issues facing our society today can be inter-

preted,in terms of the equality dilemma (Dreikurs, 1971). To achieve
r.

equality, those who feel inferior or put down form grays to get

their fair share, including respect, from the establishm6nt. .Indi-

viduals organize in order to acquire power. In moving through

organization to a power position,tqz are able to achieve "equality"

with those who were formerly in a superior position. Four major

conflicts in our society illustrate this struggle:

1. Labor vs. Management

Paternalistic management, which once built company houses and

gave Christmas bonuses to those employees_in a' lesser and

dependent position, is now fighting tt maintain control over its



O

)

own destiny. Unicins, which formerly were valued by Many, are now

depicted as,tyrants,whO close factories and cause an, inflationary

economy. Labor's uie of'strikes and other techniques of power

achieved respect but also forced management to react by defending

itself. Each year the power struggles-become gre4er.

4
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2. Black vs. White (Native American vs. Caucasian could be 'substituted)

The suffering and fear endured b,Y black Slaves, and later by black

citizens, frequently are re-directediibl cks toward whites. In

4.

some instances retribution is demanded. Back power and black

Prride have come to symbolize the nequality in which blacks can

,establish and create superiorksitua ions t achieve respect. As

i 'result, some whites .band together ut of fear and react to the

superior power poSition assumed OYAhese bl\aCks.
,

.

; 1

Mr,.

to 94A-,
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3. Youth vs. Adult

Pardnts frequently talk about raising children as if those children

are vegetables. Some teachers teach second gradert or sophomores

as if they are objects. Youth, however, commands respect. They

point out that the adult world is not perfect, that adults do not

have the answers, and that adults are hypocrites because they do

not behave as they speak. Youth often withdraws, organizes into

per gi.oups, and identifies with rebelllous groups who are

struggling against the establishment. The establishment is per-

ceived by them as paternalistic and controlling.

4
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4: Woman vs. Man

Men have been characterized through the ages as the king or-rulers

of their domtin in which they enjoy all df the accompanying privi--

olk
leges:and responsibilitiet of the stronger sex. Women formerly

,

achieved identity through sexual-based femininity, child-bearing

obligations, and home as well as, family responsibilities,-but now

these older :means are being valuedless by our society. Satis-

factions gained from previous relationships are reluctantly

sacrificed by both sexes, whilefsome women's liberatiOn groups use

power tactics (similar to those used by other oppressed' groups)

compensate for previously perceived inferiority.

a00 <E, DC
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se'
YoU may want to Wre the folfowing brief outline on the

board for clarification of the concepts discussed in'this section
J

of the package. Call the participants attention to the drawingt

on-the,preceding pages which depict these bier struggles.

Pik

j

SOCIAL POWER.STRUGGLES

LABOR vs..MANAGEMENT

BLA - WHITE

YOUTH vs. ADULT

WMAN-vs. MAN

L-2

21'
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Th ,x 3

The transition from dn inferior position b' labor, blacki, youth

and women is difficult because °a dependent role hailcertain advantages'.

If one does .pot !Aim the ability or resources to compete or risk,

assuming retpOnsibility.is,more threatening and undesirable than
,

.

succumbing but having someone take oare,of,yOu. In some instances,

grc4j:who are in an inferior position may wish to command a superior

position without giving up some of the advantages of dependency. f:ir

example, labor unions may want salary guarantees wiphout risk; IS)acks

may want equal work opportunitieS and yet maintain welfare support;
,

'\\ youth may want to be heard and conulted,but leave work to the adults; ,

f

women may want inteliectual and Aenomic equelity but not accept

- physical and social responsibilities. .Those in es`tabljshed positions

./believe that such stances are unfair and form reactionary groups to

protect their interest: 'ach position lmands that the other deliver

first, and each position
/

ay emands that the other .deliver first, and

'each positioethereby tries to maintain a morally superior position.

This "show me first" phenemonon further intensifies the power

struggle.

Family_ Communication

The daily comjunication in family settings is the priMary educe-

tional medium'for superiority-inferiority,power struggles. The inter-

actioni between)ar4pts and children often carry piny subtle messages

. ,\\

9
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V.

r

. e

.

t4
)

......-...

, that repn6ent the.valut's fostered by 'our striving, to become'or appear

/ to be sup The-resultfng power s ruggle between parents and

' chtldren reseMblas the,§octl equality struggles in other social -).

I

. .

, ( . ,

settings. .. ,L ,77,

%,..,.. - ,7.

: y

, Pa * ;
i,'

Examine a typical parent child-dialogue at the dinner; table.
,

i A
You,may have participate,-in such a conversation yourself recently.

. The parent thitiatosdiscussion with Oe commop question, "iltv

did you do in school today?" The child answers, "OK." The parent

follows up with guestioni about specific areas;;'/ The child'Oves brief,/

positive,^but defensive answers-. The parent- is frustrated and trl

chy6 is uncomfortable. Why are parent - child conversatiohs usuaily'''-
,

tarried on in this.fashion? Because-behind that simple; initial,

parental ,question may b61'hidden messages that represent parents'

alLied superior position.

concerned about yOu living up to my expectations."

--"I must cheCk on you. I do not have faith Fn

must control your behaVior or,it Al'notte good enough."
/-

- -:'I ,have the right to ask, you without disclosing why."

,-"I have no obligation to 'disclose tnything about mays lf-or nay

problerpt.

--"I think your discussion capabilities are limited to school work- -

not world events or community problems which,lnterestme."

2V

)g,
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1

--"I amltrong anAin.confrol, so tell 'yqur problems'and 1' wili., tell

c_.,./ ytlupWto solve them.' ... . . .

- - "I Witell you how,yocan be-better:II 1 ,

,---,)

The child soon. learns to diveguarded or ex dpectereplies to
41. F

maintain his/her position and,get the parent:of hiS/hprback:. ei
4 .., 't .,;, \ . .

Course, if the child w {shes to elicit the parent's aid in the chi d's)

own superiority struggle, she/he drops tints about unfair

situations and impossible problems'irschool.

a

luperiority Tactics
4.

As we go through-life,we learn communication game that carry

Messages about our gtatus or desire 'for status. As depicted by B rne

in Games People Play (1964), people play superiority games trfaX e
. 4

appropriate for thee: etting. Sometimes we are in a superior position

and sometimes we are ip an inferior posLtipn. t all.Are capable of

playing both positions. The most obvious exam.' ispthe one-up game- -

"If you think that's something, wait till you hear what I did.'

The put-down or tour grapes method is another common approach. In our

discussion of supvtority this approach is saying:'"See, they are not

better than me." Some one-ull tactics, however, are much more subtle.

For example,. it.is ommon for us all to feel that we must say some-

thin'g interesting or impressive to establish-ourselVes with someone we .1,

have justItet. "My n ighbor asked me how I was able to geteso many

t

Like TA
"Parent"
"OhiZd"

11
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things one and I told' him it matter seIf.defense."
.

i*Sence)we are saying, "Let me tel.( you'what I'canido and what I.have

to overdoMe." Ohl,) then do -we bellivethat someone will be interested .

1

in us.
A

Displaying 'an image of strength is viewect-ls a way to gdkn,

:respect. For years, our, triving'for thg image of strength hat been

represented by.the'idoliiing of tiler) "playlng it cool" hero. Sonlene.'

whO can do things without really trying represents someone we would

like to be. Movie hero, James Bond, formerly represented this idol

'4 (
for many men. He was strong, excitingi and-well-dressed. He fought

,,

--I and loved with great success. He.drove,new cars and was admired-by. .i. - . , ,

1 his colleagues. Today We have a9ti-hero movies--heroes who neverthe-
.;

Bess have the .same cool, effortless strength we Idolize. Thy stars

of the move and 1 series-M,A.SA. cavort around in a rebellious,
. .

anti-estayishment manner and are sti I able to perform major surgery,

'vitt wars, and be sensitive to the nee of mankind. This is the

contemwary way to be cool, str ng and superior,

Teachers and parents usually represtent establishment-type
. .

'11 d 6
. ,s

'superiority. This, position is maintained by some common strategies. .

, -. . --2
,

i .

The term maturity is often used to place Ole adultin a one-up position.

Messages like, q.You'could understand if you had it, and "You will
t

unde$ stand when you get it," are frequently sent.;. Students have often

heard the following: , "Students must be Made aware that change, comes

.slowly."

12

4-`
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Another s4i.far gathe position featur6shera'worheXperience and

, ).

.12h4queexperiential knowled§e, "Here is something-You dop'.t. real 40,"

,

The ifeAsage pofhtsilitthe fact that such knowledge wasee'rned aftelt4 a

191!1$3 Struggle pd,"theteforg, it must be worthwhile. If it is not-,

theft'thenearner hasbeen stud and not worth very much. Ektblithe8[:,

self respect cannot Afford tolVeal with this possibility. 'According,to

i

this position seniority automatical ly brings knowledge. The magic of
--.._

.

time and experience is assumed to be the equalizer.

Out-group attempts at superiority often,grow out of moral
. A

Superiority positions. ite out-group typically puts down the establish-

ment as'imperfect and worthless. The out-group suggests something new,

not experienced by the eiablishment, because You haven't been there

so how do you know?" Adolescents tell adults that adults have for-

gotten how it was and that things are different now. Blacks have an

unusual experience--qppressed, suffered, joined together--they have

"soul." Something mysterious, unusual, or special is created to make
1%1

a person or group superior. You cannot feel flt" because you are not

capable of being. there and therefore, you cannot understand or

appreciate "it." To prove this point special language, music,

clothing, or other badges or symbols of uniqueness are used,

Similarly, a morally superior' position may be assumed regarding some

aspect of life in which the.establishment hasfailed. Poverty

struggles and pollUtion concerns have been social issues in this out-
s)

:group rtance.
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We can observe current dialogues thai represent establishment

versus'ouI-group sIrugiqes for superior-one-up positions. Note the

tactics used th the following diAlogue between a teenager and a parent:
4_

Parent Drugs are.bad, People who use them get into trouble.

\ Teen 4. Wow do you k Alot ofj.kids who take drugs art, not bad.

'Parent - You don't laze h your life could,be affected.

Teen 4it's not anrworse than drinking.

Parent,- Does thit'justify it?

Teen -Iveryone'S got their cop out.

tle an hear the parents use of maturity and experience to talk
)

own to the teenager. The teenager countered with something _the--
.

p rent did not know -- some teenagers have4used drugs and are not bad

pe le betause oN,!--atid thereby attacks the unilateral and Un-
t-

, equi cal statements. No respect forone another's feelings exists
#

because each attempts to deal:from power.

The following is a dialogue from a campus situation. The setting

is a confrontation between a student activist and a student personnel

worker%

Student Activist - Hey you--younv:e a Doctor Somebody aren't you?

Personnel Worker - Yes, I have.. one kind of a doctor's degree.

Student Activist- Then why don't you make ,courses relevant?

Personnel Worker - What do you mean--"relevant?"

2 7'
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Student Activist - Turkey, you've got a doctor's degree and you

,.don't know what's relevant?

PersOnnel Worker -I wOuld,like to understand--give.me an example.

Student Activist - No use rappin' with you if you'don't know

where it's-at.r"

The student personnel worker prefers to discuss specific concepts

since be Is confident ttiart a rational approach will lead the student

to-understand his own inadequacy or misunderstanding (lack of

. experience and maturity). The activist uses a special language and a

"see xou don't know everything even if.you have an establishment

4 doctor's degree" puidown. In reality, the courses probably are not

relavant but also,, there probably is a justifiable reason for the

ptesent'course offerings.

Living as an Equal

Being.equal does not mean being average; it does not pull an

individual down. To live as an equal does not require'a person to have

equal abilities, skills, or even equal opportunities. -Unfortunately,.

to some people the concept of living as an equal implies that a

person must be bland and conforming or even weak or:sort. This is not

the-case and, in fact, quite the- opposite image might be considered'. .

The person who operates from a basis of equality is more)ikely to be

described as confident, strong, and able to live in a competitive

society.

15
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How woul0 I behave if I felt equal? Here is a composite picture

of an idealized self:

I am able to assamh responsibilities. I am not a stereotyped
"person. My basic essence is the Consideration for. the rights
and interests of others while standing up for my own rights.
To be considerate of others' rights and interests, I must be
sensitive to-others. The behavior that demonstrates this
characteristic is the *ability to respect others' opinions and
take time-to look at thingssfrom their point of view;. "I can

understand how you feel like that." I listen to others,
restate and clarify the other person's concerns in my own
words. I am able to'share my own feelings becausi I have
faith in the willingness of others to understand my ideas.
Furthermore, I am able to examine my own uneasiness and ask
for help in explaining it. I am willing to offer assistance
to others as they try to understand their feelings. I let
others know how they affect me. At the same time I am able
to-stand up for my rights. I mind my own business and do not
worry about controlling others. I speak for myself and do not
hide behind a 'group spokesman. I do not feel the need to be
unusual, special or superior to be appreciated and, therefore,
do not over control my,behavior for fear of exposing inade-
quacies. As a result4 I tend, to be spontaneous and get into
action. I state what I believe will work and specifically
do those things for which knave accepted responsibility. My
manner of expression is one of firmness and kindness.

Equality Guidelines

Mutual respect is basic to developing feelings of-human worth

and dignity. Mutual respect in the classroom is more'than seeing .a

,person of value'as a resource to be developed.' Students in the

classroom4re individuals. They are not the same, but are indtyidual-

istic with differing talents, differing behavior, different wills.

Many of their behaviors may be unacceptable or ven deplorable but the

16
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person is valuable, even if the behavior is not. The following

' suggestions allow a posture of mutual respect,to be demonstrated and

foster reciprocal equalness-type behavior in othert.

1.. Disclosers of feelings acknowledges thoughts'of inadequacy and

concern but also promotes a faith in overcoming problems. Dis-

closure of .feelings should not be confused with complaining. The

problem solving process is shared. In addition, a concern for

others may be expressed without an attempt to control their be -..

Lim Be interpreting others' feelings into one's bwn terms

demonstrates understanding. Making observations and,statements

about relationships without fear of losing mutual respect demon-

strates strength and faith in one another. This disclosing pro-

cess provides an opportunity for the projection of some unspoken,

connotations:

- -"I have faith that you will understand."

- -"You will appreciate my uniquenets and I do not have to flaunt.

it before you."

- -"Youroomments mean somethtng to me."

--"I need and appreciate your support."

"You also can. disclose things. to me."

Commitment of time,and effort implies worthwhileness. A willing-

ess to take away time and effort from some other pleasurable or

desirable activities demonstrates caring and respect. Faith in

17
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future contacts and relationships can be expected to grow froth this

commitment because it. provides something in common frOm which

future interactions can develop. This willingness to invest also

relieves the'pressure for instat success and expresses faith in

a satisfactory mannerrof dealing with one another. A college

student captured- the importance of this aspect in the negative

sense when he'said, "My advitor makes me feel-as if I am intruding

'on his time."

3. Exploration and risking together develops a sense of belonging

, that comes from struggling, together. ,Putting yourself on the line

for someone indicates that you think he/she is worthy of your

interest and involvement. Talk is cheap, doing is difficult.

Risking failUre could endanger the self worth bf.either party, if

Mutual respect were not pretent. ConVersely, staying aloof or

feeling guilty keeps one in a non-doing but superior position.

The exploring together exposes humannest (imperfecticins) and

integrities (strengt )which allow for non-threatening involvement

in future situations. An accomplishment reached. together provides

evidence of Strength and justification for further involvement. In

a given situation thinking in terms of "we" rather than "her" or

"me" will develop.

4. Faith in the benefits of social interest allows us to recognize the

uniqueness of an individual and encourages an interactive

18
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spontaneity-that models honesty andlfaith. "What is there about

this individual that I findIntereing? Here is am interesting

parson with whom I.tan

"what's interesting to

non-controlled reaction

interact in1many ways."

me"-10 parture reAults in

Reacting from a

d a4iral, honest,

th in the assumption hat every human

provocative way to enter relationships. Becker (1963,"p. 246)

insightfully captures the ultimate expression of this quality:

"The lover thrives on the uniquequalities.of his object, parti-

culdrities found nowhere else in the world." Equalness is

established by the recognitionpat ,one party appreciates the other

.party with proof of this'demonstrated by the spontaneity of

,reactions to the individul's unique attributes. Reciprocal

reactions are baied on the coming .together in a unique, personal
t a

relationship. Gibb(l970, p. 52) illustrated this process as he

descilbed his discovdry of a trusting relationship with his son,

_Randy:

From this experiente in playing with Randy, I learned
again that when1 play the role of father .outs of a sense
of duty and obligation that this is a lousy Aping for me
and a lousy thing for mychild. A role relationship or
a duty relationship is essentially hostile and counter
growth. I still play toles with Randy, but I am a
little more aware.of it each time and I do it less and
less. I am learning to say 'I don't want to play,' when
I am busy or want to do other things. Even better, I
am beginning to try to work out with him things that we

/-
a
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both like to do. When we find something that we bath
like, *hkch we often do, it is tremendous. When I }am

afraid ors anxious I often revert to role. When I am
completely trusting, I am role free. Trusting people
becomes more personal.

Equaliityin.Di'logue

Equality in dialogue is necessary for productive communication.

2iilnissue does not :necessarily deteriine the.moode for6r.outcome of

a meeting of minds, but the attitude of thg participants involved in

the dismission may determine that mood and form. Dreikfurs (1971)

noted that what one doesAs less important than how,4 is donland

under what circumstances it develops. Opposing thetrigs'opennew

dimensions and Iprizons as well as enrich and stimulate thought. This

.view, rather than fear of submission, avoidance of unpleasantness, or

.protection of false pride; allows for agreements to be reached and

subsequent action,to be taken. No one:is humiliated in the process..

Parent: I am bothered by the reports of drUg usage' and I am especially,

concerned about how it might effect you.

Teen:. It's not any worse than some other things--like drinking.

Parent: I get the idea you think I,amgoing to give you a lecture on

drug usage. I'm 'interested in finding out about drugs and

how you feel bout them.

Teen: I know some kids who use drugs and theY arg not Lad.
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Parent: I didn't say they were--I'm bothered that you already have my

reaction pigeon-holed. I realize you expect adults to react

.that way but I would prefer to discuss itwith you without

jumping to conclusions about the goodness and badness of it.-

Teen: 0.K.r-where do you want to start?

Parent: I would like to knowiome specifics about how your acquaint-

ances have come.about using drugs and what was your reaction

to them. I have visions of what is described on television

and the like and I get the impression from you that it must
;-

be different than shown. there.

In the above parent-teen discusiion

defensive, probably with justified cause.

Jf, her /his on bUiihess, discloses feelings,

"mm it time, and a willingness to explore

the teenager is obviously'

The patht. however, minds

shows a willingness to

the subject together.

'The defensiveness of the teenager might never have reared itself
4

, equalness had been fostered in dialogues of earlier form tive,

y s: -Could not the discussion at the dinner table, initiated by the

patient with

lifferently

the question, "How did you do in school today?"-have gone

if equalness had been,fostered earlier? The connotation

Ofrihe parent's message,then would have been:'.

=-"I find your activities interesting."

I am confidentyou found.someth,ing positive in your day."



*A,

--"What you have to sky relates Ulm* and my day."

--.° tjdid something today tha will subsequently sha>i with you.V

r-s-"You are 4o4hy of conversation."
4

.

"Being part Of your life is worthwhile.!'

--"You can inquire about my'day."
....

. T
, With the aboVe messages bepind the question it is.extremely

doUbtful that the teenager yould -answer simply "O.K.".' Instead, a

unique: personal dialogue could ensue'which would make living as an

equal a r4ality. A

4



Activity/ #1: 'Mutual Respect Incident

1,

Purpoir: tocreate awareness through examples of hpwAnquality exists

Activity: You will be asked to liiten as your leader reads two situations.

[- Group' discussion of the situations will follow.

1'
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Act4lty #1: Mutual Respect Incident (30 Mutes maximum)

411

Ihii as may be used as en introduction to the workshop and as

war for you Wrest', previous reeding niaterials to the Workshbp.

The following situation, Is often used7to illustrate parenttteenager
r ,

relationship*. Let's review it. .(Read to participants.).

"Supposeklou are a parent of a teenager who wanders in yOUrr

Lliving room with megazine07i down on the sofa and inadvertentty
, 0

putt his fee on a new table you\ave Just bought. What word be your

rot nser t)esponses from, the group.)

"A fellow riorkir, whom you admire very much, stops io tell yOu

about something,interesting that happened at work, In the heat of the
4

AislusSion your friend inadVertently puts his feet on the new table you

haVe Just bought. 'WhatInight be the typical response?" (Get responses

from the'group.)

Compare the responses with t4e_g/roup. What are theissumptions
/

the'responses2

How do 'these situations relate tO'the concept of equality?0,

Focus ,o6 awareness ofiquality not resolution oft situations in
1,

your,discusiion.
4

If you wish to identify other situations for a group in whilh these

seem inappropriate, please feel free to-do so.

4411 means,-attempt to generate quick responses as in a brain-

storming exerc se - don't let the discussion lag.

L-3
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Activity #2: Classro Equality

I

Purpose: to increase participant awareness of factors indicating class- 4

room.equallty..

, . \
1

,

. .

Activity: As a group, brainstorm a list sf school practices which can

/--. (--- ...- result in treating students avunequals. Focus on classroom

and non-classroom situatibns./(

.0

e,

F
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Activity 02k,Classropm Equality ,(20-minutei maxi mum)
, J

14)
.

1.. Instruct the group to brainstorm a list of school practices that

result in treating students as unequals.

. Try to direct. the focus. of this. brainstorming session to classroom
.

and non-classroom school. Oractices. .

.

e ,

4..

a list of these .practices Ocl the boon:Las. individuals sugger

.I.

! I

4

them. 4 .% 4N 6 i c, ...

)

AsIJIhe grditii to divide the lis %to categories_of practices such
. . A

as:1 classroom practices, supervisory, administritiver Ale-
,

confl ict.

v

Note: c\
In processing step #2, a51( individUali/to s cify the categories

of practices in which they might be d Person lly.
A

. 41- ,..1--/' .1C

4.7

V

;
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Activity #3; he. Courage to Be Imperfect
4

Purpose: to increase participant awareness of the efetts of criticism

on vaA;ous,ty'es of people.and4eexal9ne OriOnal need for

-
social

Activity: Li ten to the t pedvpresentati f "Th Courage'to Be

Imperfitt," by udolph Dreilairs. Your, leader wi11 then lead

a discusiion of the content of1'.the tape.,
i

, i 4
f $ I 1
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Activity !3: The Courage to'Be Imperfect (20 Minutes maximum for dis-
,

cussion after tape)

1. Introduce the tape. as related to the social equality points just
.

_discussed. :Note the tape focuses on why we are unwilling to be

criticized and why we individgelly demand social equality.
f.

Play the tape of The Courage to Be Imperfect."

.3. After participants hiveltstehed to the tape use the Communication-

Encouragement Circles to discuss the content. If the C-E format

'seems impractical because of less than 10 participants, have a triad

discuss the content with remaining participants observing.



Optional Activity #3: Commoicatilm-Encouragement Circles (requiring a

ldnimOm of 10 participants)

Getting Started

1. Divide yourselves into two groups.

2. One group puts chairs in a circle.

3. The other group'forms a circle with their chairs outside the first

circle.

Eventually everyone will have the opportunity to participate in each

circle. You will,find yourself doing two different things.

1. Ale in the Inner. Circle (IC) you will communicate by listening and

sharing your feelings and thoughts -about "The Courage to Be Imperfect."

2. While in the Outer Circle (OC) you will observe the participation of

an, assigned partner in the Inside Circle and listen carefully to ideas

expressed. Later you will give positive feedback to your partner.

Remember

1. If you are_ in the Outer Circle (OC), you cannot discuss the topic.

You will have one uninterrupted minute to give feedback to your partner.

2. During the feedback session, each OC member identifies for the IC

partner what was good about his or/her communication. Only positive

things can be stated.

3. If you are in the Inner Circle (IC), you can participate anyway you

wish. Just by attentively listening you can participate in the

communication process. As you feel more at ease in the group; you will

find yourself sharing your feelings comfortably.

4. During the feedback session, each IC member will receive positive

statements from the OC partner regarding the topic discussion. The

IC member should not talk during the one minute feedback session.

L-6
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"The Courive'to Be Imperfect"

From a screech by Rudolph Dreikurs, M.D.

.1 have chdien today only one assectof psychological importance to
present. to you for yOur thought and,tonstderationthe subject or "The
CoOracie to Be Imperfect. In this one subject.and topic it seems ::-.)at
a number- of basic problems facing us coMe to the fdre. In this sUbJ.::.cit

and topi c we deal with our culture!; we deal with the need for a re--
.orientation in a changingculture;we deal with the basic problems' of
educatIonVand finally, we have here an area where we may .even learn
eventUally to deal more effectively with ourselves.

-We Can well see that perfec'tionism is rampant today. A great
many people try so hard to do right and to be right. Only a few
psychiatrists are perhapS catding on to the implicationS of such a .1

desire which has highly depredated our,fellOw men our society'. So
it may perhips;be presumptuous to askwhat right do we have to inter-
fere with the peoples' desire to be right and to-do 'right and to become
perfect. In a certain way we-may even consider the term and the notion .

of God as thegideal of per fection. The question of justice is in-
4 .

trinsically linked ,to tbedemand_to.have the right- -the right dis-
t.ingished froM wrong.-4-pOnishing for. the wrong-and perhaps praising the
right. Moral standards"areimpossib,le without a clear distinction
.)etweon .ciOtsand wring, and,stimulating efforts toward the tight.

. . . .

Let us .perhaps firsi., site the one thing; right and. wrong are
judgments. In many co.ses they are valueless judgments, The right
and wrong call be cle;:rliy defined only when we have absolutes ; -only in
an absolutistic way can we say "thatis righ!;" and "thi. is wrong."

trier;; zrtT2 maly people who out .of the trldition. of our culivre are
absolute. Truth Is an absolute; something is

,-It,true or false. That is how we think. And
tb. thi; tvPxy we have to act.

.

df>"t sp that ,all of these absolutes.
-'vilization which has pecomeldemocratic. r,bsolutes are

on: rc,,s-;,.;,1- we, nave; an authority which decides what is right and
Y- are. concnrnl.:3 fn our private lives we have

F.ur ,uthoritl-becAse'each'one of us determineS for himself
whit wronwh4t is Wrong; what is true and what

h4t qh:to It conies tr a geitieralized statement, then we run
Llat is Oght for the one may be. wrong for the other

1
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one. What is good for one, what is beautiful for one, may be not so
for another one. And as we are losing the authoritarian order in our
society we lose more and more the. authorities which establish absolute
judgments. The entire world where even science has to make'this
adjustment--mechanistic science in the 17th and 18th centuries was
still under the impression that one can easily distinguish between
true and false; the truth mot be found, despite of the, warning of
philosophers like Kan't that the real thing,can't be seen, that every-
thing Ls approximation.

So we find today that right and wrong are also approximations: We
can only come closer to the right and see clearer something which is
not so right. But the absolute right does no longer exist. The same
way as we can never again dreamabout finding the absolute truth. very
truth is approAimate,'for,the!time being, until a better truth is found.

I have fOund many, many people who try so hard to be good. But I
h e failed yet to see that theyjiave done so for the welfare of
others.. What I find behind these, people who try to be so good is a
concern with their own prestige. They are good for the benefit of
their own self-elevation. Anybody who is really concerned with the
welfare of'others won't have any time or interest to becone concerned
with the question`of how good he is.

To explain a little bit further I might perhaps'present to you
two ways of movement onAhe social scene; two ways of working, of
applying oneself. We can distinguish them as the horizontal plane and
the vertical plane. What do I mean by that? Some people entirely and
others in certain areas move on the horizontal plane. That means that
whatever they do they move toward others; they want to do something
for others, they are interested fn others--they merely function.
That is clearly distinguishable from another motivation by which
people move on the vertical plane. Whatever they are doing, they are
,doing it because they want to be higher, they want to be better.

As a matter of fact, improvement and contributions can be done in
either way. There are people who do something well because they enjoy
doing it, and others who can do something well because they are so glad
to prove how good they are. Even human progress probably depends just
as well on the contributions of thoSe who move on the horizontal and on
the vertical plane. Many have done tremendous benefit to mankind
actually motivated only by the question of proving how good they are- -
looking for their own superiority. And others have done a great deal
of good--as we call it, in an unselfish way -- without consideration of
what they may get out of it.

L-7a
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,And It there is a fundamental differencelin the way things are
accomplished, whether you move on the horizontal or 'the vertical plane.
When you move on the vertical plane you go up; you'increase your
knowledge, you increase your status, your respect, your prestige--- °
perhaps even your monei. But.at the same time nobody who moves on the
vertical plane is never.only moving up. He is constantly moving up and
down, up and down. One day when he does something.good he moves a few
notches up; next moment when he make* some mistake he moves back down
again. Up and down; up and down. That is excatly the plane on which
most of our contemporaries move today. The consequences are obvious.
kperson who moves on the vertical plane can never be sure that he is
'high enough, never be sure the next morning that he is not coming down
again. Therefore he has to live with tension and fears and anxieties.
He is constantly vylnerable. As soon as something doesn't go well,
down Re goes--if nbt in the opinion of others, then in his own.

Quite( different is the movement on the horizontal plane. The
person wh d. moves on the horizontal plane is constantly moving ahead in
the direction he wants te'',Imove. He doesn't move up but he moves ahead.
When'something goes wrong, he considers what's going on, tries to find
a way around, tries to remedy it. He is merely motivated by interest.
If his motivation is very strong, he may even have enthusiasm. But he
doesn't think about his own self-elevati( , he is interested in
functioning instead of being concerned wiv his status or prestige.

And so we can see how on the one side, on the horizontal 'plane we
have the desire 'to be useful. On the vertical plane we have the A
desire for self-elevation with the-constant fear of making mistakes.
And yet, most peopletoday, stimulated by our general social values
of social competition, are entirely devoting themselves to the problem:
of their own value and self - evaluation - -never sure that they are good
,enough, delver quite sure that they will measure up, even though.ln the
.,eyes of their fellow man they may be highly successful.

Now_that points us, then, to a crucial questiOn for those who Are
so concerned with self-evaluation; The crucial question is the
-problem of, mistakes-- making mistakes.

Perhaps, we first have to state a little bit clearer why people
became concerned- -badly concerned- -with the danger of making a mistake.
We Can perhaps refer first to our tradition, to our cultural tradition.
In an autocratic society making a mistake is unpardonable, intolerable.
The king, the master, never makes a mistake because he has the right
to do as he darn well pleases. And there is nobody who can tell him he
has done something wrong except at the danger of losing his head.

L-7b
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Mutes art, only possible to be meide%bpsubordtnates. The only one wno
dedides whether a mistake is made is the boss.

Making a mistake means thereby nonconformity with the demands:
"As long as you do as I tell pub:there is no mistake possible because
Y am right. I say.sci: Making a mistake therefore, means that you don't
'do what I tell you. And I won't stand for that. ,If you dare to-do
something wrong - -that means different from what I tell you--you can
count on the Worst ppossible punishment. 'And'in case' you have any
del Sion that I might not be able to punish you, there will be somebody
hig er than me who will see to it that yoU will be punished. A mistake
is a deadly sin. Making a mistake 4ncurs the worst ossible fate."
Th-t is a typical and necessary authoritarian conce t of cooperation:
C operation means doing as I tell you.

It seems to me that our fear'of making a mistake has a different.,
meaning. It is an expression of our highly competitive way Of living.
Making a mistake becobes so dangerous not because of the punishment--
ofwhich we don't think--but becduse of the lowering of our status, of

/ the ridicule, of the humiliation, which it may incur: "If I do some-'
/ thing wrong and you find that I am doing something wrong, then I am no

good. And if I am no good, then I have no respect, I have no status.
Then you might be better than me. fiorrible thought:"

-41#

"I want gpkDe better than you because I wantto be superior."
But in our pent era we haven't so many other signs of superiority.
NoW the white man no longer can be so'proud of his superiority
because he white; and the man beCause he is a mar' and looks down on
the woMen-wa can't let him do that anymore. And even the superiority
of money is another question because we can lose it. The Great
Deprossion'has.shown it to us.

There is only one area where we can still feel safely superior:
when we are right, It is a new snobbism of-intellectualS: "I know
more, therefore you are stupid and I am superior to you." The
.-.1periority of *St muralists: "I am bet:Ler than you; therefore I am
s,,:)iriorto you," And it is in this competitive drive to accomplish
a moral ',:llectual superiority that making a mistake becomes so
dangerou "If you find out that I am Wrong, how can I look
dOwn on And if I can't look down at you, you certainly can look
down at me.'

That is how human relations of today--are--in our community just
as much as in our families, where brothers and sisters, husbands and

pents and children look down on each other for doing wrong avid

'\
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each one trying to prove so desperately that he is right and the other
'is wrong. Except, those who don't care any more can. tell you, "You. are
right, you think, but.I have the power to punish you; I will do what:I
want and you can't stop me." BUt of course, while we feel defeated
by a little child who is our boss and who does what he pleases, we
'still have one thing left: at least we know we are right and he is
wrong.

When you try to be cautious, when you use your judgment, you are
not thinkingaboOt "I shouldn't make this mistake "; you are merely
trying to do what the situation would warrant. But anybody who is
fascinated by the possibility Of making a mistake is most liable to
make one. Preoccupation with. the danger of making a mistake leads you
smack nto it. The best way of avoiding a mistake is doing your part

dand (n't think about the possibilities of making mistakes.

Actually, all these-people who try so desperately to avoid mis-
takes are endangering themselves. The reason for that is twofold.
First, when you think about the mistake which you might make, you do
to yourself the greatest of harm by discouraging yourself. We know
that discouragement is the best motivation for doing omething wrong.
In order to do something right, one has to 'have confidence--self-
confidence. When you think about the mistake you might make you,
express your lack of faith in yourself, your latk of confidence in
yourself. And, consequentlyput of this discouragement we are more
prone to make a mistake.

But there is another psychological mechanism that makes concern
'with mistakes so dangerous., We know today that everybody move* in
accordance with his expectations. When you expect to do something,
are really.convinced you will do it, you are more strong to do it. You
may not always do it because there may be other factors involved.
But, as far as you are concerned, when you expect to beha4e in a
certain way, you are most prone to behave in this way.

I don't know how many of you have had the' experience when you
learn to ride a bicycle or to ski. I learned both and I had the
eperience in both. The first time I am alone'on a bicycle in the
middle of a street, completely empty except for one thing which stands
there in the middle; it is("mUch more difficult to hit the one thing
instead of going around left, or right, taut you will hit it. Because
you expect to hit it. The same way when you are on skis and there is
a tree here. Why should you just hit this one tree? But you do, the
first time you are on skis, because that is what you expect from
yourself in what you are doing. We are moving ourselves in line with
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what we anticlpate..and(it is ttjerefore,anticipating the of
mistakes thatmakes us more vulnerable.

The mistake presents you-with a predicament. But if you are not
discouraged) if you are willing and able to take and utilize your
inner TesOurces", the predicament is only stimulating you to better
and more successful efforts. There is no sense in crying over spilled
milk.

But most people who make mistakes feel guilty; they feel degraded,
they lose respect for themSelves, they lose belief in their own
ability. And I have seen it time and again. The real damage was not
done through the mistakes they made but through the guilt feeling,
discouragement, which they had afterward. Then they really messed it
up for themselves.' As long as we are so preoccupied with the
fallacious assumption of the_ importance of mistakes, we can't, take
mistakes in our stride.

Now let's see what consequence these facts have on education and
on living with oneself. It is. my content ion that our education' today
is very largely what I call mistake-centered. If you could enumerate
the Varibus actions of a teacher in a class and could enumerate for
every hour and every day what she is doing with the children, you
would be surprised how many of her actions are directly dealing with
mistakes which children are made. As'if we were obliged to primarily
correct or prevent mistakes.

I fear that in the majority of testS given to students the final
mark does not depend on how many brilliant things he Said and did, but
how many mistakes he made. And if he made a mistake he can get a
hundred regardless of how much he has contributed on other par'
the examination. Mistakes determine the value. In this wa
unwittintly add to the already tremendous discouragement of .

It seems to me that, our children are exposed to a sequence of
discouraging experiences; both at home and at school. Everybody points
out what they did do wrong and what they' could do wrong. We deprive
the children of the only experience which really to promote grdwth
and development: experience of their own strengths. We impress them
with their deficiencies, with their' smallness, with their limittons,

.

and at the same time try to drive them on to be muctImore than they
can be. If what we want to institute in children is the need to
accomplish something, a faith in themselves, and regard for their own
strengths, then we have to minimize the mistakes they are making and
emphasize all the good things, not which they could do, but which
they do do.
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A teacher who is defeated by a child who is exceedingly ingenious
in defeating her would not think of giving the child credit for the
ingenuity and bratns which he uses in defeating her. But that's
exactly the only thing whiCh might get the child to *stop defeating her;
If he could get, some Appreciation for what he is doing instead of
being told,'"YoU can't do it to me," when the teacher knows as well as
the child that he can. But for every one child who really studies and
grows and leirns and applies himself, driven by this fear of "You are
not geld enough, not what you ought to be. You have tb try so hard."--,
for every one of thfse children who succeeds,..there are literally
thousands who give up: "I can't be as good as Mother-and Teacher want
me to_be. What's the sense of trying.' I can't be as good and important
as I want to be. I have to find other ways--and to switch to the
useleSs side."

.

Most of ouriiwenile delinquents are the product of a perverted
ambition instilled in them by well-meaning parents and teachers
telling them how good they oughtto be. Onlx.that they preferred to
be good in easier ways than by.studying and APplying themselves. If

they smoke, drive hotrods, indulge in sex, get in conflict withrthe
police, break windows and whatever have you, then they are heroic, then
they. are Important. It's ..easier and much more, gratifying because they
really feel important -rand by golly, our fear gives them all the
reason torfeel importantbecause they defeat us, society collectively,
as they defeat their teachers and par -0 And they are all ovee-
ambitioUs, driven by their ideal of hoW mportant-they ought to be and
finding'ho other outlet except on the useless side, by misbc' ving.

And so this mjstaken idea of the importance of mistakes leads us
to a mistaken concept of ourselVes. We become overly impressed by
everything that's wrong in us and around us. Because, if I am
critical of myself, I naturally am going to, be critical of the people
around me. If I am ,sure that I am nod good:, I have at least to find-
that you are worse. That iswhat we are doing. Anyone who is
critical of himself is always critical of others.

And so we have to learn tb make- peace with ourselves as we 'are.
Not, the way many say, "What are we after all? We are a speck of

, sand on the beaches of life, we are-, limited in time and space.. We are
so small and insignificant. How short is our life, how small and in,-
significant is our existence. How can we believe in our strength, in
our power ?''

When you stand before a huge waterfall, or. see a huge snow-capped
mountain, or are in a thunderstorm- -most people are inclined to feel
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a
weak god awed, confronted .with this madesity and power of nature. And
very-few people draw the only conclusion which in my mind, would be
correct: the realization that all of.this'power of the waterfall: this
majesty of the mountain, this tremendous impressiveness of the thunder-
storm are part of the'same life which is in me. V ry few people who
stand in awe. of this expression of nature stand i awe Hof themselves,
admiring this tremendous organization of their bo y, their glands,
their physiology, this treindous power of their brain. This self-.
realization of what we are is missing because we are only slowly
emerging from a traditional, power of autocracy where the masses don't
count and only the brains and only the emperor and the divine au rity
knew what was good for the people. We haven't freed ourselves y t
from the slave mentality of an.autocratic past.

)

How many things would be different in everyone's surroundings if
we hadn't lived? How a good word may have encouraged some fellow and
did something to him that he did it rently and better than he
would have otherwise. And through m somebody else was saved. How
much Oe 'contribute to each other; ow powerful we each are--and don't
know it. And that is thelgea n then why we can't be satisfied with
ourselves and look to eleva ourselves--afraid of the mistakes which
would ruin us--and try desp rately to gain the superiority over others.
perfection, therefore, is by no means a necessity; it is even

impossible.

There are people who are always so afraid of doing wrong ecause
they don't see their value; remain eternal students because ly in

. school one can tell them what is right, and they know how to t good
grades. But in life you can't do that. All the people who afraid
of making mistakes, who want by all means to be right, can't function
well. BO-there is only one condition on which you can be sure you
are rightior wrong. That is afterwards. When you do something you
never cah be sure--you can only see if it is right by how it turns out.
Anybody who has to be right can't move much, can't make any decision,
because'we can never be sure that we are right. To be right is a
false premise and it usually leads to'the misuse of this right. Have
you any idea of the difference between logical right and psychological
right? Have you any idea how many people are torturing their friends
and their families because they have to be right--and unfortunately
they are? There is nothing worse than the person who always has the
right argrument. There is nothing worse than a person who always is
right morally. And he shows it.
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We are dealing in America with a horrible danger to which we (have
to ati-attelition. D you know that our Anierican women are becoming a
general, universal t at? Merely because they try so hard to be right?
Go into any average lassroom and look at all these bright, intelligent
students- -who are g ls. And all the toughs who d 't want to come to
school arid don't want to study. Look ,at all thes ers who try so

-disperately'to be good-and their husbands and the ildren dOIT't have
any chance'.

4-

This i.ight morally and r ght logically is very often an offense to
human relationships. In or er to be eight you sacrifice kindness,
patience if you want, tolerance. No out of .this desire for rightness:
we don't get peace, we don't get cooperatiorft we merelyLen0 up by
trying to give the others the idea. of how good we are when)we can't
even fool ourselves. No, to be human does not mean to be right, does
not mean to be perfect. To be human means to hP useful, to make ./

contributions, not fee oneieliff but ortlir .ake what there is and Y
make the st out r It It recotresOlith ih oneself and faith and

ce
_respect. e or others. But that has a prerequisite: that we can't be
overly cerned with their shortcomings, because if we are impressie
and concerned, with their shortcomings, we have no respect, neither for
ourselves nor for others.

We have to learn the art, and to reali6 that we are good enough
as we are--because we never will be better, ragargless of how much
more we may know, how much more skill we may acquire, how much status
or money or what -have -you. If we can't make peace with ourselves as

,we are, we never will be able to make peace with ourselves. Andthis
L-.' requires the courage to be imperfect; requires the realization-that I

am no angel, that I 'am not superhuman, that I make mistakes, that I
have faults; but I am.pretty good because I don't have to be better
than the others. Which is a tremendous belief. If you accept just
bei g yourself, the devil of vanity, the golden calf of my s peribrity
va sh. If we learn to function, to do our best r gardless f whai'tt
is; out of the enjoyment of the functioning we can grow jus as well,
ev better than if we would drive ourselves to be erfect-0which we
can't be.

A

We have to learn to live with ourselves and the relationship-of
natural limitations and the full ereness of our own strength,
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J The following content section should be presented as a brief I ,

leader lecture. Partidipanis thould read the CkiMpbell article following

this introductory leader lecture.

.(\)

Cooperation An Alt6native to Competition-

' "It's a dog eat dog world." %oMpetition is the .cortierstone of

the free.enterprize system." "Winning isn't impdrtant, it's every-

thing. How many of. these familiar, sayings have you heard? Com- Corpetition
does not

petition is viewed as the primary motivator of behavior and for , build:
\courage

winners it does motivate. For losers, it also motivates,but not for

4

them to try harder but rather to.withdraw, avoid, hate school, and L.

drop out.
L,/

Schools have historically contributed unnecessarily &competition. In the
image of

Colonial schoo1wIe first established to.provide training to a few the elite
schools

persons selected for the ministry and the mercantile class. The , foster,
compeii-

abandonment of such selective elitism in education has been a diffi- tion

cult task, because education continues to provide a screening and

credential service in' which elitism is viewed as a way of certifying

;quality. The spelling bee was a process of determining the ontebest
tiY

student in a particular area. One should succeed and ult ataily all

the rest must fail. The result of all slich competitive tactices in

education is discouragement which in turn leads to problem behavior

I

26
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Why dis-
courage-
ment -
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and further discomkement. As long as we permit competition to be

our primary means of motivationCwe will have discouragement and problem

K
behivior and we will eventually pay the price in persons attempting

to be significant in .non-productive ways such as ipness4 vandalism,

suicide, drop out, and drug abuse.

To be a good competitor one must experience some success. This/

does not mean that success is required of very effort. (A .300

hitter in baseball isconsidered successftil.) Many physically

immature junior-high-school males experience failure *efootball and
-

do not compete in senior high even though their new physicalitlevelop-

r-
mentwould indicate/great( potential. Readiness and'opportunities for

success experienceslo hand in hand. ,

- Success ond failure experiences are subtle. Glasser's book,

Schools Withaa Failure (1969), implies that schools tend to promote

a failure orientation for the majority of our youth at the expense cf

success for thTelite few.
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Activity #4:.

)Merits

of Competition

Purpose:" to become aware Of and discuss the s of competition in
..,

the educational setting.

Activity:

L

Read, the article "On Being Number Ont: Competition in

Education" by David N. Campbell.

2. Discuss your reactionsbto the content of thii'artfcle.
)

(Your leader will--,pftWarefurther directions.)

C



Handout #1

ON BEING NUMBER ONE: COMPETITION IN EDUCATION

David. N. Campbell

, .

I am observing In a new open-spaciitlementary school staffed by very young and
attractive people I am supposedly to help become open classroom teachers. Positioned
to the rear of one poC-I can observe two women math teachers siml:aneously. One

cis using game of the tic-tac-toe with addition and subtractionproblems instead
of Xs and Os. It is boys versus girls, thtvd grade. A small boy comes forward for
7+2 and guesses at 8. The boys groan; the girls heer; the teacher looks pained.

411The "motivation" is high. There is good attent .and "involtement." It's a good'
lesson.,by normal standards. It seems hat the iris frequently win. The .
41189rined boy returns to his seat and while his efficient teacher continues through
her lesson, which she iMaglnes is arithmetic, the real lesson is demonstrated in
front of me as the little boy punches the little girl next to him as hard as he can,
hying, "I hate you, I hate you, I hate you." In the adjacent bay the"innovative"
teacher is using flash cards in the same manner. Children are, guessing answers,
"2...4...8...."' One boy always-wins and the others hate him.

J* * *
.

.0

.'

. to;Ohysical education class the children run in a wide circle, jumping
hurdleS:.. Orval, as Usual, cannot coordinate their *lies. They trip.and'fall'..
Finally the insiructor -.in what he probably believes to be a kind gestpre - alloWs
them to sit out he rest of the exercise. The embarraSsment and humiliation is so
heavy that their eyes 'remain down, looking at the floor. Later they all run in
relay 4eams, cheering and jeering - cheering those who are fast and jeering those who,
are sloWand who lose the match for the whole team.

/,'

Now I'm in the
has easily, broken),
on stage performing
hands to correct, al
-ingrained.

* * *

reading groups, the redbirds and bluebirds (a code every child4
and the youngsters are reading out loud. In-essence they are .

for the others, who laugh.:or giggle at every mistake and wiggle
ong.with "oo-ah-oo-ah." Lifelong reading problems are being

* *

.In music class youngsters are "auditioned" by singing in front of each other,r
in art by some very select few having their work' displayed, and in every classroom
every day that common experience described so well by Jules Henry is repeated.
-Henry speaks of Boris, a fifth-grader, at the board attempting to reduce a fractionr
to °its lowest terms. He,is performing for the teacher and the class, and he is
being jAged. He is being assigned a rank, status, and role and he will carry them
with, him for the rest of his life. Hi is having trouble, reducing the fraction; the
teactier suggests that he "think." She is painfully patient, but Boris is mentally
paralxze4 All the while hands are waving, heaving up and down, alrfrantic to
tbrreet ris. Finallx, the teacher_gives up with Boris and calls on Peggy, who
al lays knows the right answers (unf'tunately fqr her). .

71
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Activity #4: Merits of Competition (30 minutes)

1. If appropriate for your group use the Communicitton-Encouragement

Circle tOrdiscuss,the topic: uBeing Number One: Competition in

Education" by Campbell.

2. If the circle approach has been used before, group members in the

OC should reverse rolkwith members who wer in the IC.

If a discussion format is used instead-of the C-E Circle, the

leader may want to assume an active role in emphasiting entsummarizing

the major points made by Campbe-11.Th-ts-41-iscuss-i-on might niturally ,

flow into the next exercise which elicits a list'of-alternatives.for.

competitive practices. If 'c-E Circle is used, leader may also want to

w -

note that such C-E Circle groups in and of themselves demonstrate the

need-for and experience of encouragement.

R

I
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Thus Boris's failure has made it possihle,for Peggy to succeed;
his depression is the price of her eahtliratfon, his misery the .

occasion of her rejoicing_. This is the. standard condition of the.
American elementary school.... lo a Zuni, Hopi, or Dakota Indian,
Peggy's performance would seem cruel beyond belief, for qdmpetition,
the wringing of success from somebody's failure., is a fdrm of
torture foreign to those:noncompetitive Americans.' Yet Peggy's
action seems natural to Vs; and so it is'. How else would you run
our world? And since all but.the brightest children (i.i., less
than 5%) hive the constant experience that Others succeed at
their expense, they.cannot but develop. aninherentlendency to
,hate to hate the success` of others, to bate others who are
successful, and to be determined to prevent it. Along with this,
naturally, goes the hope that others will Looked at
from Boris's point of view (which it seldom is) the nightmare at
the blackboard was, perhaps, elesson in controlling himself so
that he'would not fly shrieking from the room under, the enormous
public ptes'sure.1

Butt Of course Boris,cannot,fly from. the room either shrieking or quietly. He

will-hal/etc) "adjust," for the competition will.only become greiter as he continues
in school:'; By, junior high school he will be tracked and rather finally labeled,
his prOgress.now.Itrittly'controlled so that he may no longer have a chance for A
gradesp,fir'college prep, or.A.P. He knows by now that he cannot draw, is nb good at
musicarrible at math, mediocre at athletics, miserable in English, passable in
sciencerhut at least his fate is somehow acceptable,-because everyone in his .

classes is also inferior, a total or-pirtial failure. In fact, -Boris is effectively
cut off from social interaction with his betters'or those below him in the hierarchy.
He cannot think of dating an upper-track girl. He tarries his(books.Upsiide down so
others cannot identify his status. Again, Jules Henry: , .

The function of high sOho01,.then,,is not so much to communicate -

knowledge as to oblige children finally to accept the grading
system as a measure of their inner excellence. And a function
of the'self-destructive process in American children tslo make
them willing to accept, not. their own but a'variety of other
standards, like a grading system, for measuring themselves. It

is thus apparent that the way American culture is now integrated
it would fall apagt if it did not engender feelings of inferiority
or worthlessness.4

This is the ethtc which permiates, and dominates, our society. It is intdhed
as the prime motivation which has made our country .,"great" fathers, especially,
will confront me over this issue and proclaim: ."It's a dog-eat-dog competitive
world out.there,and I want my kicLto know that." I attempt to point out that this
is not a very attractive world to offer to one's children, however real it may-be.
The idea is.es,ontfally, "Make my kid suffer now so he gets used to it. Teach him

to claw his way to the top by any means necessary. Teach him to hate those who
win and himself wiiln he loSes and despise those who don't make it." But the idea is

so well programmed'that few are converted. After all, they see Mark Spitz standing
there bedecked with a necklace of Olympic gold medals and he doesn't say, "It was a
great experience. It was meeting all those other athletes so well trained and so
dedicated and feeling my own body respond the way I wanted." No, instead he pro-
claims the teaching of all his coaches:throughout his schooling and training: "All

that matters is winning." Thus 'reinforces millions throughout his country and
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effectively destroys' the idea of the Olympic'Games.

- In that sequence of the film about the 1972 Olumpics which dealt44.1th thosi who
lost, the point was never so clearly and devastatingly made that .there, as in school.,
most people fail. Grown men'and women break down an cry. There's a degree of
despair seldom witnessed except at the death of someone close, with collapsing
drops and worldt. In both school and IheAames.the spirit of the experience has
beed-distorted beyond recognition. Everywhere-a parade:of frustrated lathes deter- 44
mined that their son will be a winner and make up for their own personal failure.-
All'over the cowry Little League and sCbool.coaches deliver Knute Rockne half-
time speeches; but the emphasis.is now more exaggerated, an anxiety-ridden command
to win: All that matters. lsm ,

inning.: .

____
Some day compare a street basebal) game to Little League, the difference

between, kids enjoying themselves, the game, the laughing-, jokes, bending the rules
andthe other: tense kids, shouldering the responsibility of dozens of adults, ,.

making good for-dad and mom, 'for the team, the coach, and the community.. Those
adults have effectvely.destroyed not only childhood; to an always unknown degree\
they have distorted that child's entire life.

1
1

/

I remember an exception, a male physical education teacher at a'junior high
school where I taught for a number, of'years. He had a motto which at the time:1
thought was terribly trite: "A'sport for every boy and every boy a sport." But in
practice it meant boys who looked'forward to his class and ,respected and admired
him, would in fact do anything for him. He had p competing basketbaill team, but, the
instructions were explicit and reinforced continually: Winning is,dot the'moSt
important thing. Good sportsmanship is. No dirty play, no arguments or contesting
decisions, and at the end the whole team, win or lose; must en masse congratulate
the other team. The gym was opeh every lunchtime for lames'and general use and it
wes always filled. He was rare. .1 am certain he could no longer exist in our
winning-ti-everything schools.

The counter-argument is that competition makes for betterment, higher standards;
Akfree market creates lower prices and better and more abuildant*goods and services.
ut of course we know better now. The free market is essentially not at all free

but dependent upon favors from the government; it is subject to price fixing,
charging as much as the public will bear, subsidy, and campaign contributions. As
to competition creating our agritultural and industrial superiority, that is largely '

a mytn tot as any Midwestern farmer with some of the richest soil in the World
wilflxtestify. It was,the temperate climate with.-abundant mineral wealth, millions
of i*nigrall.s tof. cheap labor, and the very fort' circumstances of men Ni
leadership 1-1,,,q4nning who were extraordinarY\ We should have\had to try hard
to make a 47 u,ch potehtial. e

But on a personal level the competition myth does not stand up w411-
tc e:11 sc7.1;t.lv In a series of4tudies measuring children 5. to 10 years of age,
sitions wet.* '1-eeted where rewards (toys) were possible-for competing children
if y coypretc.' Ii manipulating the materials. American children, in general,
more ite-n rciaeJ ,(Jainst their own best interests, or, as the researchers expressed
it. "Ine 4pericail Competitive Spirit may be-alive and well,- but it-has produced a
culture. whose chi ; c'rer are systematically-irratbnal."J The researchers noted that
'The exper-nts sundested that children become inc singly competitive as they grow
older, is learned behavior pattern. "They' earn to pursue personal ends
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even
. .

and to block opponents fg conflict-of-interest situations, v when mutual astis-'
tarIce is required for personal goal attainment." Not 'only -did the children in the
experiments work against their own best interests but were almost sadfStically
rivalrous. When given a choice, American children took, toys away from their peers
on 78% of the trials, even when.they could not keep th4 toys for themselves.

,Observing the success of their Actions, some of the children gloated: le: Ha!
low you won'ti'get a toy." And they were 'quite willing to make sacrificdrinfirder
tr reduce the rewards of their peers.

We have created, through competition, a system based pn mistrust. LI/School
the assumption is that no one learns without threats of grades, failure, being less
than first, i.e., that these extrinsic factors are prime motivation for learning:.
Standardized achievement tests, grading curves, entranct examinations, and Row
"accountabiiity" all are intended to set one person agaihst anOther;.all have
nothing whatsoever to do with education anti are,'in fact, antithetical to education.
However, the whOle frantic, irrational' scramble to beat others is essential for the

4 kind)f institution our schools are, Le. sorting, ranking, and labeling places..
Winning and losing are what our schools are all-about, not education.

In such a iYsterkthe lbsers must- predominate an 0 be tormented by envy and
f-loathing; some sort Of defense must be constructesiagainst the assualt of con--

i ued failure.' it may take-the common'form of "turning off;" non-involvement,
d 't-take-a-chuice, keep-your-mouth-shut, or becoming a "discipline case," having

__,A "learning problem," being "antisocial,"/"adjustment," or more overt behavior,
e..g.,'physical assaults upon people and proper*. 4

Reminder: In school teachers-are crltUs, trained ih that role. All work is
to'be "corrected," so that for most children,: all day,, every day, th ey are being .

to Yd what is wrong with them and, their work. To survive )2 or more years of that
sort of assualt one must develop elaborate defenses, schemes and meads for survival,

f along with a vast reservoir pf smouldering hatred, resentment, need for revenge:and:
t foe evening the score. Many of our school butlg:ings record,the result of this need.
1 ,

'. ...

J
A'

a

Oitt lt need, not be so. I haVe watched hundreds of chil n change n a short
time from mistr:Astftil, hating, suspicious, and terribly.destructive chil ren -into
real.thildren who begin to trust'again,lhelp one another, smile and laugh in school,
andwho do not want to leave for recess, lunch, or even home. They look forward to
every day, It is .no miracle; it requirev time. but entails, nothing much more than
minimizirL d finally removing the sorting, 'ranking, and labeling role,of,schoolS.-
It invcives stoi.,;,:g toe failure. Ft means establishing-a classroom where
competitiu6 is ',,Jed as a:motivation for learnin4.% Kids in our society-may
'alway5 F7.y ir 30PZ competition, but It is not the teacher's job to promOte it
for it h, do educetiuh.

d Loki, brlOsh prima!), schools w had a teacher who insisted on
aski the ch Mro, -Whc's the smartest?" He should have know better. The
chi' what he was talking at:Jut. The- had evidently never thought

1 81-10sh classrooms tie ert were ri:ark:ied children. Only the
, c s no other reason jo( (p. r!,cans L knowing, sioa no child

was fa' i. -ont of otter's. There were no putbacks, grads, tests,
es and LI a,iings were displa),ed on the walls. Children were

not piece' r si(,Ja0ons, forccA to prow.: themselve, to read-at "grade
y ,,,ere not LA thy had E,act7y 15 Minutes to finish this

or L to at. Lheir wr, pace, in-their own fashion,
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wttitstrong support from the adults and other children. -

In the American school I described earlier, the destruction of other children's
work was rampant) fights were frequent, and sarcastic, devastating putdowns comMon
along the Second? and third-gradeyi with whom I worked. It required only about

three weeks for the'changesrto effierge. The first was an end of the destruction'of
others'-wohk. later a spirit of _Cooperation and help began to be common. Finally

there was what I look for ts,the real measure of success: children talking freely

to every adult andistranger who walks in., leading them by .the hand to see projects
and explaining their.activities, no longer afraid, suspicious, or turned inward.
Such changed attitudes developed because we stopped comparing one child with
another and stopped labeling and rank- ordering. Mistakes-, "wrong answers," and
pleasing the teacher were replaced with a nonjudgmental, supportive "try again"
climate.

Certainly much of the opposition to open education comes from those who per-
ceive correctly that such en educational setting will indeed produce quite different
individuals, youngsters who will not expend a large portion of their energies . .

,fighting one another or beating someone. The opponents view cooperation, not
competition, as a threat. .After all; they-say, if we are engaged ifi training
future file clerks, waitresses, acid janitors, there is-akneed to convince them of
their-inferloTity, that.theit lesser status is their own fault, i.e., that they had

a fair chance-and failed. My answer is: The argument is fallaciOus, because. the
deck is stacked against certain groups and individuals from the beginning. Many

people win by luck of :birth or skin color., They may win_because of their friends, 1

because they br'eak the law, because they are humble or because they are male
instead of female:. 04 perhaps they are more beautiful, tall, slender, or non-
descrlpt. Superio ty in talent or learning, as the Jencks studies show, is only
one factor in suc s.

.

-Pf-we; CenreMOyet0-eschool-from-the noneducational nole of ranking, sorting,
-and latelip which 'ins,, none of-itsbOlheit,..then perhaps we can make our schools
pleasantiAhterestingolices,where people come to learn. As our schools now function

theyzare ring more than bargain-basement personnel screening agencies for
'buiinesg nd jovernment which exploit the own purposes. We are

saving personnel departments large amounts of money that otherwise would have to be
spent for on-the-job apprenticeship training. No doubt college admissions officers
love the school in its present role. It'saves them so much time. They simply

accept or reject on the basis of class rank and gpade Average.. No need 'to deal with

individuals and their whole Potenttml.
,

%

What wa must dothen, is refuse to certify,.i.e., to do others' dirty work,
to be exploited for their purposes. In an educational institution there is no need

, for grading, promotion, ranking, tracking, labeling. We are hot a miniature version

of the larger sbciety or aotlaining/screening device for bu-siness-and government.

We are there to take over ce a child's hale and neighborhood environment is

intellectually e;:hausted. We can provide the means for his/her further development
with m'croscopes, libraries, and specialists, opening ever wider possibilities. We

are thun essentially in the service of the child. No one argues that at some point

training for a profession is not necessary, but there is still the question of
whether colleges or the professions themselves should finally certify doctors and

teachers, After all, a musician is not certified by his degree; he must audition for

every post. ,

33
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What a tremendous burden will be removed and what a change worked when we can
teach without "evaluating," when people come to us not for-credit but to learn, and

-where the sole motivation for such learning is interest. We have thatdemon-
strated in open classrooms everywhere. -It works in that-people do things because
they arspworth doing. The relationship between teacher and student is-Ahen what it
is supposed to be: trusting, direct, humane, committed. It.can be seen.every day
in -such classrooms Yes, it does effectively remove the teacher's power atiCcontrol
over students - which is. something we should not have and which, agbin, has nothing

.
at all to do with education.

Teachers at all levels must ask why they teach, ask eif they chosteaching in
order to sit in judgment, be critics, rank, sort, leel; or did most teachers .

choosi to teach in order to help and share in the development of others? Imagine
Socrates strolling through the market places with his class and one day exclaiming,
"Well, we've been talking about justice for about nine.weeks)now, and I suppose
we'd better have a midterm. Let me see. I have to hav a grading curve. Plato,
not bad (not as good as me, of.course). How abdut an A- Mepo, keep trying; how
about a B, since that makes you second in our class with GPA of...." Silly?

,..,Certainly, but we all do it, every day.

'Footnotes

1
Jules Henry, "In Suburban Classrooms," Radical School Reform, Ronald and Beatrice

Gross, editors Mew York: Simon and Schuster, 1969), p. 83.

8
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O

2
Jules Henry, Culture Against Man (New York: Random House, 1965), p. 83.

3
Linden L. Nelson and Spgncer Kagan, "Competition: The Star-Spangled Scramble,"

Psychology Today, September, 1972, pp. 58-91.



Activity #5: Broken Squares - Non-Verbal Problem Solving*

Purpose: to, analyze some aspects of, cooperation in solving a group

problem.

Activity: You will be divided into small groups with 6 persons in each

group. hide people in each group will be given packages

containing ppuzzle pieces. Do fat open the pac age until
. A

you are told 4begin. Listen' carefully to th directions

As your leader reads'them orally.

*Reproduced from The 1974 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitatocp, J.
William Pfeiffer and-John E. Jones, Editors. LaJolla, California:
University Associates Publishers, Inc., 1974.
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. Activity f6: &kelp Squares: Non - Verbal Problem Solving 445 minutesc--

Goals:

I. To'analyze aspects of Cooperation=tb-solving a group problem.

II. To sensitize participants to behaviors which they contribute
twoard or obstruct the solving of a group problem.

Group Size:

.. My number,of groups of six.participants ;itch. There are five
prticipants and an observertgidge in each group.

(.

Time Required:
r

Approximately forty-five minutes.

I., A set of bfOken squares (prepared according to directions
following) for each group-of five participants.

II. One copy for each group of the Broken Squares Group Instruction
Sheet.

III. One copy' for each observer of the Broken Squares Observer/
Judge Instruction Sheet.

Physical Setting:

A table that will'seat five participants is needed for each group.
Tables should be spaced far enough apart so that no group can see
the puzzle-solving results of other groups.

Process:

I. The facilitator begins with a discussion of the meaning of
cooperatilonl this should lead to hypotheses about what is
eszential to successful group cooperation in problem-solving.
The facilitator indicates that the gPoup will conduct an
experiment to test these hypotheses. Points such as the
following are likely o emerge:

1. Each in vidual (thould understand the total problem.

2. Each- individual should understand_hbw he can contribute
toward solvAng the problem;

3. Each individual )should be aware of the potential contribu-
tions of other individuals

L-9



14:::lsis
a need

to recognize

"ributioirin

order to
ai°2

theffi

6. Groups avyesty4Y attention t.011ips that

not;

likely
b

to

* more
t__

the" problems of other indi-
in making their itaitimum con-

their Own problem-solving pro-
effective than groups that do

II. ,The fatilitator iorets pimps of five participanti.plus the
observer/judge.. These observers are each given a copy of the
Broken Squares Observer/Judge. Instruction Sheet. The facilitator
then asks each: group to distribute among its members the set of
broken squares (five' envelopes). The envelopes are to remain
unopened until the signal to begin 'work is given.

, \;

III. The facilitator gives to each group a copy of the Broken Squares
Group Instruction Sheet. The facilitator reads these instructions'
to the group, calling for questions- or questioning groups 'about.
their understanling of the instruction. ,'

IV. He then tells the group to begin work. It is important that
the facilitator monitor tables during the exercise to enforce

-.rules established in the instructions.

V. When all groups completed the task, the facilitator engiges the
groups in a discussion of the experience. Observations are

--solicited-frortrobriffecjudo-at: TbefRifittator encourages the,
=groups tb relate this experience to their "backhqme" situations. "

Variations:
.;

1-1 ';' , V c
I. When one iaimberlfilkes, a. square and fails to cooperate with the

remaining members, thivother, four can be formed 'Into two-person
-.

subgroups to make sqUares of the leftover pieces. They discuss
their results, and the exerciicis resumed.

...;

II'. The five son teams can be givenconsul,tation assistance by
the ob rver/judge or by one appointed mentor of the team,- Thisj

0 marp a person Igho has _doe the exercise before. 7 '

Fi
III. Ten-pe can be formed, w*- two duplicate sets of five

squares distributed among them. Teams of six to nine
persons be formed; in this case, pre are a broken square

, set with a square for each person', ,dup icating as many of the
five s s as necessary.

4

IV. An rgroup competition can be establish d WIth appropriate
recognition to the group that solves the pro em-first.

(

V. Members may be permitted to talk during the problem-solving,' or
one member may be given permission to speak.

VI. Members may be permitted to write messages to each other during
the p5oblem-solving,

P

L-10
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'7 olitEcT ONS FOR MAKING A SET OF BROKEN SQUAB

) -T

A set oists of envelopes containing pieces of cardboar0 cut
into different patterns whi h, when preperly arranged, will' form fiVe
squares of equal size. On set should be provided for each group of five
Orsons.

To prepare a set, cut out five cardboard squares, ea5h exactly 6" x-
6". Place the squares in a row and mark them as below, penciling the
letters so they can be erased.

D

C

A

G

F

F

The ines should be so drawn that, when the pieces are cut out, thoseLy''
marked will be exactly the same size, all pieces marked C the same-size,
etc. S veral combinations are possible that will form one=triAlosquares,
at only one combinatiofl, will form all five squares, each 6" x 6". -After

drawing the lines on the squares and labeling the sections with letters,
cut each square along the lines into smaller pieces to make the parts-of
the puzzle.

Label the five envelopes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Distribute the cardboard
pieces into the five envelopes as follows: envelope 1 has pieces I, H, E;
2 has A, A, A, C: 3 has A, J; 4 hasD, F; and 5 has G, B, F, C.

Erase the penciled letter from each piece and write, instead, the *,
number of the envelope it is in This maims it easy to return-the pieces
to the proper envelope, for subsequent' use, after a group haS completed
the task.

Each set may be made from a different color of cardboard.



)

.

BROKEN SQUARES GROUP INSTRUCTION SHEET

Each of you has an envelope which contains pieces of cardboard for
forming squares. When the facilitator gives the signal to begins the
task of your group is to form five squares oftequal size. The task will
not be completed until each individual has before him a perfect square of
the same size as those in front of the other group members.

Specific limitations arel-mposed upoh yoUr- group during This
exercise:

1. No member May.speak.
1

'
. i.

2. No member may ask anothertmember fora piece or in any,*ay
signal that another person is to,give him a piece. (Members mav
voluntarily give piers to other members.) #-

44e
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BROKEN SQUARES OBSERVER/JUDGE INSTRUCTION SHEET

Your job is part observer-and part jUdge. As ajudge, you should
make sure each participant observes the following rues:

1. There is to be no talking, pointing, or any\bther tind of

. -

communicating.

2.` Participants may give pieces directly to her participants
but.may not take pieces from other membe s.

3. Participants may not plate, their pieces into the center for
others to take. xo.

It is permisstble fora member to give away all the pieces to
his puzzle. even if he has already formed a 'sqUare.

As an observer, look for the following.

1. Who is willing to give away pieces of the puzzle?

2. Does anyone finish "his" puzzle and then withdraw from the
group problem-solving? )

`3. Is dere apyone,who,continually struggles with his pieces,
yet is unwilling to giy,e any or ll.of ym away?

4. How many people are actively engaged in putting the'pieces
'together? f

ta

11

5. What is the level of frustration and anxiety?

6. Is there any turning point at which the group begins to cooperate?

7. Does anyone try to violate the rules by talking or pointing as a
means of helping fellow members solve the problem?

L-13
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The following content section may be used as a mini-lecture,

the basis for open discuision, or as a handoUtr to be reed by,

participants during the workshop.

L -14
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Accepting Responsibility

The first two conditigins for establihin ositive significant

relationships, equality a d cooperation need to be accompanied by a

second condition, individual acceptance of responsibility for that

relatonship and a sharng between participants of the relati6nshtp

reiPo4ibility,

Iv
The acceptance of responsibility is of the most difficult

1

things we face in our 'Hies. An awareness and appreciation of the

potential burden, and threat of responsibility taking to the human con-

dition is necessary to deal with cooperative, action-otilrted programs

The majof) concern of many current therapy models is focused 'around an

,"assuming responsibility" departure, e.g., Reality Therapy, Rational- &eponsi-
bility

Emotive Therapy, Gestalt Therapy, and Transactional Analysis. taking ie.
a "heavy"

Abraham Low discovered, in his treatment of mental patients, that problem

anything sounds more, hopeful and more comforting than the bier%

prospect of having to undergo training in self discipline. "Even
e-

brain tumors, mental ailments and hereditary "taints" dr*Wreferable

to that dreadful indictment as being a weak character and needing

training in self-contrbi" (Low, 1950,-gp. 278-279). Some pain is only

temporary. However, the fear of being unable to perform hits directly

at one's self worth and one's inability to adequately determine his or

her existence. Thistpresents the ominousprospect of continual,

36



everlasting pain. Insulation andmanipuTatio become necessary for

sure 1.

.

.The threat of responsibility taking keeps us out of action, not

involved, and removed from promoting the social interest. Dreikurs

specified that the-art of living demanded that "we mind 'our own

business but we are our brother's keeper." Our individual freedom is

made possible only through cooperative, responsibility sharing activi-
,

ties that Will allow freedom for all.
41g,

Defense mechanisms and avoidance strategies serve as, safeguards

of self esteem. This allows an evasion of life tasks. It is always

possible to collect some more or less plausible reasons to justify

escape from the challenge of life. We often do not realize what we

are doing. Some strategies are intended to insure, against failure,

exposure, or other catastrophies. The strategy may have the effect of

making it impossible for the person to meet an onerous responilbility,

or at least delay the "moment 9f truth." The person may use the

:strategy to disqualify himself /herself from a race he or she does not

wish to run.

Most people have become familiar with basic defense mechanisms.

However, we are just beginning to appreciate the subtle Apd complex

ways people can use various strategies in "adjuSting" to threatening

conditions. Wriile the ingenuity of an individual may produce unique

'avoidan'ce pehaviors, there art sole common types that deserve attention.

37
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Remember, these keep us from assuming responsibe for the real

problem.
1

lillulation - keepingIstance between oneself and responsibility.

1, movirr§ backward - migraine, blushing, mild depression We a 1
N t 4 cr Lay

2. stand ng Still - display of inadequacy, compulsions stage
of the 1

3. back nd forth - procrastination, intellectualizing, killing neurotic

time

4. constructing obstacle,..-psychosomatic symptoms, creating

distracting problems, fears

Manipulation - using aggression and/orseptimentality with self

apd4thers.to justify'no action
k.

1. de'eci8tion of others - "sour grapes°tL/Point out weaknesses

2. accusation of others for imagined faulj.s\- fantagy, create

confrontations .1

3. self accusatitn guilt, ndoing

These methods are safeguards/ hrough distance as described above.

For-e*ample, the strategy of mild depression sometimes serves the

purpose of safeguirding the person from the demands of an occupation

or a life situation that requires some action the person is unwilling

to take or some commitment the person is u4xilling to make. By

feeling guilty, an individual can keep his/her identity self-consiste

and his /her actions dormant - no change o/ new action is needed.

38
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Sometimes guilt has as its purpose to repair damaged se f-esteem.

When a person has done something believed to be wring, feeling guilty duilt
serves a

about one's behavior is one way of appeasing the conscience and con- purpose

soling oneself ;about still being a well-intentioned person. "A(3 -year-

old girl wis.obierved to sneak to the cbokie,jar, take out a cookie

and eat it. She then slapped her hand and said, "Bad girl." Having

made "retribution" she then took more cookies, repeating the self-

reproach after each one.
4

Other face-saving devices include the development of symptoms

which. excuse or mitigate a failure.. Thus, a man who lost his job
---,

because he dropped and broke a valuable instrument developed a"tremor
v

of the hands. He reported that he lost his job because of his

"shakes," not because of hi incompetence. The body becomes. the last

outpost for safelself involvement. Notice how fatigued and sleepy
4ek

we become when faced with a large ai7, boring task.

Sabotaged Communication I/

Not only in our actions, but in our communicatiOn-s7-'asiwell, the

avoidance of accepting responsibility may be seen. We are educated

at an early age not to venture or risk statements' that might eventually

be proven wrong or described as foolish. We learn how to avoid

"owning" statements, Gestaltist often direct attention to these'non-

ownership ways of communicating. How. many times during a discussion

39
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have you heard a statement of obvious belief prefaced-1)y. "Don't you , ,Owning
is

think...?" We frequently use "you" and 4'it" to dirett ownership away threatenim

from ourselves in conversations.

Following are some communication tactics that allow the individual

to maintain freedom from commitment and responsibility.

1. Literalness - the6rejecting of a statement made by another without

opposing it openly. This device can be ustd to block effbrts,

combat views, or reject suggestions by means lof literal misinter-
,,,.

pretation of the words the helper uses.

Parent: "I have been working on the behavior contract for Dis-
couraged?

several weeks and I don't see any results."

Counselor: "you must not be discouraged."

Parent: "I not discouraged. But of course if no one sees

progress..."

* * *

Counselor: "You must avoid guilt feelings."
(--

Parent: "I don't feel guilty. I didn't do anything wrong."

Counselor: "You blame'yourself for nothaving dondr enough for Feel
guilty?

your ChtAd."

Parent: "This I do."

Counselor: "Doesn't this mean feeling guilty?"

Parent: "Guilt is a crime. I don't think I've committed a crime."

40
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Teacher: "Yesterday Raymond said hemas going to rip home and tell

his mother."

Counselor: "You,, don't have to be afraid of that."

Teacher: "I am not afraid. The only thing, I wouldn't like to have

a call from his mother again."

2. Discrediting - Acceptance of a statement may imply intellectual and

moral inadequacy. Should the statement be fully accepted,

simplicity is implied, and thus, why has there been so much

Afraid?

stupidity. This tactic insures that the process of change does

8 Change

not proceed too fast or too far. A position of no obligation is is
threatening

maintained by using a verbal pattern of "but-knocking." But-

knockers acknowledge the'premise and then proceed to attach or

deny its applicability to their situation.

Counselor: (Suggested corrective action)

Teacher: "It may have worked in those suburban schools but these

kids are different."

3. Disparaging the Competence or Method - In this technique the

defensive individual must prove to him/herself that the other

person is qualified and unqualified, expert and inept, proficient

and unskilled at the same time. The dilemma is solved by a simple

trick: the speaker asserts explicitly one opinion but implicitly

41



denies that assertion bar implication. For example, No parents have

consulted a counselor on imprOving the home behavior of their

I

child. The parents demo strate.trust by continuit visitsx,but, by If it
does t

using tirases-.with dispalging implications, deny the ability to ,wor-4, k

4 whose

( be helped. "His uncle seems know how to handle him - there must 1.4ult
iiiill it

be something..." Tactics of kind permit the parents to main- be?

tain,the illusion of rr peration while at the) same time disrupting

or/Opposing the pro If the process does not work, the

failure may be exlained as the teacher's poor method or the

sultant's incompetence; not any of the parent's responsibility.

4. Challenging the'IMplicatiOn - The implication of the interpretive

statement may suggest a goal that could be perceived by ail

individual as unrealistic or impossible to achieve. The reaction

indicates skepticism and no full acceptance of a goal. Even

though one accepts the basic sense Afthe statement, the pledge is

given with reservations which find their intentions in the ex-

pression "I'll try my best. ". The "best" is nothing but a weaktihalf

effort, lukewarm cooperation, a disposition to give up stiould the.

first trial prove unsuccessful. To "try" means not to perform

wholeheartedly. Without full acceptance of, the goal, there is no

all out effort or risk.

42
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5. Chatlecging Accpuntability - A common rejection of pursuing further

exploration is the recourse to heredity. No one, on any account,

cane held responsible for a difficulty inherited from one's

ancestors. ,"fl:) one
(

in our family does well in M)ath." Accountabil-

ity can be directed toward othersources:
A

Parent toward Schoe4e "School problems are your problems. I' have

my ):tr\oblems, and I don' bug you with them."

Cou .selor toward Illness: "He has been to the Mentil Health Clinic

and hi, needs to go back."

),

6. Emotionalise - The practice of "working oneself-up" makes it possi-

ble to channel wrath to achieve impact. The predicament is

emotion alwi by'such items as relating endless efforts, frightful
04

pressure and constant worry. The emotionalism may be voiced in

/Softy timid phrases which eventually fortify defeatism. Note how

f the fol\owing phrase could be emotionalized in a number' of ways:

"I have tried everythtng." t, 7

Non-involvement and hopelessness are the goals.I Sentimentality

may be evoked by a. sealing for sympathy and attention.

Parent:. "I know I spoil him. but he's- all I've gkt left and I just

can't help it."

44-
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Basic Acknowledgements

Assuming responsibility requires the will to experience discomfort.

It is human and natural to want quick relief; to'be impatient with

irksome obligations to 'others; to hate the discomfort of laborious un-

tiring practice; to want to give way to temper; to indulge in self

pity, to complain and to work oneself up.

Assuming raiionsibitity requires a social interest. Genuine

feelings for_chenge_tend to produce plans and actions designed to

remedy a situation outside the person who experiences the affects.

Emotionalism and sentimentalism have the opposite effect of turning

the attention of the affected person inside, to on 's own inner

experiences, anxieties and anticipations. The resu ting. diffe7nce is

)between group- centered interests and sel'- centered individualism.

. kssuming4csPonsibility requires the commitment to long range

goals. Long range goals require' greater amounts of time and tax the $

patience, endurance and 4etermination of,an individual. Short range-

, goalst tend to be less demandfng and exacting; require less time and

effort; and have minimal risk for failure. The thought that you
A

neglected thyducation of your aild or that you have spent yOur-

life being a poor teacher is a serious concern compared to a comment

about a poorly mowed lawn. Long range goaVfien demand steadyt
concentratitn patient application, and strained attention. Therlis

little time-for relaxation and in most instances, not an opportunity

to start over.

44
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. Helplessness is not Hopelessness

. One who feels helpless will generate emotions of frustration -

fear, anger, despair, envy, indignation and disgust. The result will

be hopelessness unless responsibilities are shared.
41t

1. Feelings of helpless.ess can beinderstood and used as a basis for

action.
9

2. Expressions of hopelessness must be redirected toward a willingne
N.

re

14!1's

Some
neuide,,,.

to participate. lines ""

1. jWe must be able to describe how the sharing of responsibility can

be accomplished.

4. W must provide evidence of commitment of time, effort, and self

worth.

5. We must manage the, size of step of the intervention/facilitation

program in a manner to assure motivation and perseierance.

45
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Sharing Responsibilities

Effective, interpersonal relationships require not only accepting

one's own responsibility but participation, involvement, and sharing

of the responsibility for the relationship with others. This is

especially Tie but often ignored in the school setting.

The teacher or counselor iS in a vulnerable position because"

parents expect schools tip operate almost the same way as schools

opeyated when the parents were students. 'However, society and;educa-
,

tional technology are changing, but little is done to informs parents

abbut n4 goals in education or new ways of teaching. Because every-,

one is a critic acid exp rt edikation, scbdoli'-need to., /opt new.
, -

ways of communicating It their critics. Parents need to becom

involved.in the deaisin making process through adyisory'committees

And volunte4t.progt7s.. ) ,,

op

Students also have eimectations of the-teachers based upon."T
e ier school e4perience. Although students expeCt the teacher Ito b

ir
respo ible for theirAeardingthe teacher is actually resphitble

,..,

for structuring°a learning cliMate in which iNe stupent is responsible

r

S- for learning. A p t of the structuring of the learning climateiK

the maintenance of basic orde . Basic order i§ not a matter of quiet
5

children Sitting in straight rows. Order includes open and direct

communication so thit responsibility is understood. Order'is.knowing,
2' N
/

tv

A

to
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may wanito Write the following brief outline on the board
/ .

9r clarification of the information being presented in this
..,

1
i'

!situation.

a

SHARING ITESPONSOILITY

))RDER IS

RESPONSIBILITY IS-LEARNED BY

4. RESPONSIBILITY IS AVOiDED BY

t)
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thd conditions, for

objectives clearly

I. Teachers can

and mafntain,order

liarttclpation i

understood

group.'-Order is having the

ing,what resources are available. -

use natural and gical Consequences to establish

. .TeacherS, like arents, haVe)ended to protect /
0 ,

students from the consequelicei',orno learn :frig. We have been Con-

cerned with fairness rather than orCI

about students as they relaitetd one Inother

cruelty, justify interference in.naiural andel()
_.

relations. This denies students the iPportunit to be responsible', .

Values are a part of interper nal relation3 and value differences'

One 'oft n hears teachers talk

because ofpercei,yedb,,

)cal' interPersonal.

rare a consideratiof in improving i

<-- dominant parent and teacher values tra

.

personal relations3s. PA-

itionally cen* on control and(

superiority. Predominant student values center on comfort and
F '>

\

(''

pleasing.' A realignMit of value's is necessaryAf interpei.sonalt
...

attons of teachers and students are 'to `be iMptoved.
. -

7
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/ Handout #2

SABOTAGE TECHHIQUES4JSED PARENTS.,-: 4

firental criticism, may be aimed at the school, or'ihe teacher. They

MAY Also excuse their child'S behaviNby blaming.inherited\cheracteris*-
tics, themselves or other influences: In:estence, parents are sag.
that -their child is notrespOntible for- his behmitor.'Sompone or some-
thing else is causing him to behave thisjoy. To-absolve themselvos'of

4 . responsibility,-,parents may use various /techniques whfch we will review.
) I

Aiieddit the School,
..,

.

41. School is nothing but a playground these days. In my days here, was

no nonsense. We had to study, "and wedia.. It' don't know if- this ts

the new system that children play so mu in school or if the.

teachers just like to sier for emselveA.
N... ' _

io 2. -I Can't understand' wh parents. a called to school so often these

days:gchool problems are y' roblemk, -I have my own probleMs,

i 15)

anclI don't OtIlerfyo6- them,

°

orations.
,

x I.

,--- 3. ',My child isn't used to -quetrations. _At home, we allow-him to 'do

' ,,_ what he' cants toi'do. W/1Y ih-onliin'the have all the:freedoM.in his /

-'' own home? Then, at school, it-ts required" that he'do,certain,things
at a certain time. He is restricted, and.he becomes disturbed. He

As used to being is boss. a
(

.4

4. I,can't understand why he has trouble reading ar peTlinTat
school when.she-does-so well at.home. She for me,. an4,Ilgive-,

he spelling words, ind she has no'tOouble at all.

Anne ;hould-have so much trouble at school.
en had any trouble. Aft all, they Were
he same way and in-the me family.

. I can't understand why
hone of wother.child
brought up exactly in

. He doesn't da it at home. I don't know why.he 'houl-d do anything

like that'ItSchool.

7. Is t at all "the children do--art work?

8. Oni lling a parent that,.theitz child was not ready for the normality'

of eading and - -would be better for him to repeat kindergartent

' f ot1 think mTchild is so dumb and 'don't want,hi'm ih,your school---'
I'll -'take him someplace else."
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Aimed at the Teacher

1. If you ask me, you are using too much "psychology.* I don't believe
in all of thds nonsense. Why should my child feel insecure? He gets
verythin, he wants. He has a good home:

2. What do you mean, "She is insecure?" You should sooner j off
the diving board and ride her bike without holding on. 'She s not
afraidof anything.

3.. If you have problams with-my Child, if your business.t0-know what
to deb,.,, That's what you are trained for,-and for that you are getting
paid. I don't sae why. we parents have to help the teacher.

'V

4. Johnis a sensitive child. You can't treat him,like you treat any
other child. I don't mean that he shduld get special treatment, but
you know what I moon. He 1s different. y.

5..' I think that yrjust,doh"t like my daughter..' I must speak to the
principal abou it Immediately. I want her out of your classy

6. Jimmy.niver had any trouble in school Until he came to you.

7. Teachers try to take out their frustratiOns on kids. This is nothing
new. Any little thing they do becomes a big problem. John is a
.normal boy,the wady I like a boy to be. A good fight now and then is
good-fokr him. It makes no difference who is at fault or' who started
tt. ,Let NO4 have his fight.

8. I hadno idea that Sally was so bad at school. This is the first
. time I have heard of it. If the records say that she was a problem
in other classes, I know nothing about it.

9. I thought that when he gets to you, you will straighten him out. .

Guess I was wrong about that.
ft ,.:

10. I know exactly when his troubles started: Ipeighth grasle, he had
-v., a very bad math teacher. He had no troubta until fft ha him.

11. That isn't what he told me.

she was supposed to know:

12. After telling a parent the child's score or tank on an achievement
test: I thought you would have done a better job teaching her what

13. You dOn't'ffleed to call me again 11.me what, y child isn't doing.
.I!ftyending her to'school--you tlPter.

o.

6



Aimed atlon-Involvement
A

1. I'm sorry to hear that my Oimmy cases so much trouble. Mbybsywe
, ought to pyhiM in a private school.

2. Why don'tyou shame him in front of,the entire class? Embarrass him
to front of everybody, and this may teach him a lessbn.

3. Why 'don't you use the good old paddle. It never hurt,me any, and it
will do my boy some good. Believe me, we couldn't stand it if we
didn't paddly him whenche deserves it.

. I'm a very busy man, and can stay only a few minutes. Now, what can
I do for you? Well, I leave phq upbringing of the children to their.
mother. This is a mother's ,j-ob4Mhy don't you get in touch with my
wife and have her come to see you. ;: ..,

5. I tried everything. I promised to §iye her the car one night for
every good grade on her report card. She promises everything, but
she never keepsiher promise. We don't know what to do any more.

6. I wish I had cdime for every time I was called to school. When you
call, ',get satupset, I start shaking.

7. I hate to say this about my own child, but I'm afraid he is no good.
I am not one of those mothers whotry to fool themselves, and who
Nlipt their eyes to the trwth. My husband and I have tried everything

tried giving.him much 'cove, and it didn't do any good. We tried
pu'ishing. him.Nlothing worked.

8. Wait'uollifl.I get hoMe. I'll skin him alive. No child of mine is
going t. behave that,wAy.

. She iS of a bad girl at hofl. My only trouble with her is that she
wants to Se like me, She wants. to stay home, take care of her baby
and ;oak.

10. 'I am afraidPI
He makes a real
father crying,

11. I criO I spoil
it. .

e

cannot help yop.. His father pampers
sissy out o' him:. If I.iay "no he
and he lets Om have his way.

him but he's all Ilya got left and I

.
' .

12. He "strong-willed" just Tike."v'rwai and my folks didn't know what
todo with me.

hIm to death.
runs'to his

just can't help.



Ustng Inheritance

1. 'm ifraid he takes after me.' I never could stop talking in class.
Don't you think that he might have inherited this from me? As a
matter of fact, my mother told me that she had the same trouble her-
self.

2. I must admit, I never was muchof a reader myself. I hardly ever
read anything but a newspaper or a magazines. My husband isn't much
of a reader either. But, I insist that my aildren read every day.

3: Do you think his thinness may have something to do with his list-
lessness? He is. such a bad eater. He hardly eats at all. How can

he have the energy to'concentrate on his work?
r\

'4: I spoke to our doctor about Jane's trouble in school. He to d me not

to worry: that Jane will outgrow this stage. Frankly, I was devil

myself at her age, and I came out all bright.

5. Don't you believe that some children are born with a bad streak in
them? I honestly think my. Judy was bad from the day she was born.
We had no trouble with the other children, but we Always had trouble

. with her.,,

6. He is very much like his father. He inherited his father's stubborness
and Other traits which are not especial4 praiseworthy.

7. When-the teacher insisted that the.child answer the daily roll call--
Parent' reoly: None of my other children ever talked and they know
how now

4-

Aimed at Others

I.

A k-.

The' children' in this neighborhood are a bad influence on Bobby You
=:.know, this neighborhood.tsn't what it used to be. Some very un-

desirable people moved We, try to keep Bobby away from Other:
children,, but he learne lot of bad things from them anyway.

2. Maybe if you moved his seat awax from-Tommy, We never did like
/ AIS boy, and we're sure- that' has a bad influence on our boy.,,,

. ,
. Cathy-is lazy. She is the la2iest tO(n,g'at home. can talk m7telf

Coarse and she won't do a_thing. I know what you. are up against.

.0^)



Handout #3

-

COPING WITH PARENTAL RESISTANCE
IN THE RESPONSIBILITY SHARLNG PROCESS

stP

1. Empathize with parental feelings of frustration and hopelessness.

2. Avoid discussion of blame or "cause."

3. Stress the need for the school and home to sha'e responsibility in
any future intervention plan.

4. Explain why tts. child need, to take' responiibilityfor personal
behavior.

5. Focus on the"child's respons iltty taking needs and related
avoidance behavior.

6. Be prepared to disclose feelings of frustration if avoidance of
responsibility sharing persists.

7. May be necessary to confront: eg.i'"-If nothing is done to help
your child there is good odds that he/she will

8. Allow the parent to leave with an alternative of returning in..
dignified and at ease manner.

1

e

.
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Activity. . 'Helping Parents Share Responsibilities

Purpose: to galli experience in recognizing and responding to sabotage

techniques,.

Activity:

IP 1. Form small groups of 4 or-5 members

2. Select a parent statement from the iabotage'technilues.aimeditt the
school (Handout #2)

. .

,a. One member should read the statement to )1s/her small group as
if he/she is the parent. "

)'

.

.,

(11,.. -As a group,'talk about the feelings and/or frustrations that
aeit being expressed bvthe,parent.

c. Develop responseskto peparent-statement that would faalftate
parent awareness ofIfeelings.and-functions. (You may ,want to '-

refer to Handout #3: -"copiog Withl.ental Resistance.

d. Evaluate your responses in terms of equality, mutual respect,
and shared responsibility.

.4

.6'0

3. Repeat these 'steps, using parent sabotage statements from the
remaining categories.

4. As a total group, share and discuss what you"personally learned from
this experience.

f.

'or



Activity #6: Helping Parents Share Responsibilities (30.minutes)

Move quietly around the room and check to see that groups do not

-become stalemated. Encourage honesty and constructiveness in evaluating

responses-% Act as a facilitator in the final discussion of WS

teaming experfencei keeping group members on task.

.4

ft
A



I
Activity #7: Helping Educators Share Responsibilities

Purpose: to become aware of sabotage techniques used by educators and

\to develop communication skills to facilitate shared

responsibility. 461,e-

L.

Activity:

1. Brainstorm a list of "Sabotage Techniques Used by Teachers, Coun-

selort and Administrators."

2. Repeat steps #2 a; b, c, d and #4 of Activity #6.

.;

I
A
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I

Activity #7: Helping Educators Share Responsibilities (30 minutes)

I. Have the total group develop a list of "Sabotagd Techniques Used by

Teachers, Counselors and Administrators" (companion to "Sabotage

Techniques Used by Parents"). (Limit to 15 minutes.)

2. Tell participants to repeat the steps used in the previous exercise.

"Helping Parents Share Responsibility."

Note: You should introduce this exercise by pointing out that we 4.

as ediAatorslikewise employ sabotage techniques, and we need to
,rs . _

beLome aware of our practices and develop communication to.
.

facilitate shared responsibility.

SD
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1 Handout #4

ORGANIZING CLASS MEETINGS

Purposes of Class Meetings

1. Allows students to experience Glasser's three components of academic
success.

itriblvement

-relevance
thinking

2. Provides success experi4nce.' No one in .class canfail because MO-.
class meeting there is no-right or .wrong answer.--

3. Allows the more and Less capable student's in a class to interact on,an
equal basis.

4. Promotes cohesiveness of class.

5. Solves many glpssroom problems.

Physical Aspect of Class Meetings

:1. Need ground rules for conducting meetings. ,,

get the group into a closed circle in the classroom, teacher and
students.
work on an idea which has no right or wrong answer; not &factual
or simple answer; open ended smbject.

fp
attempt to solve the individual and groreducational problems of
the class and the school--to solve the rtiblems of living in their
school wdrld. .

all problems relative to the.clast as a group and to any individual
in the class are eligible for discussion. ,

discussion ttself should alwaysbe directed,toward tolvinetbe
problem; the solution should never include punishment or fakilt

# findlngi

,e-
ting held just prior to ?natural class Ureak--lunCh, recess,

etc. - -.
. .

w.

. Meeting time should be consistent. .

Elementary school--at lent onc a day.
High school-laerhaps two:br three times .a week: - '-

.Length V indOidual meeting would vary aqcoralnT,to grade level
?

% 1W* '''
1--

j'I' .

.-1

J
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Three Types of Meetings

1. *dal-Problem Solving Meeting
( 'Concerned with student's socia1-behavior 1 school; i.e., the

seniors are particularly noisy. during their ree study period.
This disturbs other stuck- s and teachers. .can this be
handled?
' All'problems relative to the ass as a group and to any .

individual in the c ass are eligible for discussion..
The discussion itsel uld always'be directed to solving the ,

problem; the solution"should never .include punishment-or fault-
finding.

2. Open-Ended Meetings
' Concerned with intellectually important subjects. St dents are
asked to discuss any thought-provoking questions re ted to

a/liPtheir livei; i.e., What would you buy if-you had thousand
do]ars?
'Type of meeting which should be used most often; even where
behavior problems are most prevalent. The more it's used, the
more it's.applicable.

. Educational-Diagnostic Meetings
' Always directly related to what class is studying; i.e., the
class is disappointed that after studying the American Revolution,
the students still didn't,feel they_ understood the dimensions of
It: *

.Can be used by the teacher fbr a quick evaluation of whether
teaching procedures in the class are effective.

'

4144
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Handout
--

40NDUCT G CLASS MEET114.

_Getting Meetfn s Started

1.. llasser's educational philosophy.should 40 diskussed and understood_
1.4 -the school faculty.

2. l ame faculty,member,.prefitrabli'one who has had some experience.in
,-cenducting,class meetings, shoulOemonstrate meetings to individual
,themberS and to the whole,faculti:'

3. The largi-circle seating arrangement has been proven to be most
effective, in stimulating communication.

4.. Teacher shoOld sit in a different place in the circle each day; and
. he/she should make a systematic effort to arrange the studentsio

that the meeting will-be most productive.. VisiIers to meetiiiprare
welcome.

5. ':.In learning to conduct meetings, teachers might team, either as
observers or co-leaders.

6. Subjects foropen-ended discussion may be introduced by the teacher,
as he/she sees fit, or by the class.

7. Meeting duration should depend upon the age and meeting experience
of the class.

Primary students may find it difficult to mAktain attention for
more than 15 minutes, but the-time might be increased to 30
minutei.
30 minutes is a good meeting time for intermediates anti higher
grades.
Probably better to hold meetings to a specific -duration* than to
allow them to vary in time from day to day.
Teachers should be allowed to cut off a me ting%
Meetings should beoberd before a natural cutoff such as lunch or

recess.
Meetings should bejregularly scheduled and consistent: daily if

.poisible but at least once a week.

8. Children seem to respond best if they, are given an opportunity to
raise their hands. May pe possible to'run meetings in which Children
politely. wait their turn to talk, but this is a difficult goalto
accorklish. Older students should 4e allowed to speak without what
to.theriseepsichildish hand raising.. .

6

S. A teacher should never interrupt a student to correct bad grammar,
bad usage, or mild.profanity. Teacher may'intervev when student
goes on endlessly and is boring class.

57 --
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tudeaS may become very personal. Teacher should accept these
comments,,but may ail( student to discuss "something else-if she/he'
starts talking of drunken brawls, etc.

Keeping Class Meettn9s Going'

1. Teacher should feel program is of value:

. Teacher should be enthuSiastic.

3. Teacher should not become discouraged if meetings are not good every
day.

4

4. Topics must be relevant, interesting, and thought-provokin(
Specific questions draw more response than general ones.
Teacher-must be prepared to follow up questions 'Rd disculsions.
Besides one topic, heithe needs additionalqUestions to keep
meeting going.
Topics may.come from class or from teacher.

e

4
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1

ACY4IVITe#,8: CtASSiFYING.CLASS MEETINGSN

Purpose: to'practice identifying appropriate class meeting

various situations.

Activity: Using Handouts #4 & #5, determine the type[ of class meeting

you would use to bes4 deal with each of the 5 situations

pes for

listed. on this.aoti.vty sheet..

,4
Type

1. Mrs. Stevens 'is concerned because many o'f the 1.'

class members 4,i.d not understand the concept

of gravity. 44k.

2. Some members of the class waht'toelect 0 2.

officers for the Year.
. .

3. John posed-the problem ofintegration in the 3. .

)
, .

public'
...---J

schools; specifically busing. '.

4. Mrs.'Stevens asked the class what they thought' 4.

about making stud hall a more profitable time.
.4),

. . .

5. Cindy 'an& y o t t girls are, displeased A 5. ..

because they cou not oartitfpate in a bas-

ketball program after school.

AIN
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Activity # 8 Classifying Class- Meetings.

4

I

9.

Tell partiCipants to read the dirqctions for this activity

ang clarify any procedural questionOtey may.haxe about

the activity.

2. This is an individual activity and should be cooPjeted

,in about 10 minutes. Do not allow the activity to drag.

3. Lead a 4iicuision of ,participant responses.

ci

,r

4
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,r Handout #4

_

GENERATING.TOPICS

r

Instructions: Given each orthe following types of classmeetingvoi
originate at least three topics for-each that wo4ld be applicable class-
room situations. .

1.

.

Social-Problem Solving Meeting

2. Open-Ended Meeting

3. Educational-Diagnostic Meeting

609;
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Handout #6

GENERATING TOPICS

This'is an example of an activity that could be part of a staff
development effort/related toincorporating class meetings as a part
of career, guidance-strategies.' Have each participant complete it
individually: '

4.

L-20



Activity #9: Class Meeting Plan.

Purpose: to identify Situations appropriate for,each class meeting type

andlto practice planning a complete class meeting. 4

Activity:

1. Ctimplete Handout #6, as instructed by your leader.

2. Chdbse one of the topics you generated in Handout #6 and plan your

first class meeting. Give attention to where, when, how and who will

attend.

a..0
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Activite .9: Class Mnting an.

1. After participants have read the instructions for this activity,

answer_any procedural questions they may have. Encourage partici-
,

pants to work individually and to be creative.

2: Allow brief discussion of the final products if participants wish.

OIL
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DEVELOPING SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIPS IN-THE SCHOOL

s,



Introduction 7

The.purpose of this section is to provide the career guidance team

With-Stiff development and consultative skills designed to ioster-the

development of significant relationships in school. In order for

systematic development of significant relationships:to occur in school,

teachers and other school personnel need to acquire 4a115,,ederstanding

of tle,pytor, and to develop skills for correcting. misbehavior and

promoting means for student involvement and participation directed toward.

improved social interest.- _

Th section is divided into two parts: 1) Understanding Behavior,

and 2) Methods for Improving Relationships. Each part included a

presentation. of content materials followed by handout resources and

kn d e and skill development actiVities.



Developing Significant-Relationships in school

Understanding Behavior

Have you ever thought of interpersonal relattons as being purpose-

fulful and problems in relating with others as, berg goal diFecld? What

(Wes the shy, nonverbal person achieve?' What can be the goil,of.a temper

tantrun ors of a lunchroom food fight? We are-so inclined to think of .

behavior as ceased by antecedents that we overlook goals or intelided,

purposes of-behavior. Our explanation of problem behavior is usually

directed toward.outside sources. A.child is shy because he/she is

'frightened or deprived of learning opportunities. Or, a student gets

into fights because'he/she 1s provoked by somebody.

An alternate approach is to 'identify the goal of the relationship.

All problems in interpersonal relationships can be explained in terms

of four mistaken goals.. These mistaken goals represent degree of

discouragement. A person seeks to find one's place in the group/
(family or classroom) and to be significant. Failing to 'achieve this

.,battc condition results in discouragement, and the person further

strives to fit in by (a) seeking attention, (b) being the boss or in

power, (c)getting even or revenge, or (d) being helpless or in-

adequate. Study the charts that'depict the mistaken goals of problem,

ibehaVior (Handouts #7, 8, 9).

People also seek attention by active -or passive destructive means.

64
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Contiderpechild that seeks an answer to a iuestionlbst:Whin-tte.

teacher:is most buSx,that seeks help.wfthataik that he Orlshicknols

Al 40W:to 66,.ortha0eiti to turn in.homework-. these Children
4
Also get,

atientiOn. The teacher-feels annoyed:and:may seek to,cOrreCt the be.

haVior by Coaxing, reminding, or yielding to the child's demands for

"time."' The4child's behavior will tmprove temporarily but: he child,

will soon seek more attention. The child's perception of self idthat
-

4 A.

0 one counts only when,being served, wten teacher is attending to one, or

when one is in-the class spotlight. More appropriate corrective .

measures might-be to ignore,to answer in an unexpected mahner, or to

gtve attention at a more appropriate time.

The more diScouraged child who seeks power will be active or

passive with the end product almost always destructive. Temper

tantrums are an active ihoW of power while the shoulder shrugs With 0
t

"I don't know!" are a passive display of power. Certainly nobody

can make a child not have a temper' tantrum, nor can one make a child

know the answer. Teacher feels anger, challenge, and the need to

assert control. Effort to correct will probably- redult in an in-

tensification of the negative behaviors both parties want to win.

,Relationships are well on the way to further deterioration, and the

best why to cope may be to withdraw from the struggle, tcvsact without

speaking (for words may become an angry leCtilre), or to redirect the

65 ',.
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person's efforts- and establish equality. In.establishieg equality yOu

ackh41edge the rights of the, other person w out abdicating' your' own Dependom

rights'When you acknowledge that you don't have to win and the other'

lerson doesn't have t4 lose. Equality means balanciy.rigbt and.

responsibilities. The Other.persori is responsible not for your be-.

. .

havior but forlhis/her own. Problems in interpersohal relationships 6

4
Olen occur when one personetries to tyke the responsibility for

another perVOn's behavior. Denying alPersr the Opportunity to be

,r9-Aponsible for self is disrespectful-and leadstoifurther sliscourage-
,

ir

ment.-
.P....;,

,

I
,L

J
.

. .

,Revenge is more destructive and may be passive or active.
,,

Vandalism, vulgar language, telling eMbIrrasiing stories, making

vyngeful aommitntlibeCoMing pregnant, .using rugs, or breaking prized

) .-

:possessions are 01 possible ways of getting eri:- Thete,)tame acts Hurtft4

may have as their goal attention br power.t e feeling of the signi.
.. ,

ficyt other-. in such incidences hilpi goalIdentify the goal. If the'

goal-it revenge the teacher or Parent will feel hUrt: "How couTd:yOu

do this to me ?" The child' seeks fo'get even trill- WiWititensify
N, 1 -

behavibr until he or she feels like a winner. these individuals feel-
.

.
, ...

that they cannot be liked or hay power, but will count 1f they can
.

, A
. i

hurt of like they themseT have been hurt. Corrective measure

-4

requires.that order'be Tntained while viOiding retaliation.

Extricate yourself.and fhenzs t about winning the student through en-,

,couragement.

f ,
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haight of discour,agement may be- found in people who see them-

se yes as inadiquate,. mid. respond with extreme p ssivity, defAng all

attempts to ,involve them. in , classroom Thlf teacher feels
`L.

helpless.aid despairing. The teacher has itvenup and offers no,-

reprimand, because that teacher `feels there is no use trying, while th

child. ffiels "If .I donittry I can't fail.", The only antidote, for this c.

level of 4iscouragement tis to provide basic encouragement.

SI
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4

You may 'want to .write the fol lowi ng brief outl ine on the Ward for

clarification of concepts being preiented in this section of the package.

a

GOALS OF MISBEHAVIOR

L

. ATTENTION GETTING

/ -

POWER

REVENGE

DISPLftY OF IN EOUACY

1p.

1 0
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c '

''Active Constructive'

ilromman^

p

"sOttesi".,

state remarks

excellenCiJor praise

and,recognftion

performing for,

attention'

stunts,: for attention,

tieing especially' good

industriOUs,

m reliable

(May seem to be.

student, 'but

'goal is self-eleva

tionfnot coopera-

tion4

IIITATISt1 _ 01'1111080ot a inter

1.
USELESS GOAL

Passive Constructive Active Destructive
Passive Destructive

charm',

cess pleasaniness

del" child

)brtght sayings :-

ex prated conscien-

MSS
s charm ,

here belle"

(gtr are "teacher's
0 su)

QUALITIES FOR SOCIAL

Respects rights of others

Is tolerant of others'

Is interested in others

Cooperates with others

Encourages others

Is courageous

Has a true sense of own worth

Has &feeling of belonging

Has socially acceptable goal's,

hts forth genuine effort,

Willing to share rather thak

"How much can I get?

"We" rather than "I"

ILNalk

Tj

d

"nuisance".

eta` iEiVroff

t)lejclown

obtrusiveness

1walkinl question

merk.

"enfant terrible";

acts "tough"

.makes minor

'mischief

a "rebel"

aun
contradicts

continues for-

bidden acts

temper tantrums

masturbation

untruthfulness

dawdling

"vicious"

saeing

bed-wetting

violent and brutal

(leader of juven-

ile delinquent

gangs)

"laziness"

big (Miss

lack of ability

instability

lack ofitamina

fearfulness,

speech' impediments

untidrness

self-indulgence

frivolity

anxiety

eating difficulties

performance defi-

ciencies

"stubborn"

TUI17117

stubborness

disobedience

forgetting

AtTENTION GETTTNGIACM)

Seeks'proof of his

approval or status

(almost univer l in

preschool child n).

Willlease when repri-

manded or given atten-

tion.

4'

Adult: lillIghted

constructive ACM, helps,

reminds, coaxes child.

Is kept busy.

"Feels ihnoyed"

I POWER

Similar to

attention getting, but

more intense. Repri-

mand intensifies mis-

behavior. ,

Adult: "You,can't get

way with this!"

"violent assivit

su en an e ant

III. REVENGE

Does things tp hurt,

makes self hated, re-

taliates,

.111114

Adult feels deeply hurt

and outraged, dislikes

ild

'IV. DISPLAY OF IN WRY
Assumes real or imagined

deficience to safeguard

prestige.

Adult: "I give up!"

(An adaptation of charts by _Dr, Dreikurs and

.11, L. Bullirdl

"hopeless"

stupidity

indolence

inaptitude

(pseudo feeble

minded)-
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cool of Misbehavior

Attention

(Keep busy, involved)

Power

(Boss/defeat others)

Revenge

(Counter hurt/vengeanci)

Inadequacy

(Appear disabled)

ii

Handodt 18

GOAL RECOGNITION

What Child is Saying

I only count when I 411 noticed or

served; I, need attention to prove

my worth. .

I only count when I am dominatini;.

if you don't let me do what I

want you don't love me:

I can't be liked. f,don't haVe

power, b'ut I'll count if I can

hurlPothers as Heel hurt by

life--I will get even.

I can't do' anything right so I

won't try to do anything at all;

I am no good so leave me alone

so no one will know how stupid I

Special Charactetistics

If goal is AG, behivior will cease

when r rimanded or noticed; con-

Ilnuati n. implies stronger goal.

Maladj tment may evolve when

'praise .and recognition cannot be

, attained,

gore intense than AG; reprimands

intensify behavior; no inter.

relatjonshlp too trivial for

challenging

May occur only at certain times or

in specific situations; becomes

generalized with increased hos-

tility.

Being disliked serves to attain a

social position.

Has given up. Assumes real or

imagined deficiency as a means \,

to safeguard self worth or

prestige.

111



Goal of Misbehavior

Handout ig

FL CHART OF PURPOSIVE BEHAVIOR

A

What child does What teacher/parent

does and feels

C

What the child does

as consequence of B

Attention Active and, passive 16ti-

vities that may appear

constructive or

destructive.

'Pq4et

Revenge

fe.

Inadequacy

4,

)

Only destructive active

and passive activities

More severe active and

passive activities

Passive activitits that

defy involvement

1

Annoyed, wants to remind, Temporiily stOps'dis-

coax, delighted with turbing action Olen

'good" child given attention

Provoked, angry, gen-

erally wants per

challenged: "I'll make

him do it." "You can't

get ofty with it."

Hurt, mad: "How could

he do this to me?"

Intensifies faction when

reprimanded. Child

wants to win, be toss,.

Wants io ,even. Makes
.

self dis pd. Intensi-

fies action in a hurtful

fashion.

Despair, "I give up." / ,. .tiPreprimand, thitifore, ,

no reaction. :Feelfrthere:

is no. ire ,to .try assive
,.,,;+, ., ;,, , I

k



ACTIVITY #10: GOAL RECOGNITION

Purpose:'" to provide participants with practice recognizing various

goals from descriptive statements.

Activity:

1. Each participant. should fill out the two multiple choice

instruments listed below: (allow 10 minutes)

Goal Recoghition

a. -Descriptive Characteristics (Handout110)

A Goal Recognition -

b. Tether Responses (Handout #11),

2. By counting off, form two groups AA B.

a. Leader: You may want to designate a recorder-reporter

for each group who will ,be responsible , reporting

feedback 11 his/her group.

b. Group &should go over theft responses v.i GR - Descriptive

Characteristics and agree upon best answers.

c. Group B should go over- their responses to GR - Teacher

Responses and agree upon best answers.

3. Groups'A & B combine and share and discJss answers.



Activity #10 Goal Recognition (40 minutes)

A
1. Limit ?a to 15 minutes time.

2. Limit 2b t.9,15 minutes time.

3: Faciliiite the sharing and discussion session

which follows this activity.

L-23



Handout #10

GOAL RECOGNITION: DESCRIPTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

4

Possible goals for misbehavior: Attention Getting AG)
J

'Power

Revenge
Display of Inadequacy. DI)

1. % "Vicious" does .violent ict, may be brutal. with other's bodies and
feelings.

. .

2. Rebels, arguesi.and contradicts, may :be openly diso ient, refuses

. '
to do work. .

,

L. I. .

a. '-- Eicessive pleasantness and charm.

4. Described as lazy. Acts cl y an ippears to be inept.

Cute reme,As just to impress others.

6. "The brat" makes minor mischief.-

7. The aggressor, fights with children in class, bullies others, destroys

8. Hopeless, helpless, indolent, suffers from an inferiority complex.

other people's property or refuses to respect the rights of others.

The "model" child repeats bright little sayings, often not too original.

10. Fxh1bits. extreme stubborness in a withdrawn, maybe slovenly manner.

11. "The Goodie Two -Shoes types is often the teacher's pet.

12. Performs for attention.

13. Steals, shoplifts. ,

.

14. ...Talks out of toeff, won't raise hand during class discgpsions, blurts
out answers which may have nothing to do with the quation.

c . .

15. May appear to lack ability,,showlipk of is untidy, 'shows
fearfulness, bashfulness, appears afficious and fiVolousd

16. Exaggerates con cientiousness, will often apPearlto work Very dili-°
gently but get little of significance accomplished.

.

0
17.- . This- child behaves in ways torshow off, is likely to be the cla1s

clown--the "nuisapce.4 ,

f

411r

18. This child is sullen, and'defiant.
.

19. Truant from school (may, become the leader of a juvenile gang)

20. Succeeds in getting others to serve him/her,.

f
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Handout 411

GOAL RECOGNITION: '5I.ACHER.RESPONSES

.Possible goals for misbehavior: AttentiP; Getting . AG)

Power(
4 A

Rw)engeel R1
Iii- ,

Diipley '6f- Inadequacy DI) , ..

----.4.,*
, -. .;

1./ , Teacher: When,Sue refused to wash off the top-of hei. Aesk I just

felt like I had to ShoW her who was boss.

2. `--____Teacher: It seems that when ever I gd Otr.to°Answer Willie's ques-

tions he all of a sudden becomes a real idiot. He tan't function or

he won't function. It's a real battle and I just wish I did not haid

to attent to him.
,

,

1,

3.

5.

6.

1

Teacher: Missy is always comiing up tb my,Aiesk with her work which is

completely done and correct and she want; me to check it over.for mis

takes. When I0e11 her it's OK she still stands arourid the desk and

asks me to see if she made her "e" correctly'. I tell .her she made.,

her e's correctly and then I have to tell her to go to her seat!

4t She jtiet bAgs me With that kind of stuff.

Teacher: Clay just kept pushingqa and pushing me. He would talk out

of turn and I told him to be quiet. 'Then he would talk opt of turn ,

louder and I, told him to Stand out in the hall, but he refused to-leave

the room. It felt jike ringing his neck. He'can't get away with that

iymy classroom. To. I pushed him out of the classroom and literally

carnied him down to the office screaming and 'kicking all the wey!

Teacher: Byron wan me to help him with his math problems, but every

time I help him he seems,to forget how to do the'simplist,probleMs and

I end up doing all the work for hlm.,,,When I refUse to do the problems

for him he gets upset.and quits Work at the slightW problem he en-'

counters. I haye even talked with the school psYchalogistnd made'
Byron's math problems easier accUrding to his.suggettions, but Byron.

"even ,gives up on those. I feelat &Jots, I don't/know what to do or

try- next. I even,feel likeliving up at times and not bothering with him..

Teacher: Julie does her dhores'and schoOl.work without any problem but

she asks all sorts of ques,tions which have little or nothing to do

-with the task at hand. She always tries. to answe the questions I.ask

for the most part whenshe does. answer a que tionshe is right.

" She does ask too many questf'bns and when I answe one.of her questions

\ she always has: another queition. I sure wish s would just keep, her

`mouth shut for a-little Ailaand give the othe Children a chafte to

ask questions.

1 10
74
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Activity fife-Inc!

' 0A,

Mistaken. Goals

Form. small grOups.4 or 6 memOetsrfor this activity...

One member of each group 'should read tncfdent to,the

thcidiet 01

IA' the iispdhsibilitv for reading the staterants.

)
I ?'
it rent calls the school" counselor pnd asks !MOW can you stand to

have my.daughter in 'schoolr Having bbterved no problem behavior_ in schoil y
' the coun elor inquires,, "WIly, what has ha enedr rother tells with strong/

-) ,feeling.thet the girl has deliberately br en several pieces of good china '

and 'cut the curtains.'is .(
I

- , ,0
i,

Mother felt anger.

What motor said e daughter .Or'did is unknown. What daughter .did

next is unknown. ..

What do you think was the goal Of daliter's behavior? jayg? What do
.

.

you think was the goal "of mother's behavio ? why?
. , . ar

,
-

3. As a group, discuss -the, incident and identify possible mist*cen .goal(s).

Use the goal charts to help you.

4. Proceed to InOdents 02 and 03, treating- them' in a li)ce winner.

Incident; 02

A child is shoping with mother at the'16eel supermarket and has es-

tablished a usual patterrl of.teing;!lost" when mother is ready to check out

and leave. Mother feels annoyed and asks the cashier to .page Chuck ,on the

loudspeaker. !Will Charles please report to the front entrance." Charles

walked swiftly but nonchalbntly to the' front door of, the store. Mother'.

'Said nothing and Chuck later recountec4,-"I didn't look around, or say anything,

I didn't-want the other people to know who I was:" , t.

Incident 03
V- 1

A 9th grade 'algebra student fs constantly as the teacher, "Is this

problem right, is this...the right answer?" After completing each increment

.of work or' problem the 'student' seeks the teacher's approval. The teacher.

was initially 'annoyed and would say "Yes, that is right."' As the behavior

continues and even:beco*i more frequent the teacher is becoming angry. The

'teacher seys \the student really no problem but "I am si and tired of

him asking so many questions',"

4k

75
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, A'
5

,

1\<- .

lit on 4" x cords each' group member will bite the desCriPtIon Of af
tTclident in which theif were involved or observed. Besure tp irtigder

(1).What did the chilli do? (2) What 'did'a significant 'other do? 13) °Howthe Significant other feels? Each group member will in town ,reed,

the fircident in th0-smal.l groups. Members of, the grop sugdert .

poteble goals. .

b.

"f.

Partjilciptintalseturn Ito'.toial group:

,.

4at

a

41

4

119
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- 0 a : .
. .

-7 Activity -Olt: Incidents of Mistaken-Goals' (45
C
minutes)

\
, - -

Y
all. \

14,,,... , When participants return d the total 'groups ask for and list an

. example of each of the foUr go is ofimisbehav4or.

- 7
! .

4

6

1-24121)



Ask 4rtiCipants to read "Methods for Improving
.; , ,

and to bet6me laminar with Handout #12. Lead .a brief discupion and move

okdirectlYto-the 111W :section.
After participants have read ukethods of:.

Eicouragemeneilik them toinCOme .4111ar-with HandOuii 'ill,. 14'ind 15,
)

This section ends with Actiiity is entapplication of the

-cincepts:presented. in this material.,

A

4
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Methods 'For Ietroving Problem-Itelationshi pi

The UT,

personal re

9061. If the
08, 3

interventions

Misbehavior
I

and effectiveness of any intervention to improve inter-
.

s will be influenced by the misbehaving person's

goal o the misbehaving person is attentiono'severaL

may work including ignorino, doing the unexpec using

natural :at consequences; and giVing7att440ah':

appropriate time..-.Take the example of a student who seeks constant

attentiowly inquiring about the correctness of.each part of an

assignment. This behavior could be annoying tom teacher, would

certainly be regardell'asstrenge by students, and would probably-lead

t
to damagedrinierpersonal relations with teacher and peers.

If theteacher feels annoyed, chanced are the goal is attention.

The teacher ignares the questions and the student may stop asking.

The teacher may do the unexpected'by suggesting that the students

discontiriue working on the assignment temporarily apd help with

something else. As soon as the students make an effort without

seeking approval, thi teacher can give appropriate attention. The

natural consequence of sucb)behavior would be prolonged time devot d

to complete the assignment with the 'logical consequence that th

student could not participate'in the next activity until th

previous assignment had been completed. Nod the inter ntion
v.

Goat?
Just °hook
our
feelings

4,



strategies .require a,panitivt.attitude. Logical consequences can be

calve depending* the attitude with which thdy'are -used.

The teacher may give a lecture, "Becamse.you wasted your time and are

not finisheciyou cannot'go on. break'," in which,Casi the consequence

becomes a punishient, Interpersonal relations are damaged and the

correctinb effect becomes lost.

Given the same situation, if the student gOal is to show teacher

:whose boss, the teacher will feel angry, and corrective efforts will
/

result in increasingly .disruptive behavior. Teacher will be drawn into

a pivier struggle in which one sqlution calls for extricating self

--emotionally if not physically. Ihe teacher decides in effect "I'm

just not going to argue ebout it now." While. it is often not an option

for classroomleacliersT-leaving the MOM would be even more'effective.
gr,

Remembering that the person who seeks approval is discouraged and

Probably completing the task with perfection, a delegation of

responsibility might be appropriate: "Yes, that °1s correct,,wil you

help (student name) who seems to be haiiihg trouble?
a'

It is impossible to cook book corrective measures but' recognizing

that behavior is goal directed and idehtifying the mistaken goals

problem' behavior will help make you an effective'agent fok. facilitating

improved interpersonal relationships. ($ree Handout #12: Strategies

for Developing More Appropriate Behaviors.)

78
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Handout #12

,

pfRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING KIRE4PROPRIATE BEHAVIORS

Mistfkan Goals Reactions

Attenti4n
Getting

Power

Revenge

Display of
Inadequacy

Give attention-when stu-
dent'is not making a bid
fdr it.
ION0re the misbehavihg
itudent.,
Be. firm. .

Amain that punishing,
rewardings.coaxing,
scolding and giving
service are attention. kt

Withdraw from the con-
flict. "Take your sail
out of his wind."
Recognize and admit that
the student has power.
Appeal for child's help,
enlist his cooperation,'
give him responsibility.

' Avoid punishment.
Win the_person. Try to
convince her/him that .she/

he is liked.
Do not become hUrt.
,Enlist a "buddy" for the
student. : -- '..

Use.group encouragement.

Avoid discouragement your-
self.' Don't give up: .

Show faith in student.
Lots of_ encouragement.
Use constructive approach.

Verbal Interpretations

"Could it be that you want
'me to notice you?"
"Could it be that you Want'
me to do special things for
you?"'
...keep gy busy with you?"

"Could it be that you wont
to show,me that you can do
What you want and no one
can stop. you?"
"Could it be that you want
to be the boss?"
"...get me to do waht you
want?"

"Could it be that you want
to hurt me and/or the
children?"
"Could it bi that you want
to get even?"

-"Could it be that you want
to be left alone?"
"...you feel stupid and doh't
want people to know?"

*All questions must be asked in friendly non - judgmental way and not

at times of conflict.

79
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Mmds of Encouragement

A variety of corrective matures are useful when trying to

mitt mistaken goals and thereby improve interpersonalqvlations.

le include-Ignoring, doing the unexpected, giving attention for

ropriate rather'than inappropriate behavior, using natural con-

antes or logical consecieencet', extricating Self andliving

ponsibility3 but"the eine technique that can be suggested in all

es` of disadiPagement is to-provide encouragement. This may sound.

B oversimplification but let's.explore methods of encouragement.

Many of'thethingt that we do in.the'neme,of encouragement add

the problemHrather than, provide a Solution and the tragedy is that

think we are encouraging. Have yoU ever praised.a student's work,

at's a nice drawing." only to have the individual tear. 4t up "and

DIN it away? If the student is looking for direction and you

vide praise, the child's perception is that you Tregard -him or

as too fragile to handle criticism. 'This indicates a lack of

;int. f
Handout #13: Statements that Discouraglo describes a number, of

non ways that well meaning parents and teachers discourage

ldren.

Interpersonal relationships are always 'improved by providing

Duragement. Some keys to encouragement include:

Point out the usefulness of an act.

80
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4

Provide 'encouragement when it is not being sought or asked for,

3. Focus on the iMprovementrather than achievement.

.4. Praise the deed, not the doer. "Having the room picked up is

helpful." not "You are helpful."

Give a person responsibility.

Look for effort or successive approximations, dbn't expect per-

faction.

7. Look,for cooperation and sharing.. 41V

8. Use mistakes as an opportunity to try again, to learn and to

improye.

9. Have faith in 'the person. Expectations should be honest and

diredt in tent of age and talent. Expectations of inadequacy

will probably be fulfilled.

10. Acknowledge the other person's feelings'. Acknowledging feelings

communicates that you understand the. situation and at the same

time expresses your faith in the person. Sympathy fails to ex-

Oess faith and seldom helps the situation. "I can appreciate

your disappOkIntment but am sure you will be able to work it out"

is an encouraging statement. "The 'plane didn't fly. You must be o'

terribly disappointed. I feel so sorry f6r you." maybe an

accurate statement but it fails to express hope and confidence in

the future.

81



in adilltion to verbal encourageMitiftrwe;.iariencoUrage by:

Touch. The coach att,,E basketball' game pats his players on the

I 741

rump. as' an expressly of confidence. (WatCh out in the classroom

or you may be misundifltood.)
p

Sharing. "Let's try it together": May be just what is needed

When the other person is abOut to'give up. Denot take control

over a task or you communicate a lack of faith in the child.

3. Give responsibility. Being over-protected is discouraging to

adults as well as children. Responsibility cannot'be earned, it

can only 'be given. Give others responsibility.and watch them

glow and grow.\

4. Look for what is right rather than what is wrong. Accept,

appreciate and respect other people for what-they are rather than

wha; they could or shoOdibe. A friend is someone whose faults

we c)roose to` overlook:

-

,e 82
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Handout #13

STATEMENTS THAT DISCOURAGE

a

The following is a list of= the kinds of statiments we all make to,ourv.enildren;

lie :: say thtse things in an attempt, to show our children theiroper way to act. Mott
oftsn the reiults are not the ones we wish for.

<IV
I

"Do you expect toget money every time you need it? You don't
-see your, father at*Dipending 'money like th't. You asst;
understand that you Wit get everything-You-want on a silver
platter."

: ,r.

Advising "Listen to me, son. I had this same problem when I was young.
1 soon .1elirnkd that, the best thing to do was to" keep u mouth
'shut:

3. Preaching

4. Belittling

5. Comparing

6. Using Guilt

6.

7. Feeling sorry,
pity,
sympathy

8. Injun tions

9. Threats

ca
)

" don't knot hoW you expect to grow up to be ahythin if you
lily in bed 111/*cley. Dop't you want to do something with your

get your ethication. %Besides, pay taxes to have people teach
life...be somebody? Wll, you canIt do anything if ,you don't

you. Look at. the money being asted trying to educate you.
It seems like you wo1ild Appreciate the effort everyone is making
in trying to'help you."'

"What's the mitter...yoedeof? You don't get anything right..
I sent you to the store for milk, not bread. Take it back and
see if you can get the right thing this time. -Milk: M-I-L-K.

. .

"Why can't you be like your sister, she never ge suspended
from sehool .-' Or, ".You're just, like your Uncle arry, he
never spent a dal wjthout being in some kind of rouble." '--

47,

"You know, every time you get into trouble' it just kills your
father. You're going to give him a heart attack for sure.
Then you'll be sorry.", Or, "I do everything for you and this
is how you treat me."

"Tim gets into trouble because other children pick on him and
make him cry. Isn't 'that right,,tim?" "Joey gets put out of
schOol .because I can't give him all the nice cTothes he needs'
and others.make fun of him:" "I know you are hungry and your
stomach /flirts, I'll fix supper for you." (Even if the rest of
the family'ate-an hour ear.lier and the child chose to be late
or di dn.' t 1 1 ke the' meal . )

.

-"Stop picking your nose. It will bleed." Stick your shirt
in." "'Throw that guM away." "Sit up:" "Sit clown1." "You
had better straighten up."

"If you do that agaihr I'll send yo/u to your room" "If you
get into anOore'trouble, out you OW Th"The next time I'll
call your Probation_Officerlfather)'-(the police) (the
principal) (your mother)."

83 1 e-)3
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10. Punishment "I've told you to stop a hundred times. Now go to your room."

"Let's see if this belt can't straighten you out young man." -

"That's it You don't get another pew from me." "GO

. ahead, run away, maybe your belly will pinch yoU and you'll
learn a lesson." "Get out of class!" To policeman: "You'

. take htm, Ivedons all I ca."

. 11. -Overprotection 9 don't want you withthose boys." "Be careful." "He just

fell in with the wrong crowd." Okay, I"11"give you, another

chance." "The.other children don't like-him."&."Hit fathaOs-
-,, 7 too strict." Ili mother is too strict." '"The School is too

. , .

.strict." -"HeAleesn't understand." "I'm,afraidAhm.you to go
. t *\ to that conceit." is , \ 4 .

2. Denying-the.,, 'That shirt is ugly.", "The hamburger,is not too rare." "Your
.

__.

child's : -hair is. po long." "Not making the team isn't'so bad." ,..

''. -experience '"Having your teeth pulled doesn't hurt much." "Don't take

7 it so hard. I've had that happen to me, but you don't hear-ins
crying about it." "That's nothipg:to:get madabbut." "There.

will' be other dancee."'

13. Praise "You are very intelligefit." "You are a great ball p)ayer.
"You are the best student." "Yob were the prettiest.girl'in

. . the group." 1--

P
c.

The above statements illustrate Some of. the ways we discourage our children.,

We often try to build up their strengths by emphasizing th*'.weaknesses. We' do

this through criticism, belittling, comparing., warning, threatening, and punishing.
Or/we may overprotect ten1jrlecture them until they are deaf to-us-, praise them

until they think only of hemselves, feel sorry for them until they wallow in self-
pity, or use guilt until the child loses all,sensittvity to others' needs)
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SOME WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT* - I

lliellelhoughts are intended to be of hilp to pare and techers in werking
N,

with Children. Whether thesesuggested remarks will in
nps

fact be encouraging will

nd on the attitudes of the adults using. them. Is the feeling one It belief 'let
child, Vest, confidence, acceptance, sometimes mixed with humor; or is the

feeling one of moralizing, preaching, or impatience? i

..
-

1 . "You do a goo0 Job of..." ,
r .

Children should, be encouraged when they do not_expeceit, when tPie are.not

asking for_it. It is possible to point out some useful act,or contribution
to each,child. Ewen a comment about something small and insignificant to us,

pay have great importance to a child. .

dr .

2. "You hay, improvad in..... '
j

.Growth ihd improvement is something we should expect from all children. They may

1' not be where we would like them to be, but if there is progress, there is less

chance for discouilegement. Children will usually continue to try if they can

sett some improvement: .

e r

3. "We like .(enjoy) you, but we don't like.what you do."
Often a child feels he is not liked after he has mi0e a mistake or misbehaved.

A child skould.never think-huts not liked. It is important to distinguish.

fbetween the child his baivior, between the act and the actor.

`4. "You can.help me ( s, the' others, etc') by..."
* To feel Useful and helpful is important to everyone. aildren want to be <-

helpful; we have only to give them the opportunity. W /

7

5.- "Let's try it together."
J Children who think they e to do things perfectly are often afraid to attempt

something new` for fear of making a mistake or failing.

6. "So you do make a mistake; now, what can you learn from your mistake?"
There is nothing'that can be done about what has happened,, buta person can
always do something about the future. Mistakes can teach the child a great

deal, and hemile. learn if he does not feel embarrassed for having made a
mistake.

7. "You would, like us to, think you can't do it, but we think you can."
This approach could be used when the child say's or conveys that something is
too difficult for him and he hesitates to even so much as try it. If he tries

and fails he has at least had the courage to try. Our expectations should be

consistent with the child's ability and maturity.

8. "Keep trying. Don't g ve up."
When a child is trying but not meeting much success, a comment like this might

be helpful.,

('

*Soltz, V. Stud Grou. Lead = Manu Chicago: Alfred Adler Institute, 1967.
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9. t"I'm -sure you can strajghtik this out (solve this problem, etc.), -Nit if you

need- any holp, you know whale to find_me." ...

A

Adults netd to express confidence that children are obi& and will resolvi their

, mwn conflicts if given a chance. t 0 . i
. -..p.

10.: "1 can understand how you feel (not sympathy, .but empathy) but I'm sure you'll,
rhe able to handle it."
Sympathizing with another person seldom helps him, rather it conveys that,,lffe
as been unfair to him. Understandlng the-situation and believe in the, child's

ability to adjust to it is of much greater help to him.

, ) .
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Activity 11112:' Developing More Appi.OpOlate Behaviois:.Corrective Strategies

and the Encourapement Process

.
t1

i'Orpose: to providi participants with pricti ce'responding appropriately to
.

various sl tuattons .
.1

ActiviV: /Tr
li, :piviscleivitti small groups of 4 or 5 members0 .

2. Have a membe)P\of. your group read the 19. t incident from Activity #11

) including the probable goal(s).

5 14s a grOup, react to the following:

, a. How might you withdraw from the situation?'

b. How might you use natural or logical consequences?

c. How .might you do the unexpected? .1

d. How nigh, 'you have attention at a more appropriate time?

How might\;oii.gfve responsibility? 1

. AeSpond to the remaining two incidents using the above format. Relate
,

,-
theyesponsibility for presenting the incident and the probable goals.
a
Selecting from the 4" x 6" cardsiused in Aitivity.#11, asa group choose

o example of IN goals of misbehavior: Decide,how to combat this

goal using an encouragement process. .

4

4. Reassemble as a total group and discuss your experiences.



I

,..'.....) _ .. ( (
Activity 01Z: Devroping More Appropriate Behaviors: Correcillip Strategies

1

and the Encouragement Process (30 minutes)" 1
.

,

[

1. Move around
\
the room, giving suggestions as necessary during le smell

group work.
i

3
g. Aftir participants reassembles as a tote group; you should direct a

- discussion focusing pi the small groups encouragement prress

suggestions from step 4.

4

a.

f
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OEYELOPING"SjGNIFIANT TIONSHS IN THE HOME

1f

a

t
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'Introduction

The purpose of this section is to provide the career gu, nee teark

rTh sta f development and consurtiqive skill esghed to foster the

developme t of signOca4,relationships in the ome. In order for

sysiliM471i;;;;;1119n from school pesonnel to be effec4ge in the

home, counsefors.)and teachers need to quirez sic
.

understanding of

..

li

prent-ch-Jil relationships and to develop skills for consulting with

4i.

Otents.in correcting
i

ing Misbehaxior:
.1

, .

.4., 1 This section It divi4d into-four parts:- 1) Parent Ehild,Relation-
V

r

ships; 2) Natural and Logical Consf4uences; 3) Pe7nt tonsultation and

4) Parent Study Groups. Eachpart includes a presentation of content

materials followed by handout resources as ell as knowledge and skill

levelopment activities. CI. e- ,

89
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DEVELOPING SIGNIFICANP RELATIONSHIPS IN THE HOME

Parent Child Relationships
. ,

The parents provide an environment in which the child first ex-

peritnces,-and 'observes family interactions. The child will usually
401

adopt the values and viewpoint observed within the family and modeled

by the parents. Children will learn from what they experience in the

home environment. The following quotation ('Dreikurs and Cassell,,

1972) demonstrates the importance of the family environment:

If a childslives with criticism,,He learns to condemn.
If a child lives with hostility, He learns to fight.
If a child,ltves with ridicule, He learns to be shy.
If a child lives with fear, He learns to be, apprehensive.
If se child lives with shade, He learns to feel guilty.
If a child lives with tolerance, He learns to be patient.

41 If a child lives with encouragement, He learns to be
confident.

If If a child, lives with acceptance, He'...14arns to love.

If a child lives with recognition, He learns it is good
to haVe a goal.

If a child lives with honesty, He learns what truth is.
If a child lives with security, He learns to have faith

in himself and those about him.
If a child lives with friendliness, He learns the world

is a nice place in which to live, to love, and.be'
loved (pp. 28-29).

;53

Cooperative vs. Competitive Atmosphere

Many times parents encourage competition between siblings and

peers_without realizing the damage that can result to the child's self-

concept. It is common knowledge that the siblings within a family

Family
atmoa-
phare



have differentibilitiesintellectualipsocial, athletic, creative,

musical, etc.). Yet parentS often fee that siblings should achieve.

at the same level even though their ability level is different..

Because children basically want to 'please their parents, they will

compete._ However, if one sibling continues to dominate a particular Must
demonstrate

area (e.g., school work) and the parents persist In comparing, the wook.in
an area,

competing sib ling may completely give up in this area. Possibly this

sibling will develop expertise in Another area or completely giye up

and. display inadequacy in most areas of life.

Accepting vs. Judgmental Atmosphere

If children are reared in a family where acceptance'is the .

predominant characteristic, they will feel secure and confident. A

judgmental atmosphere often results in children constantly wondering

whether or not they have their parents' approval. As a result ,

children reared in a judgmental atmosphere frequently are reluctant

to try new activities for fear of failure and disapproval of parents.

A parent can be acceptable of the child withdbit accepting the

behavior. This can be achievedby separating the child from the

.behavior. For example, a parent,could say "I donl't like your bed

/A'

being Unmade." which is different from saying "I don't-like you

because your bed isn't made." So, by distinguishing between children'

4,
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'1

end their behavior, parents can have what Carl Roger's termed, "un-

conditional-positive /egard" for their children even when they are mis-

behaving.

Dependent vs. Independent Atmosphere

Children .learn to be independent by having opportunities to

"oh

assume responsibility and make decisions. Many parents and teachers

overprotect their children and do not allow them to learn independence.

"Never de for a child what he can do_for himself." ,When we continue

to.do things for children after

, telling the_child that they are
N.

cour4aginito the'child.

Mani/ mothers get involved with the "good mother" syndrome. By

doing' everything for the child the mother feels ;important and needed.

The unplanned result, is a child who will learn:to be dependent -and not

o

they have learned the skill, we are

'inadequate.' This message is dis-
,

responsible. This, negative lesson coupled with the failure to ,

develop decition making skills is a high pride for a child to pay for

having a "good mother."

Our society is structured so that man is more interdependent than

independent, or as.Jone Donne wrote, "No man is an island." A

responsible'person is less dependent on society, more interdependent

2,
and consequently in a better position to help others.

92
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JI. Mole of 'tko Paiints

Parents obviously play an important role In the psychological

develiement df their thildren, Parents should encourage the child in
.

ssme, positive directi(on,whAich is 'independent of those taken by the

other children in 'the family. This allows each child to gain a

feeling of beloOging In a cooperative unit rather than a feeling of

superiority or inferiority through competition and belittling the

other siblings.

If parents do not allow their children to find their place in

the family through positive behavior, chi ren will resort to negative

behavior because Most individuals prefer b ing scolded and punished

tobeing'ignored. When reinforcement and attention ii-givehio

reward positive ,behavior, children will not have to resort, to negative,

destructive behavior, but will have found their place in the family

through constructive actions.

Frequently when parents are asked what they do "far fUn" with

their children they have difficulty thinking of'inything. It is

important that parents learn to set aside time to play with their

Children and build i healthy positive relationship,.

Cceusunication

Communication is the most important aspect of improving parent-

child relationships. Without communicatir, problem areas cannot be

r
93
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discusodand resolved: Many'parents of teenagers regret the fact that

the doors to communications have been slammed shut and, once the door

Is closed, it Is extremely difficult to reopen., If you are asked for

suggestions,On conversation door-openers you might want to use some of

the following suggestions:

a. admit there is more than one point of view.
V

b.' have the ability torespect the child even when you disagree with

him/her.

c. search together for ideas on how problems can be solved or

.situations improved.

d. establish a listening relationship when childreh are young.

e. talk with children and Aotat them.

1.

94
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Handout #15

THE ABC's OF GUIDING THE CHILD

This material is included as a more inclusive review of major child

rearing princfples. It is intended toibe resource material to supplement

earlier presentations and toAwovide i quick and ready reference for use

with training groups of\parents and educators. Participants should read

it et this time:

Cj

L12
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Handout #15

THE ABC's OF GUIDINGJHE.CHILD

Golden Rule: "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you." This is the

basis of democracy, since it implies equalityof individuals.

Mutual Respect: Based on the assumption of equality, is the inalienable right, of

all human beings. No one should take advantage of another; neither adult nor Child

shouldtbe a slave or a tyrant. Distinguish between firmness and domination. Irma-
ness refers to your behavior in a.conflict situation; domination refers to forcing

your decision on the child. For exam*le:, let us assume your children are fighting
in the kitchen while you are trying ,to prepare a meal. You can tell the children
that if they wish to continue fighting they can do so in another room where it will
note disturb you. By speaking firmly but kindlx you thus maintain respect for your-
self and at the same time show respect for the children by offering them a choice
between behaving in the kitchen or fighting in another room. You have refused to

act as a tyrant yourself, but have also refused to be tyrannized by the children.

Encouragement: implies faithAnvend respect for the child as he is. Don't dis-

courage the child by having too htgh standards and being eviFeibitlbus for him. A

child misbehaves only when he is discouraged and believes he cannot succeed by
useful means. A child needs encouragement as a plant needs sunshine and water.
When we tell a child he could do-better we are really saying he is not good enough
as he is.

.
}

Reward and Punishment: are outdated. A child soon considers a reward his right and

demands a reward for everything. He consideps that punishment gives him the right k

to- punish in turn, and the retaliation of chiTdren'is usually more effective than

the punishment inflicted by the parents. Children often retaliage by not eating,
fighting, neglecting schoolwork, or otherwise misbehaving in ways that are usually

the most disturbing to the parents.
/ /

Natural Consequences: is a technique which can be used effectively only when a good

relationship exists between parent and child. In using this technique the parent
allows a child to experience the logical consequences of his own behavior. For

example: if a child dawdlet in the morning, the logical consequence of h behavior

111Ais that he will. e late for school. Instead of using his personal auth ty to

remind and hurry the child the parent allows him to experience the unple santness

of being tardi. Therefore, when natural consequences are used the child is motiva-
ted toward proper behavior through his own experience of the lode order in which

he lives. Only in moments of real danger is it necessary to protect the child from
the natural consequences of'his disturbing behavior..

Acting Instead of Talking: 'is more effective in conflict situations. Talking pro-

vides an opportunity for arguments in which the child can defeat the parent.
ChIldren tend to become "mother-deaf" and will act only when punishment is threat-
ened.. Usually a'child knows very well what isetxpected of him. Never explaip to

a child what he already knows and has hear repeatedly. ,Talking should be re-

stricted to friendly conversations and sho d not be used as a disciplinary means.

For example: if you are driying,yo car, your children start to quarrel and

fight, instead of telling them to be uiet, e parent can pull the car to the

curb and simply wait for them to be uiet. If the parent maintains a calm,

patient attitude,'he can, through qui t action, accomplish positive results.

144
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Understand the Child's dbal. Every action of a child has a purpose. H.(s basic

aim is to have his place in the group. A-well-adjuslad child has found his wey
illaward social aceeptanciby conforming with the requirements of thegroup and by
kin his own useful. contribution to it: Thcmisbehaving.child is still trying,

In a mrstaken way, to feel important in hi* own world. For example: a young child
who has never, boon allowed to dress himse1f (because "motftels is in a hurry"), who
has not been allowed to help in the house ("you're not big enough to set the.
table"), will lack the feeling that he is a useful, contributing member of the
family, and will only feel important by getting mother angry and annoyed lith his-
misbehavior. .

The Four Goals of a Child's Misbehavior. The child is usually unaware of his
goals. His behavior, though illogical to others, is consistent with his own
interpretation of'his place in the group.

Goal 1: Attention getting - he wants attention and service.
Goal 2:1 Power - he wants to be the boss.
Goal 3:- Revenge - he wants to hurt us.
Goal 4: Display of inadequacy - he wants to be left alone, with no demands made

upon him.
-N

Our Reactions to _a Child's Misbehavior Patterns. Very often we can discov0 a
'child's goals by observing Our own reactions to his behavior. For example: when
his goal is attention getting, we respond by feeling annoyed and that we need to
remind and coax him.
When hit Ioal is power, we respond by feeling provoked and get'into a power con-

test with him - "You can't get may with'this:
When his goat is revenge, we respond by feeling deeply hurt acid "I'll get even!"
When his goal is.display of inadequacy, we respond by feeling despair and "I don't

.knaw what to do!"-
If your.first impulse is to react in one;of these four ways, you can be fairly
sureyou have discovered Pie goal of the' child's misbehavior.

°Don't,Act on your First Impulse: By acting on 'pulse you tend to in-

tensify the child's misbehavior patterns rather Oh LUI them. You actin
accordance with his expectations and thereby foi ify his -istaken goal's. What can

you do if you don't know what to do? First, think of what you know would be wrong
to do and refrain from doing it; the rest is usually all right. Setond, imagine

what the child expects you to do, and then do the opposite. That throws the child

off guard, and then you can arrange'tvith him what.to do about the situation.

Minimize Mistakes. Making mistakes is human. Regard your4istakes as inevitable
instead of feeling guilty; and you'll learn bettee., We must have the courage to
be'imperfect. The child is also imperfect. Dori't make too much fuss and don't

worry about his mistakes. Build on the positive, not on the negative. For example,

instead of pointing out,how poorly he tied his shoes,point out instead howwell
he can button his shirt.

Don't Be Concerned with What Others ND, but accept responsibility for what you can
do. Byeptilizing the full potential of your own constructive influence, you do not
have to think about what others should do to the child. Compensation for the

o
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mistakes of others is unwise and over - protection may rob the child of his own
courage and resourcefulness. For ex le: if father is too harsh with the child,
and mother runs to protect him, three egative results are accomplished. First,

mother deprives father and child from arning to get along w1 each other.

Second, mother teaches the child to run to her for protection fktitead ofUsing his
own resources. Third, mother antagonizes father so that he is, less willing to
cooperate with her in dealing with the child. .

Azte

..

A Family Council gives every member of the family a chance td express himself
freely in all matters of both difficulty and pleasure pertaining to the family
is a whole, aped to participate in the responsibilities each member of the family
has for the welfare pf all. It is truly education for democracy and should not
become A place for phrents to -"mach" or impose their will on children, nor
should it deteriorate into a "gripe" session. The emphasis should be on "What
WE can do about the situation." Meet regularly at the same time each week.
Rotate chairman. Keep minutes. Have an equal vote for each member. Let any

wrongjdecisions'stand until the next week.
, ,l .

Have Fun'Together and thereby help to develop a relationship based on mutual respect,
love and affection, mutual confidence and trust, and a feeling of belonging.
Playing together, working together, sharing interesting and exciting experiences -`
lead to-the kind of-closeness which is essential for cooperation. Instead of
talking to nag, scold, or preach and correct, utilize talking to maintain war-

.

friendly relationship. Speak to your child as you would speak to your friend.

98
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Activities

The twPactivities that follow
(
bre designed to help guidfnce team

members develop an understanding of parent-child relationships. These

activities demonstrate, learning opportunities that Could be incorporated

In a training program for parents or educators wishing to serve as parent"

consultants.

991 4
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Loader: If content review ia'needed refer back to'the section on
Y.

Developing Significant Relationships in ,the School, particularly
A

the handout on ''Four Goals of Misbehavior."

-
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Activi #13: econitioL Parentsg

'Purpose: to develop awareness of goal recognitionlresponses typically
,

.made by parents. /

Actirity

1. Each member Of the group will be asked to fill out the multiple

choice instrument Goal Recognition: Parent Responses (Handout #16).

2. After the instrument is completed, the group shotild colectively'go

over they rtsponies and agree upon the best answer:-

idO
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\\, Activity #13: Goal ReCognitton - Parents (45 minutes)

i

.9 ,

1# Ficilitata the discussion which follows completion of the multiple

choice instrument. Focus on achieving a general' consensus on each

item. It is not essential for every participant to agre with each

item. Avoid heated arguments whenever possible.

1-29
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Handout #16

GOAL RECOGNITION: PARENT RESPONSES

. 1

Possible goals for mtsbehavior: Attention Getting AG)

Power
-- ;Revenge

Dis ay of Inadequacy DI)

-

Parent: When Sally said
i
she bated me and wished she lived over at Jonnas'

r house I really felt like cryin* I felt I wa$ a horrible,person.
T

. Parent: When .)ohn refused to do hiss homework I just felt like I should
spank him and force him to do as I said.

3. Parek: When Ann kicked Skippy Ijust could not help but'think.that.she,
was a thoroughly awful little beast.

4.., Parent: David was playing at the neighborse. 'I called him to come home.
1

He continued to play. I went to where he was playing and told him to

come home immediately. He continued playing. I grabbed him by the. hand

and started pulling him toward home. David started screaming and yelling

at tht4t.qp dr-Ws lungs. He A)so began kicking at me.
-,s,

Parent: Seven-year -old Derrick never completely dresses himself the

morning. Toddy he came dcwn from his bedroom, as usual, with s shoe

laces untied. I tied them for htM. I demonstrated over and over:to

him how to do it, but he does not learn.

,.,_
Parent: Donnie just pesters me all the ti; she questions me.abOut

this about that: I j t don't seem to ha, e any-free time all to myself

or When ever I get sta ted with a project/Donnie picks that instant

to ask questions that ke me away from -fy work. Boy: it gets on my

nerves:_

, 7.. Parent: Tony goes around and ams doors on people's fingers or he beats

up on little guys who are half his size. When he does this I feel like.

he is one of the most ruthless and blood thirsty people I heiVe ever met.

8. Parent: Linda, age six, is our second child. 4,er older sister is very

mature. Linda is small for her age. Each morning as'schoo) time

approaches she complains of having a stomach-ache. Whenever I ask her

to read for me she gets a panicky look in her eyes and sort .'f melts

into the chair. I don't like to ask her to do anything' n ore.

9. Parent: Allen said,thdt he did not ve me any moreond that fie wished

I was dead and that he'knows now that never liked him at all. I just

felt sick and full of anguish. To thi k a son of mine would ever say

those things to me.

ti



10. Parent: I told Jill to hurry and get dressed for Sunday School. Jill

said, "I won't,.I am not going, and no one can make me."

11. Parent: Beverly is the oldest in a family of five. Her fingernails

are bitten down to thcquick. TodAy, as usual,.I saw her biting her

fingernails and said, "Stop that Beverly. How can you continue to bite

your fingernails when it makes your hands look saawfUl? I never did.

that.wheniOwislour age." Beverly .immediately took 'her hand away from

her mouth, but as soon as I looked away she continued biting them.

12. Parent: David dOes not seem to find enough time to get his 'room anck

chores done. Owill start as long as I am within sight but whenever
I go about my daily activities David will stop his work and do what

pleases him. I have to comelmck'and remind him or I have to yell at or

threaten him' with "Just Wait until your fither comes home before he will

do as he is told. He becomes sullen and resents me. I feel likeI-have.

.to push. him around, or else nothing will ever get done.

13. Parent: Tabby calls for me to come to-hermuch of the time she iSlIt

home. When I get to her she does not really have any need for me to be

with her, so I go about getting dinner. Then all of the-suddeh, Tabby

screams out loud, and 1,come.running but she has just got her finger

Ought 'in the eyes of a- pair Of scissors'. I feel like a nervous wteck

and I wish theilkuld just stop demanding that I be, near her 'all 'the time.

4
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Activity #14: Persuading Parents aboUt the Importance of Family Relationships

Purpose: to develop skills in persuading, parents ab9Ut the impor4nce of

family relationships. 6

Option A

Allou have been selected ta speak at your local P.T.K. on the importance,

of family atmosphere. The President of the P.T.A. wants a brief outline

of your speech listing the topics you Will cover.

Outline 9f P.T.A. Speech

Title:

'4 Objective:

Content' Outline:

IV.

V.

4



Option B
\\

Write an article for a newspapeis - develop an outline for a series of

articles that could be used as a springboard for a workshop on improving

family relationships.

Option C

Develop a series, of 10 one minute radio spots that would by content
t

or example illustrate an important aspect of family atmosphere., Announcements

.,could serve to ncourage parents to participate in school or.community based

parent study groups.

152
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.,,
ActiittY #14: Persuading Parents about the Importance of Famlly. ReTitton-

. ships (60 minutes)

This activity- mey be'organized in one of the following ways:

1) Participants mey choose option'A, B; or C and complete the 71,ivtti

, .included with their, chosen option.

2) Participants may be divided into 3 groupd, With each group being

assigned one of the three options, A, B, or C. Each participant_ will

,

-then complete his/her assigned option individually.

3) game as #2 except assigned options are completed 1b9 the group

collectively. This may prove effective,if small groups are made up

of 5 people or lest.
, T
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An effective' approach pr dealing with a child's. behavior is to

allow. for the bccurence of natural-or logical4ensepuences to that

behavior. Self responsibility is an accepted developmental goal for

children. The experiencing of eatupel.and.logfgf consequences, enhances

the achievement of this goal. In the material the follows, natural and,
. 6 ,

logical consequences are.diefined and the problems in their use discussed.

In the activities that follow yey will be asked to develop examples. of

7"natural and logical consequences, of behavior.

S



Hive participants read Handouts 118 and #19.. Following

:the reeding Of these handouts._ articipents w111 experience Activity f15,

which allows them to apply the.knowledge gained from readi thehandouts.

'),-
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Handout #17

NATURAL AND LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES*

I. Definitions

A. Natural Consequences .

The natural results of;j11-advised acts. The unavoidable consequence

of the deeds which they follow.. The inevitable,reactions entitled by the

child's actions whether orndt the adult is present. Example: Clothes not

in the laundry do not get washed..

B. Logical Consequences

The consequence has a lOgiCal 4^elationship to the misdeed. It is in

effect arranged by the adult rather than being solely the result of the
'Child's own acts. A choice is given between two or more alternatives. If

a misjudgment is made, the child rather than the adult accepts the respon-

'sibility for the cOnsequences.' Example: The child tethe parent can pick

up the child's clothe's: ¶he person who picks them, up, however, decides
what will- be done with them (the parent' may decide to put them in the attic

for awhile).

Pit C. Punishment V.

A method by-which a "superior" enforces his demands upon his "interior:"

Punishment isl%taltatory, illogical, and arbitrary rather than corrective&

Example: You i bad -to have,tuch a messy room with clothes, all over the

floor. There re, 'I am not going to let 'youbwatch TV for 3 weeks.
.

I.I. Differences between Logical or Natural Consequences and Punishment

Consequence

.1. Express the reality f the soci

otder or the situati of the p

son--democratic.

2. Logictly related to the mis-
behav r.

3. Involves no element 1/Moral
judgment.

4. Con&rned only with what will
happen, now.

5. The relationship and atmosphere
are friendly. Resentment is
minimized.

M

o

al 1. Express the power of a personal

er- authority -- authoritarian..

2. Not logical, only an arbitrary
connection between misbehavior and
consequences.

3. Inevitably involves some moral
judgMent.

4. Deals with the past.

4

5. Often anger is present either overtly
or covertly. Resentment is frequent.

*See Dreikurs, R., and Grey, L. Logical Consequences: A New Approach to Disci-

pline. Meredith Press,.1968.
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6. Develops intrinsic motivation and
self-discipline.

7. No submission or humiliation.

I
8. Freedom of choice within limits.

9. Consequences are acceptable.

la. Thoughtful and deliberate.

T. Child feels important.

12. Choice given only once.

413. Use ction.

14. The hild accepts responsibility
for his own action.

6. _Depends on,extrinsiC motivation.
J
t

7. Often requires submission-or
humiliation..

8. No alternative pr choice.

9'. Punishment is at bests-only tolerable.

10. Often impulsive.

11. Child feels belittled.
1

12. Often involves endless nagging.

13. Uses talking and coercion.

14. The adult takes responsibility for
the child's actions.,

15. The 'adult is disengaged from nega- 15. Involvement is4a1w4s'negative.

'ttve involvement with the child.
I

16. Based on the concept of equality
.-of worth between children and
adults.

17. implies 'that the child can wor(,
out his own problems.

16. Based on superior - inferior relation- 7
ship between children and adults,

' fear of punishment rom,a superior.-

17. Implies that only an adult is
capable of solving the child's
problems.

Problems in Use of,Natural and LogicalConsequences

1. A 14ica \cp*quence may be viewed as punishment by .a powerful or revenge-
ful child, particularly if the adult also exhibits powerful behavior.

2. For logical consequences to work well there is a need for a good relation-

ship to be developed between the child and adult. The relationship and

friendliness must be genuine. If the adult feels personally involved,

threatened or defeated, it will be difficult to apply logical-consequences.

The adult's tone of voice is a critical indication of his attitude toward

the child.

3. There is a need for constructive and supportive training of t

conducted. in conjunction with the .use of logical consequen
training should be conducted at a non-conflicting time.

4. Encouragement is needed at the time when corrective action is being taken.

As an adult withdraws from negative involvement with children, there is a

greater reed for positive involvement.

child to be,
This

5. The adult must recognize his position of eqvality of value a worth with

children. (This does not imply that adults and children are the same.)

The adUlt needs to be able to admit his own mistakes.



/

6. When logical Consequence fails, it is important to analyze step-by-step

r
each action in the situation to find out where the source of the problem

may be found. Often the errdr will be discovered in some component of the

adult's behavior. -Success or failure depends en how the child perceives

the situation.

7. It is often difficult to think -of an adequate logical or natural,,consequenpe

in.atime of crisis. The secret here is to work_on one thing at a time so

that a repertoire of logical consequences can be developed. Over a period

Of timemith some-effort, 111"New Tradition" of relating with children can be

established... It is worth F effort that may be required.
ro

,
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Handout #1g

PRINCIPLES OF LOGICAL 'CONSEQUENCES IN DEMOCRATIC SETTING

1. _Natural andlogical consequences - alternative to autocratic punishment.'

2. Consequences are logically connected to specific behavior and specific total

situation.
0

3. Respect is iiintained for rights and dignity of both child and adult.

4. Where situation is recurring one,: such as eating problems, the consequences can

be discussed in a calm moment with the child once! This gives the child the

opportunity to choose the behavior and conseqiiiiiZes he prefers when the situation

arises from then on.

'5. There is always another opportdnity given to the child.. This does not mean he

is protected from consequences by asecond chance. The next time a situation

arises, he has another chance to choose his behavior.

6. Action and not words.

7. Understanding the goal is fiRpOrtant. It is a'general rule of thumb to try to

'apply "logical eonsequencesuyin a. power struggle.

.6.P The implicit attitude of the adult, which may or may not be expressed casually

and briefly, it that of mild regret that the child has chosen action leading to

.
,thesCtowquences-but that next time he will probably choose another behavior

'ffore in lecor0 with situational realities. Thus, the-adult's purpose has no

puriltive undertenel, nor is there an implication of superiority. MOral -

'judgment of the behavior on the polarity of good/bad is absent. The emotions

of the adult are .not negative-,hositlity, anger, unhappiness, ,depression,

feelings of being abused,slisappoililvent.

9. Only ,onCbehavior is handled at anY.ohe time. No'other/issues are dealt with.

For example, if the child's reaction ii-to whine; to cry, to shout in anger,

this i$ his right. This *is ,pot the time tb try to-correct,this behavior. If

it erferes with the coniequences, it may be dealt with, but only on that

1 the interaction, ihe4dalt valuates his own purpose, behavior and:ONotAons,.

me Pitfalls on the Part. of the Adult:,_

1. Feeling' sorry for the child--this may teach hiM to feel sorry for himself.

2. Giving him a second chance--this may teach him he can get away with irresponsibility.

k
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3. Jaking a punitive attitude, iatience, ridicule, humiliation., shame,
.

retali-

46 ation--he'lTfhaVe reason to he hostile, and he may be learning that to be

-'m powerfu the safest way to deal with people.

4.tj :earing t consequence is too easy - -it is not neces consequence to

be difficult or, unpleasant. Most of them are somewhat unpleasant and uncomfor-
table, but suffering is notan'essential or necessary part of the learning
process.

5. Showing inconsistency and vacillation, perhaps subordinating the order of the
family or. teaching situation to one's own momentary wishes--why should the chile.'
believe you will mean ftthe next time?

6. Working op more than one behavior at the moment. The positivelossibilities'of

' the consequences may thus ,be.'cancelled out by an unwitting rein orcement of the

't' child's mistaken goal.

7. Feeling guilty--again he may learn that it pays for. him .to feel abused if the

adult feels.guilty about him. /--

8. Too much talking7.7tnis*so may be cancelling the consequencei by reinforcing

s goadthe child'l.
...

i \ ,

.Lz... .

.

,

.

., , -.

9. 'Giving, way.to expediency - -at the moment-iit is sometimes easier on the adult to

punishor overlook than to take the time and then to initiate logical, con-
sequences and carry them through adequately and peacefully.

10. Expecting standards of behavior froM thechild-not expettbd of the adult.

11. Rubbing it.in, "I told you so " -- anything that increases the child's anger
against the adultdecreases his willingness to assess the. consequences as .....j-

logical within.th'e-group structure and also his willingneis to be an involve)d

participant in the evolving family culture.

I
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)Activity #15: Natural and Logical Consequences of Behavior

s,

Purpose: to acquaint guidatice team members with an activity that could

be used with educators or parents and to help them improve

relltionsilips'with-tudents., The.ocus would be to help-

gducators and parents to allow children to experience natural

and logical consequences of.their bdhavlor and thus assume

greater self responsibility.

Activity:

1. This is an activity to be completed individually.

2. Each guidance team member should read the parents statements that
describe their child's behavior. After each parent statement, write

io

the.natural or logical consequence that w uld follow &bin the
behavior. Indicate which would be .more 1pful 464,4the child to

experience to develop a sense of self res ngbility and worth.
(Your group mey wish to generate personal satements rather than
those included in this activity.

../1'

Parent: When John refused to do his homework I just felt like I
should spank him and force him to do a's I said,'

(:-

Parent: When Ann kicked Skippy I just could not help but think
that she was a thorou0961y awful little beast.

4

Parent: DavidDavid Was playing at the neighbors: I called him to

come home. He tomtimed playing. I went to where he was

playing and told him to come home immediately. He continued



,

playing. I grabbed him by the hand and started puclTing him

toward home. David starting screaming and yelling at tple.-

top of his lungs. He also began kicking at me.

Parent: Seven-year-old
himself in the morning.
as usual., with his shoe
I demonstrated over and
does not learn

*,

Derric never.completely dresses.
Tod _he came down from his bedroom,

laces untied. I tied them for him. ,

over to him how to d it, but he

I)

Parent: Tony goes around and slams doors on people's fingers
or he beats up.on little guys who are half his size. When he

does this I feel likeJa2 is one of the most ruthless and
blood thirsty people I have ever met.'

Parent: told Jill to hurry and get dressed for Sunday

School. J I said; "I won't, I am not going; and no one

can make me..

Parent: Beverly is the oldest inla family of five. Her

fingernails are bitteh down to t'ie quick. Today, as usual,

I saw her biting her fingernails and said, "Stop that Beverly.
How can you continue to bite your fingernails when it makes
your hands look so awful? I never did that when I was

your age." Beverly immediately took her hand away from

her mouth, but as soon as I looked away she continued to

biting them.

a.



J.

Parent- vid does not seem to find enough time to get

his r and chores done. He will start as long as I am

within sight but Whenever I go atlAut_my daily activities
David will stop his work and do What pleases him. I have

to come back and remind him or I have td yell at or
threaten him with "Just wait.untio your father comes
home" before he will do a is told. He becomes sullen

and resents me. I feel have-to push him around Qr

else.nothing will ever

3) After all memberehave.completed their written responses
quickly get'imto groups of three and assume roles of parent
and educator. The parent-tells the educator of an incident
with the child. The educator is toassist th.1 went in
identifying the natural and logical consequences. Each

group member should in torn assume both roles during this

exercise.° Observer's provide feedback after, each interaction

is completed. Carry the conversation beyond .the presentatio n

of the behavior description statement and educator response
but .stop arbitrarily at a maximum of three minutes conversation,

ee alell to the possibility of sabotage strategies that
the parent may employ to block a,possibility of change in

the relationships with their child.



Activityi#11! Natural and Logical Consequences of Behavior (45 minutes)

1. . The focus of this activity is to help educators and parents to

allow chlildren to e.xpefience natural and logical consequences of

their bf;havior and thus as greater self responsibility.

2. Afterarticipants complete the activity, discuss participant

responses with the total group.

C
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This section on !Rof\Interview Rationale" ley presented as a

@gni -lecture.. If so, thi material should not be tsaiãd out until after .

the mini -Intl"

This section is included for the guidance teem members to 9cilitate

an appreciation for the understanding and skills required for4arent

consultants. As the guidance team considers how to implement parent

consultation 1 soaps advisable to review personnel,alrei liable

'1;.3.-"zIiho possess these understandings and skills for parent consultat
4./ z/L____.) If

Typically counselors, psychologists, and occasionally classroom teachers

have-obtained special training in interviewing and consulting.

i)



CONSUL WITH PARENTSem,

Consulting with parents usually involves four distinct steps.

First the consultant has to establish a proper relationship with the
i

(

parent. Next, he/she has to understand the parent and his

problem. After the consultant understands the problem

help the parent understand that parent's interaction'w th the child.

The last step of ves reorientation of the parent.

he/she must

An Interview Rationale

-413604nterview withthe,parent should reveal the r6.ason for the

child's behavior.- The goal of\4e first interview is tb begin the

establishment of a solid and boritructive counseling relationship i

betWeen consultant and parent. Sufficient time should be allowed to

estab?sh a reladrship and gather the necessary information.' No

less than one hopUr is usually required. The consultant first en-

courages the parent to describe the nature of the problem. "Please

11 me why you are here," or "Why did you come to talk to me?" may be

a 'wog opening statement. Or one can ask, "What is your problme?" or

"What are you concerned Aut?", #/

\,
Since the parents have come for a specific purposan unhibited

narration of the child's'deficiencies usually ensues: how he/she

behaves, what he/she does wrong, his/her conflicts with sibling(s), or

1141 41,)

1) Reid-
tionship

2) Consul-
tant un-
ders tands

and com-
municates
3) Parent
self un-
derstandi
4) Reor-
ientation



f

eating problems, for example. Soqetroubles in school may also be

disclosed. Because of the parents' spontaneous response the consultant

may fall into the error of letting the parent ramble on indefinitely.
( ,

The information may be interesting but not helpful fgi an understanding

of the child.

During the initial phase of the interview, the consultant asks the

parent to elaborate when statements are of a significant nature. For

example, the parent relatesAhat the child has begun to lie. Lying

means one thing to one person and something else.to another. Whether

the lying is pathological or merely a defense against the parents'

unsurmountably high standirds, criticism, nagging, and fault-finding,

for example, ,cannot be ascertained without encouraging the parent to

elaborate. This may be done by asking, "What did he do when you

?" "What did nei do when yomk ?Ik The basic and primary ob-

jective of &e interview with the parent is to discover why the child

behaves the way he/she does. What purpose does the child have in

doing what /she does?

The behavior of a child does not just happen. Because he/she is

a rational, being, he/she does not merely react to environTental

stimulation, but acts on the environment as well. Action is movement,

and it is movement toward something which the individual wants., The

objective for which one strives, then, becomes a goal. The goal of

seeking becomes related to an individual's perception of the

115
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relationships L.:(In oneself and the peOle-mith w ie interacts.

Thus, the child is not predictable; his/her behavior depends. upon the

decision he/she makes, although that child may not be aware that he/

she is:deciding what to do. Consequently, the initial report of the

parent is followed by specific. questions to discover the reason for

the'child's doing what he/she does.

The nature of the child's interpersonal relationships with
7

persons with whom he/she interacts is fundamental to an understanding

.
of the child's behavior. This i most never covered spontaneously

by the parent. The consultant will of ssity guide the parent in

relating pertinent information so that th consultant may gain clear

insight in certain6pertinent areas.

The presentation on the interview 4$ed in parent consultation

will be distributed to each guidance team member cf-o-r reference as the

team completes the activities of this part of the training package.

The materials of this part will also be helpful as the guidance team

plans for implementing strategies for improving significant relation-

ships in the home.
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Handouts and Activity

The "Suggest 140 Outline for Parent Consultation" should 0Orstudied

for 5 minutes by each guidanCe team member to become familiar with the

significant'areas for focus on attention during the initial parent con-

sqtation. This will enable team members to appreciate the content and

process of the parent interview and to be better prepared for the "Parent

Consultation Demonstration" activity that follows. The activity will

enable guidance team members to determine their familiarity with the

focal points of the parent interview and the ease with which the inter-

view can be conducted given the outline and related presentation. This

experience will provide a basis for designing learning experiences to

help educators and others who may be designated as responsible for

implementing parent consultation.
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Handout #19

SUGGESTED OUTLINE FOR PARENT CONSULTATION

In ord r to gain more information, one should ask whenever the parent

reports s kind of misbehavior, "What did you do about it?" Knowing

that, one c n see the field in which9the child operates and the purpose of

the disturb ng behavior. Then one can ascertiln the following ignifi-

%cant facts:

1. Under what ditions did the complaint or problem arise?

At what age?
What has been s duration?

2. What you doing about it?)
Rel the interaction.

De ibe an instance or an episode.
Clarify: What do you mean by that?

/ Sequence: Child's behavior-parent responsehild's reaction

3 What is child's relationship to siblings
Position in sibling sequence.

Distributio of males and females?
How siblih0 are different?
How siblings are similar?

With whom is child-compared?
Who is child most like?
Who is child least like?

Nature and extent Of:
conflicts?
rivalry?
competition? (explain)

submission? ;4.-

rebellion?
active?
passive?

4? What is the nature of the daily routine?
How does the child get up in the morning?
Who awakens him?.
Is he called more than once?
What about dressing,?
What about breakfast? ,

What about use of bathroom?
What happens as he gets off to school?
Describe the lunch hour the dinner hour (each mealtime)

How dotes the child get off to bed? at what time?,

What, kin of sleeping habits? Nightmares? Dreams?

117
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5. What environmental/social influences are in his/her life?

Relatives
Grandparents -

Other relatives
Other people living in house
Neighbors
How are child's social relationships?

Ability to make friends with others?
( Neighborhood children?

Adults?
Children at school?
Close friends?

6. Aiolor d s the child respond to tasks/responsibilities?
Cho s that he/she is re onsible for?

Does /she take care of p ts?
Does he he take care of h /her room?

School wo ?

Past times
What is his /her reaction to people in authority (e.g., teachers)?

7. What impressions -has hey gained from the family interaction?
Has there beerany tragedy in the family?
Who Is boss? Who makes decisions?
What methods of dro;ipline have been used?
What kind of punishMent?
What kind of supervision?
What happens when the family goes out together?

Preparation for going out and spacial efforts
What happens when away?
Travel behavior

8. What is unique or interesting about the child?
In what other way does'the child stand out?

Conditions-under which ihe functtoas ade ately?

-What does the child think out the futu ?

In what way is he/she ipessAtil?

Vocational aspirations?
Other aspirations?
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The Interview Outline Applied

The suggested outline is merely a frame-of-reference. Rigid

adherence to the form wil/ result in a Merely mechanical interview,

devoid of the subtlety through which the consultant discovers the

nature of the interpersonal relationships existing between parenii

and child. An inflexible dependence upon the outline may block sensi-

tivity to the-parents' reactions to the interview. For ftxample, the

parent may become appreheniive when asked to elaborate upon his/her

.

"nt

4
may wolf

to taps
record this
part for
the pur-,
pose of
varying
formats of
presentat-
ion.

response to the child's behavior. Even though, "What do you do about

it-(the behavior)?" is an essentia part of the interview in providing

the counselor with valid insights i to the parent's relationship with ParfntaZ

,
Response

the child, the consultant mar accep the parent's actions without)

either verbal or non-verbal approval or disapproval. He/she may,

however, point out the parent's faulty methods as the interview pro-

- gresses. Thus, unsood psychological. approaches the parent may be 1 See follow-
ing section

Using are interpreted and reoriented during the initial interview or on "c
tinuous
hypothe-
sising"

subsequent counseling interviews.

Even though the consultant is mindful ol\establishing a good

relationship with the parent during the interview, he/she should not

t)etake for granted_ the statements made in answer to the q stion, "What

is being done about it?" Eery statement of actin e whi h is not

. clear should be questioned, "What do you mean-by.that?" The wisdcA
;

oi this procedUre can best be illUstratedby the case-o the parent

L -35 4110



who,relates that the child has temper tantrums. To, "What do you do

about his temper tantrums?" the mother replies, "I ignore them." This

is a psychologically sound methcid of handling temper tan410ms. 'If such

-tantrums art ignored they will decrease-because the child feels such

actions are futile if here is no audience. eTherefore he consultant '\

was required to follow-0 with, "What do you mean, you nore them?" "Give m
a specific

To this the mother replied, "I make him get up from the floor and go-ib example"

his room." his cannot be labeled as ignoring. The mother's action

explains a great deal; the counselor would have been misled hJ'the/he

accepted without quettion the mother's first explanation.

An interview pattern is useful in establishing rapport with

ptenf;anefor understanding the purpos e-o! the child' behavior
4

5

On the strength of the infor tion gathered in the inter iew, thy,

consultant gain's insight and d eper understanding of the corNict an

a basis for a subsequent lntervie with the child. ,Th Aplled

consultant us4 the outline as a N14, deviating from it when the

spontaneous verbal and nonwrbal communication ofthe parents

-warrants it.

Continuous Hypothesizing

41,

Traditional interview technique is an extensio of'a clinical .

NI\

model which contends that it 1s necessary to gather all the facts
o

before attempting to explain ehavior. Moreover, we tend to generalize

4



a.

from our standardized testing procedure that we should proceed 'In a

4

t
"A break

i from tra7.

precise manner to gather objective-information. In this tradijion,' ditionaZ
x progedid.e-..'

scoring and interpretation come later. , , i
a-'

Set this approach aside for other uses. Instead, from*. first P

L ,) moment, focus on.an explanation, of behavior. Fprming continuous hypo-
6, ..1 `-...

theses will be your goal. As hypotheses are'confirmed orreject6.-11,

,others are formed. The mode is to tentatively explore possibilittes

to explain behamtor.

Hypotheses are more than just guesses: Knowledge of environment',

hyman develop fits, Rrobabilitypatterns and the like arc used to make

//
edtica eative guesseshypotheses., ihe outline.preented in the(

f,, ,

inter ie4(provides.a frameWork from which hypotheles can be lenerated.

Th outline is based on certain assumptions about huMan kiihavkor.

c

This approach requires the interviewer to be an activ inter-

pretenrger 'than a passtve test administrator and recorder.

Recording triting) shWielfbe miniotial because it will int ere with

\

;fie hypothesis f rming-,00011. Use a taperetordffr lnste of note
fi

1

The prev ousy described goals of mfsbehavior categories/ante
P

examples CT ssumptions that can be aced to generate hypotheses.

While the probability of ,their preactions,may be reasonably high, it
)

Is not a perfect predictor'. When an hypothesis is rejected, the "why"

4

Note taki
is aura

1P:
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,

can ecome part of the next hypothesis. The ways children find their

place in the home often relatb to common cultural child rearing

approaches. Again, these pattern's are only a starting point.

Eventually, the total response pattern should take on a "theme"

that will /allow the interviewer to predict the fundamental direction

in succeed0pg responses. "It Should:fit together and make sense." s'

The goals for behavior should, beAnderstood:

h

Note: Immediately following this audio -tape ask the ,uid

tt

team

members to moveidtrectly in "Parent- Consu iorf Demon-
&

strati on" activity.

if
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Activity #16: Parent Consuitation7Deilionstration

Purposii: to invol guidance 'team members i,n an exercise ;th4t foster

nevi practice (direct or.vicarious) of the essential

tis -of a, parent consultation interview.1

Activity,! Your leager Will explain the directions for comple this,

activity

vt,

\t,

.p

rcglto A.

),

4



Activity #16: Parent Consultation-Demonstration! (60 minutes)

r 4

The intent is to exposi'th,e team memberstoat least one way that

patimt .consultation Verview skills s could \be )04rned :by edu-catols and.
tN

others.- (Sometimes _parent or community volunteers serve well as parent

consultants and should ti6t be overlooked as resources.
. _

Procedures:

1. Hand out the "Parent Consultaticm Summary " {Handout #20) and-the
"Family Relationship Index. ",(Handout #21) should,(Each team member
complete the "FRI" for child with whom -they 'are fami I i ar. Any
'question about using the "FRI," shipld be' ansWered here.

2. With t e entire uidance team sitting In a circle two volunteers to
demons rate a pa nt -corisultation interview will be needed. Encourage-
ment wl 1 e se.' e needed - team members sho ld usethis as an
,opportunity,.to practice encouragement.- -If nece ary the leader may
appoint ro ll! players for.,demonstration purposes. ;One ,role player will
,assume tile(role,of parent, the other the role of parent consultant.

3. Observers and role players should before starting the` role play agar
spend ive minutes reviewing the "Parent,,Interview Outline" (Handout
+19).a rd the "Parent Consultation Summary" (1),antiout #20).

44, Observers should use Handouts 120 1- step I as Ain observational
,on.guide., during the demOnstra

5. votes fr,Role Players and Observers.

A. The setting is a first meet g b,etwedh the pareFValVd the
nt consultant. The ointment has, been,made by the school

secretary. The request was/initiated by the partit wholated
that "John
He makes, all kinexcusesof excuses about beit aig sick an de3ying

is, gettihg mdre and more difficult to et to s,chool.

getting ready until it's too late for tie tails.. I'm concerned
that if you can't make school more mots ting he's not gotng to
get to the senior high next year." . , 7

, .
-a'The parent consultation may after preliminaries want to use the

FRI at-some point in the interview if it,seems appropriate.

. If at any-time an observer would like to eXchiinge Oaces'with'
the parent consultant whan'a ,change of , approach or dfre,ction is
identified by the observer, please encourage this.

L-39
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D. Role the parent consultation interview limiting the time to a

maximum, oflifteen minutes. ,

. Upon conclusion all team members should do a quick and rough draft of

the parent consultation using the summary form provided.

7. After the minutes for writing the summaries open the group for dis-

cussion of what.was learned from the demonstration. Start first with

comments from the role players then the observers.
r' 4,

Feedback has two foci:

A. the ,procesi of the parent-consultant Snteraction.

the data generated.by the 'consultation.

NoteSOliciiiparticUlarly the

well used qtestioning.by

tone" of the intervjew,

responsibility, etc:

specific observational description's of

the' consultant. Also review the "feeling-

.e., the degree of mutual respect, shared

You will want,to be very familiar with both - handouts that accompany

this activity. Be prepared to.assist team members-in understanding

the relevance of obtaining a total picture of the students' behavior

rather than focusing on the immediate situation or presenting

problem.

I
p.

e.



Handout .#20

PARENT CONSULTATION SUMMARY
to

Name Age M F Grade

Problem

.Child Behavior ',:."'Nrent Response
41 t.

Sitiiing. Relationships:

DailY Routine':

Environmental/Social sInfluences :

,Task Resp6nsi bill ties :

Family Interaction: ..

Unique Chavjacteri s.ties;

e

Child Reaction

a



Haridtit #21

FAMILY.RELATIONSHIP INDEX (FRI)

Family Name Father Mother Date

IP ress

Children - by age - oldest first 11

e ep one

1. Sex Age Rating 4. Sex Age Rating

2. Sex Age Rating 5. Sex Age Rating

1\

3. Sex 'Age 'Rating 6. Sex Age Rating

Ratings: 0 - No Protlem 2 - Moderate Problem ' X - Cannot Rate

1 - Minor Problem 4 3 - Serious Problem

Getting up

2. Bathroom

a. bressim

4. Own ROom Care

5. Breakfast

6. -,Getting to
School

7. Car Behavior

8. Damages
Property,

9. Chore!.

10. School Work

)

1 .2 3 4 5 6

lit

Additional 'proble.as:

21.

22.

23.

Comments:

1 2 6

11. Fighting

12. Dinner

13. Cleanliness

14. Losing Temper

15. Teachers

16. Bedtin*i

17. Sleeping

Obits

18. 'Lying

19. Money
4

20. Loneltness

a

X

0

1

2.

3

3 4 5 6

--1

SUMMARY'
1 2 3 4 5 6.
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4

.

Beyond the parent 'Consultation, parent study groups or family meetings

might be utilized-as additional 16ptional"strategies in training and imple-

mentation within the school. The principles discussed earlier, natural

and logical consequences and child rearing guides, might be reviewed because

such principles are the ultimate focus of any intervention with the

parent - including consultation,tstudy grOup, or meeting.

The following content on' "Parent Study Groups" may be used as a brief

mini-lecture or 3y. be assigned as reading material. If it is used,as a

minilecture, if not hand it out to the participants before it is presented.

After the presentation, the material may be given to participants for future

reference at your discretion.

4

S

.1
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Parent Study Groupsil

Requests for assistance in improving interpersonal relations

frequently come from parents who are frustrited in the attempts to,rlise

Children who are resRonsible, cooperative and resourceful. Requesi's

can frequently be graltd and addressed in a study group. Such

grouping is used withAhe assumption'that the itterpertonal problem

grows out of a lack of information rather than illness or some psychic

phenomenon. The 'group also assumes tl t thete is considerable

commonality in interpersonal problems an4 that there is simil rity'

.

behavjer,:pOttetns from one family to the ne Group learning also_

assumWthat'theip arere urces available in, 'the group, that group

members help by sharing the butdens of ignorance and

q °uilfts well as sharing ideas of alternate ways of perceiving andJ

responding. '\

. .

..,_

.

Parents.can,use re rce books such as Children the Challenge by

7:ilcu
urs and the lea er canuse the4lcqmpanying StOrGroup

.

iLea ers Manual by Solti. Te:SolillejOer's guide-presents:the

i.

4.

characteristics of a group leOder, characteristics of a group, ways

of getting started,the outlines for the series, of sessi n$ and key"

questions for each chapt r. Other parent study grOups se Raising

a Responsible Child
. ,

Dinkmeyer and McKay Which.includes ad%ck
A

%Ilb outline, or The 4 ical Pare , ABC's of'Chilld by\

.Cartini and Painter.

122
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However, at this writing the best structured material for study

group use is Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (Dinkmeyer

and McKay, 1976),. Patterned after the well received DUSO kit, the

STEP. kit contains a leader's manual, wall charts for each lesson,

cassette' tapes. ftlr'eath lesson, and a' parent's handbook (text). The

nine lessons use the-fundamental Adlerian principles accompanied by the

comthun teat i oh processes of Gordies Parent Effectiveness 40:Ining
tt.

(1969):.

Leader Response, and ,Focus
\s.

Just behavior is purposeful, the parent _study group
411 171 Irk

leader ret-pon)e statements are goal dfrected. Leder attending and

responding are directed at achieving,group goals. The leader's

'pri ry,4 task is to create a learning environment so that parents

op identify basic parent-child relationship principles, discuss.

tect, fclues:us*a. irhesOl vtng, problem situations, and re a
ti

c, 1
.. slente.of-usefulhess- in helplhg others.. The leader.does not need to

t

. 0. 11

be Consciously aware of the intended outcome for each separate act of

attending or responding. Nevertheless, the leader should have the

goals of the setsioh in mind, be a/a re of ilhe leader's facilitative
,

v_.

4;

rote in a democratic group ;41v be' consciously aware of strategies
jet

.

that may .achieve their goalsof a'situdy

.

,t, . -
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A study group session may begikwithout leader intervention,
,

usually in the YorM.9f-casuals converiation,among_members revolving

around the behavior of children-,ekperiences growing from the home-

work assignment, or issues growing out of reading assignments. If

this occurs, there is a strong likelihotid of ,two or more conversations

occurring simultaneously and the leader Cling guilty about short

circuiting meaningful dialogue to initiate a "lesson" that may be

less directly to the point. The leader can handle this dilemma-by'.

announcing "I'm 'really -interested in the conversations that are going

on. we can all focus on (group A) and will pick on (Group B)

latir." If necessary, repeat the essence of content or feeling to

rellhate discussion. Some possible repeat statements:

"YoUsound really excited about your success."
4r, -

"Pod' nd that an action could h ve more than one goal and. it was

kin hard to decide which."

The group may not start.spontaneously. As leader you have

several options for initiative at the beginning of a session. You,
,

may begin wilh'poMeitoricirrewith the readin assignMefit. The him-

work assignment will tenSto build ontinui y fromone session to the

next. It also gives)Me;iA anlipplactuni y to repot ,sticcesS which is

encouraerg Rerience, An open Teed to the disTussion of home-

-

'work
might

(,..
.

f.
..\*

be : . i t'

I: I:. "Whai happined when'yOU used en uragemen,'t'?"

, 1,

,r1 ..,

I' g
, , 124 ft" 4
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This is an open ended questlie and -most any outcome is pos ble.

The open question will stimulate-more discussion than a closed ues-

tion, one that can, be answered with a yesgoo or one word expla Mom,.

A closed question carries with it implied messages of assumed inc a-

bility
, IP

and guilt for a negative respgnse. If the member reports a

negative elpyience the leader can still be a winner by responding in

terms of open ended statements of courage.
404

Y,

"What can we learn from this?"

The pronoun."we"ipignals tha4lhe leer is an' equal in the

group an the focus of the group 1i° on learning and mutual helpfulne4s-.
,

)Si/ enCe is often an effective response. It'is necessary to

all members time t? think. Gi/en such time, each member will be

a

able to identify something learned from the experience of other

meobers. Ar.peftod of silence that seems like an eternity to the

leader with "right" answers is'in reaTity only about 30ssecondse

'Group memberi can be counted on to'fill the voidWsilence. And2,16

theirthoughtfulness will produce more lear4mg than a dozen "right".
7.r

ihswers.,
. ,

Goncretenessor using incidents ofeharor,to illustrate a

teaching point is 4esfrable,4k011Ustrattve situations areHhelpful:

Situations from the leader's family may be used in l
.,

.i
the initial stage` ,

rr
fr

as self distlasure and modeling'but.pay hea,* 'counter productive as

4

rug'

41' =

P.14100c
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the group prOgresses.' In -the later lessons wipers will want the

opportunity to receive help with personally relevant situations.

The leader may wish to build comfort or excitement in the group.

Comfort will usually be sought'during the formation stages of a group

or with members who area particularly discouraged;-.i4Several st'etegies

build 'comfort. Suppose that a mithber''says, "Well, I tried to use

encourdiement but I'm afraid I didn't get vary far. I tried.toinVoive
4

Matk in the Saturday chores but he ,just wouldn't cooperate's° I dial;;q)
(6.

have anything to encourage.".

The Repeat:, "You tried'to use encouragement but had a,hard time

finding the starting place." krepeatjlets member know theare

heard, gives them a chanaito hear themselves; And giVes an

opportunity for correction if the leader has perceived incorrectly.

Pairing: If another memlbr has previously reported a similar

situation, "Your experience was similar to ." or "Both you-
;

_and had trouble finding something to encourage."'

Misery does not lOve company bui people do.

Respond to Content: .The "repeat" above is a content reiponse'

because it paraphrases vhahappened. This is mare comforting thqi

a retponse to,pelil1Whith w111 bei.11Littrated later.
f

Expand:: Given an opportuntty,Mbst peo0,110.1-1:11 gladly telryou

. ,. w .

about the*-'o 0;ratiolvd. Wthe proces§ 14140fy the vrtitation. ",cpn
O . tqi. ; v,fr,.. 4 ,-- ,,, ,.

A (

You jilgork,Oout your Stbrday vorming?1"!: 1,'What.didlou try. .to

lr

- Ia .4.

tbr

,4601Su".
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The member senses a genuine interest and the desire of others to

be helpful.,,, The leader may wish-to build excitement either with the

member or t e entire.group. The same Situation presents the opportunity.

Action Response: Once a basic relation5hie exists between the

amongleader and regroup as well as among group members, the leader may

make action responses. The basic relationship means that a supportive

atmosphere exists and the response will notbe perceived as criticism'

or a put down.

'"What would you like to do about it?" "You've decided you're not

going to put yourself in the same situation again."

Feeling Response: Like action responses,-feeling responses are

more personal. To identify the feeling, think first in gross terms of

pain and pleasure and then narrow to the more specific feeling. '"Yoy

were really pretty discouraged at not being able to get something going."

"Were you annoyed?" Again, a wrong guess tnabletTyou to improve your

mark.

Ask for an Explanation: By comparison--why questions are more

exciting than what, when or where questions. Why questions demand, an

explanation. "Why couldn't yoVfind one good thing that

was doing Saturday?" "-Why did you wait until Saturday to try the
4

encouragement?"

Compare the feeling toReAenerated by the above questions-with

tire more comforting "When-did you start on Saturday?" "Where were .

4i;

r;



s

you when you tried to use entouragetent?" "Who was present?", In

general, "why.",:fiestionsl'are probably to be avoidecLby the discussion

group ledder,b0-0 occasion they will fit in with your goils.

j

128
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Activity #17: parent. Study Group Feasibility

IP

furpose: to prcVide participants. with an opportunity to determine the

feasibility of parent study, groups in their specific situations.

Activity:

Working individually, answer the following questions:

1. Are'parent-study groups feas ble in your school?

r

Who might be responsible for such a service?

3. What skills are required to run such a grOup?

4. What is the first step in initiating such a Troup?

k51: What obstacles /do you forsee for such a group?

129
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THE FAMILY MEETING

1.

In order 4 provide- an opportunity for truly democratic relation-
,

ships to be, developed In. the family it is2desirable to incorporate the

Ir

?family meeting. When children have a Voice in fal
,

ly affairs it Giving
children

promites 'responsible behavior:andcelf discipline. Parents and a voice

children should participate in a decision making process that will .'

yield decisions that willieffect each'indivtdual family member's life.
.,. . ,

.1.
Therefore, family members will need: -

($
.

.

1. The time and oppOrtunity to communicate your ideas..

2. Feedback andreactions from the member; of the family.
, k

3. The commitment to invest time In mmunicating and processing
.

feedback on a regular basis.

The willingnessto'take individual responsibility for deicisoni

agreed upon.

Prerequisite: An,Equality Perspective

Perhaps the idea that each member in the family is equal to ell

others will make more sense if we consider exattlii what we mean by

equality. Whep we .were 'taking- mathematics'We Al learned that two

.

plus two equals four. "tRial" in this sense meant "thy same! as \... Can family

Holier, in interpersonal relationships,'no one Person' is ever "the
t

feel c
t members.-

..,

,

e

same',7as" another. Ea h.has his/her own tale ts, capacities,'concepts
,

equal'

ti#

.

130
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and'approahes. What each and every individual does have,tn common is

-:,.'

=;.<,

the right to choose, the right to decide.
,..

.Thii is the basis for
i

. . ,

. .

equal 1 ty

Respect forlithis right to choose what one.will da, this right. to°

-decide for onetelf, Must-,be the 'Youndation for family meeting. This.

means that eachtperson reipeOtg the right of others to chadieYand at
,

the same time les acts his/kw-awn right,todeCide. It means. that no

.

.

one has the right decide for another what she /he will do, nor has

the/he .the Obligation to accept 1 mpiati on of another is, decision.

Unfortunately, parents not skilled 10 thinking in terms of

equality mislise: the faMilly meeting as a nevivnlikm fo-"tecturia.
4#:

.capive audience or for imposing their desires upon the children;.., It

becomes a new gimefak for controlling or setting rules.
(

Productive family meetings must be motivated by the desire to

,,.

improve relatiohships, share. responsibilities, and truly, enjoy-each

. -

other .as meMbert 'of a family (Dinkmeyer and ,McKay, 1973).7 4PoiA14! ,7474iee

4

feelings as well as,negative concerns should be.eipressed. :This 'Elva Lion

unique settinglfor 1 stening andOdeistandi44 What atirt.rnembOs af
. :

the 'family are doing their day by day lives. :As..ea,ch;ntembee

11 lowed to 'relate to topiC, they; h=ave a Unique Oportyntty"til

eiOloreancclarify their perSonal.valOgs.

4
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4,DeOet4mentilAg Corrective Goals -. r, , .

A ,r r... _

The irimary purrose for tsing.-timily meetingsis,to:faCilitate

.

positive "ally interadtton and promote indivHual meffitiergro wth.
. .,1 .,

Study groups thOtteich-"effeci:ive parentini4 Allis of'ien'inalude the

family meeting ,alone component of tneir program'. The Systematic,

I'
Training for Effective Parenting (Diftmeyer andOcKay, 1979) program, .

includes this vehicle in lesson Et.(Chepter.0,'Parent't-Handbook).
I . r

The family meeting can alpiserve as a technique to,help families,

especially-one member of a, family, de@l with s6medisturbing -aspect

PartA4f
tb* family
system

Of their lives. The family meting can serve as an organizer
-

for

/ ? -
. ,

corrective action being.undertaken. A uteeatment!plan" in progress can
,

4 be monitored through the family meeting procedure. Often the family

meeting is part of a treatment plan,that needs a problem solving

and/or a communications process: Behavior modification contracts can

be negotiated, implemente0,-and monitored via the family meeting.

The openness and mutual respect fostered in the family meeting

allows even behavioral contracts to be more effective.

Initiating family meetings may not be easy for some families.

Previous family stances by one or more members may interfere with the

process. In some instances a consultant will be necessary to model

appropriate role- behavior for one or more membeA, structure the

events to insure step by step success, and hold post meeting

counseling sessions to process the family members' feelings about

their expprience.



Handout #22

-THE FAMILY MEETING

1. The family meeting is a regularly
scheduled gathering of all members of
the family. Its purpose is to dis-
cuSs ideas, values, and complaints and
to plan family work and -play.

2,* The family meeting provides oppor-
tunities for:
a. Being heard.
b. Expressing positive feelings about

one another and givilig encourage-
ment.,

c. Distributing chores fairly among,
members.

d. Expretiing concerns, feelings,
and complaints.

/ 4. Settling conflicts and dealing
with recurring issues.

f. Planning family recreation.

3. ROtate chairperson and secretary.

Parents should model the communication
skiTlsof reflective listening, I-'
messages, and problem-solving so the
children can learn more effective ways ,

to communicate. I 14.

6. Take time to recognize the goad
things happening in the family.
Encourage each other.

Plan the amount of time you will
*meet, and stay without those

limits.

8. All members participate as equals. .

9. The faMily meeting is not a "gripe"
session, but a resource forlsolving
problems.

10. Focus on what the
rather than
should do.

up can,do
at any ape member

11. The,goal of the family meeting is
communication-and agreement,

12.

5. When progress is blocked, pinpoint, the
real issues (such as a member's desire
for winning power, control, or special
privilege). Do not be sidetracked by
side issues such as a chore or specific
event.

Follow through on agreements.

Try to see and understand each
others points of view,

At each meeting:
a. Read -minutes reporting topics

and decisions covered at the
previous meeting.

b. Discuss unresolved issues-
and/or decisions which may need
to be changed.

P. Bring up new business and plan'

family fun.
d. Summariie points considered and

clarify commitment.

Dinkmeyer, D. and McKay, G. D. Parent's handbook: Systematic training f9r

effective _parenting. Circle Pines, Minnesota: American GUidence '7

Service, Inc., 1076.



Handout' #22

Guidelines ,for Family Meetings

1. Meet at-Aregularly scheduled time.

.,

, 2. Treat all members.as equals. Let

everyone 1e.- heard.

. Use ieflective listening-and:I-
messages to encourage members to
express %heir feelings and beliefs
clearly. \

4. Ptnpotnt the-Oeal issues. Avoid
being sidetradked by other issues.

5. EnCourage members by recognizing the
'good things happening in the family.

6. .11emeMber to plan for family fun and
recreation.

7. Agree upon the length of the meeting
and hold to the limits established.

WI

Pitfalls to Avoid

1.- Meeting only to handle crises;
skipping meetings; changing
meeting times. 0.

2. Dominating by.members who believe
they have more rights.

3. Failing to listen and to
encourage each'other.

4. Dealing with symptoms (such as
bickering and quarreling) instead,
of the purposes of the behavior.

5. Focusing on complaints And
criticisms.

6. Limiting the meetings to job
.distribution'and disCipline.

7. 'Ignoring established time limiti.

8. Record plans and decisions made. Post 8. Failing to put agreements into

the record as a reminder. action.

D. and McKay, G. D. Parent's handbook: Systematic training for

effecti've_parepli9ng. Circle Pl-s, Minnesota: American idance

Service, Inc., 'P.



Activity 418:- Family Neetihi-Feii flity

Purpose: to pr Vide par dipants with an opportunity to deterMine

asibili of family meeting in their specific situations.

///
tivity:

Working individually, answer the following questions:

1. Would family meetings aid some student of yours?

/

2. What skills Would you need to acquire or improve to facilitate such

meetings?

3. What is the first step
Ar

for initiating such a meeting?

4. What obstacles do you forsee to such a meeting?

0

1 3

sCa



Activity #.18: FaMily Meeting Feasibility (30 minutes)

3

After all members have completed these-questions, lead a brief

discussion integrating various participant responses to these issues.

()
L-42u



Activity 419: Adage-Cards - Parent/Child Relationships

,e

Purpose: to review and evaluate the knowledge and application skills

acquired by participantsf

Activity:
2

1. Form one large circle.

2. Your leackr will distributes adage dards to you and will provide further

instructions.

.1Y

0



Activity #19: Adage Cards - Parent/Child Relationships

The purpose of the activity is to review and evaluate the knowledge

and application skills acquired in this section.

1. Form large circle with total group. Distribute Adage Cards to total

group.

2. Each member explains the meaning behind the adage statement.

3. Group members may suggest additional meanings that the adage has.for

them. Remind team members to- utilize the encouragement process when

responding to each other during the exercise.

L-43
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ADAGE CARDS: SOCIAL EQUALITY

ADAGES fOR FOSTERING SOCIAL EQUAL1TY

yL

Perfection Implies a f*nality Which does not fit into life, and allows no room for t

life's ,unfolding.

Only when we stop fig14ing in life, do we let our potentials unfold.
4

We become free if we trust ourselves.

We make our experiences acdotdtng to our goals in,lif

In an autocratic society the deed and the doer are identical; in.a democratic

society we must distinguish between the deed,and the doer.

Over-concei'n with responsibilitkis evading the real responsibility.

We can only be ."objective" if .we" fool ourselves becausd-our personal bias makes'

us look at things as we want to see them:

Our emotions 10-0 the steam which we give ouriel4eS in order to propel us-in the

direction we want to move.

Emotions are our tools with which We are able to follow our personal convictions.

Man is not a slave of emotion. He creates them for his pruposes.

Love is wonderful but it is not enough. %Love with respect is the optimum.

Fear is a. misjudgment doubting our ability that we can handle situation.

Fear does not avoid danger but invites it.

Tension is the anxiety abOut one's place in:lfe.

Logic is a prostitute. You use it as it suits you. Logic is not related to truth..

No habit is maintained if it loses'its purpose,

Security comes/from a feeling of.being worthwhile. 7-,.

Mistakes mean defiance in an autocratic culture.

We are concerned with the lower and higher statuscin.society throughinaking mistakes -

making fewer mistakes makes us, higher, making more mistakes makes.us lower.

If you are afraid of making mistakes, you will have no spontaneity.?

Social interest means a feeling of union or communion.

Feelings of inferiority are stimulation for all men/women.

1



We never compensate, but rot oyer-compensate.
. ,

Aibition is-often in dineqi relation to the depth of the'inferiority feeling.

"I have no ambition.: means "I don't enjoy doing it." 4 4
We can le from our mistakes only if we are not afraid to make m Itakes.

f-
,..

It is never you who is doing something to the other, but you Vitt* t is always

the o er one who-makes you do ft to him.

.

. /
LNo.penson can ive the impression of beinglice-laoking unless that person knqs

she/he is.. .4r,

If you el you,pushyousn(comeone else down.,

rileca have harmony o
41

nly among equals.-

. ©

9 0
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THE LAST WORD

No rO, 's,

You have -now dompleted'a. training packag 'designed-to improve your
, .

a.

abilities, to facilitate effective studint rel -Eng skills at school

and in the home.- We *tru5t that you have benefitted from this staff 1

i I
development experience. You may wish to consult the resource list

and the -bibliography atithe end Of_this module for' further information
.. a.,

A.

and help thi4

According to our recenf,comprehinsive n_eed assessment study,

. students:de: ire to be'more effective in iejating ith significant
i.

others t rdaialY' lives: We hope tha(t we havg challenged you and
1

Wiped you to consider some techniques and strategies for facilitating

f.heir effoks to become .more- effective. )a,

. 2-- f

f.

o f

. /

1 ---""1
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SUGGESTED RESCiliRAS
:.$ a.

The *1olloWing books are higIlly recommended for readin by persons

wishing to do durther research it the area of 'Relating With Significant

47the7."

1
g

D)eikurs, RI' Children: The challenge. New York: Hawthorn Books, 1964.

t
Dreikurs, R. kaintaini4sanri in_the classroom. New York: Harper- and

Row, Publishers, 1971. , . ,

/--. \
Dretkurs, R. Psychology In the classroom. New Yok: Harper, and Row,

Publishers, 1968.

For fUrther resource materials; refer t o t1bibliography included

in this pack499..

4

3,

\
);2
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